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' Mlnlmax problems are fundemented to nonlinear programming, because 
of the way constraints can be represented using Lagrange multipliers. 
Better ways of solving mlnlmax problems would lead thus lead to break- 
throughs In sovllng most other problems of optimization.    This 
dissertation opens a new avenue to the study of mlnlmax problems by 
ieveloplng a theory of dual operations on saddle-functions  convex-concav( 
functions    parallel to, that already known for (purely) convex functions 
results are thereby obtained concerning mlnlmax problems which are 
dual to each other.    It is expected that these results will  find 
computational applications analogous to those already acclaimed in the 
convex case,  for Instance In decomposition of largo-scale problems. 
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Preface 

Due to the frequency with which results from RockafelUt  [44] are cited 

throughout the thesis, A spec-ial abbreviation is used.    Ndfnely, the number at 

t.ie result being cited Is »jiven enclosed In, parentheses.    For example, Theorem 

?3.8 Is cited as (23.8), Corollary 6.3.1 as (6.3.1), and so forth. 

Throughout the thesis expressions someMiues appear which involve taking 

the supremum or Inflmum of nn empty set of nunbers.    Whenever therie occur 

Ihey are to be Interpreted using the conventions   sup 4 •r -«•   and    inf ^ ■ *«•. 

The tomnon abbreviation   "Iff"    is used for the phrase   "If, and only If." 

Finally, for §1 the reader need only read 40 up to Letrma 0.3.    The rest 

of the thesis draws on all of §0. 

■ -   -  ■ 
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Introduction 

Mlnlnax thoery my be said to havt originated In 1928 with von Neumartn's 

fllnlmx theorem for matrix games C341.   Various proofs and generalizations 

of this theorem have been given by many authors. Including Vllle L59], Kaku- 

tanl IZfU Wald [60], Shlffman [50], Fan [18, 19], Kneser [27], Gllcksberg 

[24]. Nlkaldo [35], Berge [4], Slon [51], Ghoulla-Hourl [23], Moreau [33], 

and Rockefeller [39, 40]. 

Much of the early work In mlnlmax theory was done In connection with 

game theory.   However In about 1950 two equivalences were established which 

made It apparent that mlnlmax theory had much relevance for mathematical pro- 

gramming.   One of these equivalences was that between matrix games and dual 

pairs of linear programs (see Dantzlg [12], Gale-Kuhrv-Tucker [22], and Charnes 

[8]}..   The other equivalence was-that between convex programs and Lagranglan 

saddle-point problems (see KuhrHTucker [28], Slater [52], and extensions 

given by Hurw1c*-<Jzawa In [2]).   Various authors. Including Stoer [53. 54], 

Mangasarlan-fonsteln [31], and Dantzlg-Elsenberg-Cottle [13], later derived 

duality results for constrained maximization and minimization problems by 

means of mlnlmax theorems. 

In [39] Rockefeller defined a conjugacy correspondence among saddle- 

functions parallel to that of Fenchel [20] for convex functions.   This corvas- 

pondence was used In [43] to represent (In finitely many different ways) a 

certain dual pair of convex programs as a dual pair of mlnlmax problems.   At 

a later date Tynjanskll [57] Independently defined the conjugacy correspon- 

dence for a more restrictive class of saddle-functions.   He used It to assoc- 

iate with a given concavo-convex game another game of the same type, and 

showed how solving such a pair of "dual games" Is equivalent to solving a 

related pair of convex programs.   Also, papers of Moreau [33] and Ioffe~ 

Tlkhomlrov [25] contain Implicit results concerning the conjugacy 

kJM ■r^-—-■■'   ' ■ 
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correspondence among saddle*-functions. 

The relevance of mlnlmax theory to mathematical economics hss long been 

recognized, dating back to the beginnings of game theory.   More recently, 

minimax theory has been useful in the calculus of variations and optimal con- 

trol theory (e.g. Rockafellar [47, 483).    It also plays a role» in differen- 

tial games (e.g. Sakawa [49]; see »Iso the survey article by Berkovltz [6)). 

Related to mlnlmax problems are max-vnin problems, i.e. two-stage prob- 

lems of the form   max(min f(x,y)).   These have been studied by Pchenlchnyl 
x   y 

[36], Oanskln [10], and Bram [6].   Such problems correspond to 'half" a 

saddle-point problem and arise from such practical considerations as two- 

stage resource allocation. 

The preceding references deal primarily with theory.   However the task 

of actually finding saddle-points has also been studied.   Work In the early 

1950*s was done by Brown-von Neumann [7], Robinson [37], and Danskin [$]. 

Charnes [8] showed that a mlnlmax problem correspüttdinq to A constrained 

matrix game is equivalent to a dual pair of linear programs, so that such 

techniques as the simplex method could be applied.   Conversely, in order 

to utilize the Kuhn-Tucker theorem [28] and its generalizations for solving 

concave programs, Arrow-Hurwlcz [2, p. 1181 developed a "steepest descent11 

method for locating the saddle-points of the Lagranglan.   More recently, 

algorithms have been given by Dem'Janov  [14, 16], Ausländer (;3]t and Dans- 

kin [11].   See also Tremolieres' survey paper [56].   Algorithms dealing with 

max-min problems have been given by Pshenichnyi [36], Dem'janov  [15], and 

Oanskln [11]. 

The problem of minimizing a convex functioti subject to constraints has 

been analyzed by various authors by means of the duality theory arising 

from Fenchel's conjugacy correspondence.   This approach, as expounded in [44], 

■ "'irill -   '*•■-*      —J-— ■    i    i'   "   . . :_.,._ _     _    __ „  Mi -A-   | *,. ,, 
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rests ultimately on the dualfty between two operations which combine a con- 

vex function with a linear transformation.   The aim of this thesis Is to 

analyie constrained nlnlmax problems In a similar fashion by means of the 

duality theory arising from the conjugacy correspondence among saddle-func- 

tions.   To accomplish this we develop for saddle-functions analogues of 

these fundamental operations on convex functions.   But before actually des- 

cribing our results, we shall sketch the two operations and the applications 

of them which this thesis extends. 

The simpler of the two operations Is to form the composition   fA   of a 

convex function   f  with a linear transformation   A.   The other operation may 

be called "taking the Image of   f  under   A."   The resulting function   Af   Is 

defined by   (Af)(x) ■ 1nf(f(y)|Ay * x).   The fundamental result connecting 

these operations Is that, under certain mild hypotheses, 

(Af)* - f*A*, (1) 

where   *  of a linear transformation denotes the adjoint linear transforma- 

tion and   *   of a convex function denotes the conjugate convex function. 

One of the main consequences of the duality formula (1) Is the duality 

between the operations of addition and inflmal convolution for convex func- 

tions.   This can be obtained by taking   f   to be the separable function 

^....^.f^x,)*...*^). 

where each   fj   is convex on   Rn,   and defining   A  to be the linear trans- 

formation which sends each element   x   of   Rn   Into the m-tuple   (x,...,x). 

In this event   fA   Is   f^ +...+ f^   and   A*f*   Is the function 

x* ♦ 1nf(ff(xf) +...♦ f*(xj)|x* ■ xf ♦...♦ xj). 

I.e. the Inflmal convolution of   ff,...tf*.   Formula (1) then Implies that 

under mild hypotheses "the conjugate of the sum Is the Inflmal convolute of 

the conjugates."   This gives a framework encompassing problems of the form 

UHMMMi ■ -■-       - -   ■- - ' ■"  '- 
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"minimize   h(k)   subject to   x t t,   where   h   and   C   are convex."   Simply 

t&ke   m » 2,    let   f« ■ h, and let   f2(x)   equal   0   when   x e C   and   4« 

otherwise. 

The duality represented by formula (1) Is also fundamental In the per- 

turbatlonal duality theory developed by Rockafellar for generalized convex 

programs [44].    Among other things, this theory generalizes the classical re- 

sults about dual linear programs and generalizes Fenchel's Duality Theorem 

[21, p. 108] (see also [41. 42] and Stoer-Wltzgall [55]}.    It also sheds 

light on the Lagrange multiplier principle for convex programming and thereby 

on the celebrated Oantzlg-Molfe decomposition principle for linear and convex 

programs [44, pp. 285-290] (see also Falk [17] and Lasdon 129]). 

In the next three paragraphs we Indicate an essential difference between 

minimax theory and convex function theory, and briefly review the notions of 

"closed" and "conjugate" for saddle-functions. 

The principal difference between convex function theory and minimax 

theory Is not the difference between one and two arguments.    Rather It is 

that In convex function theory tne natural object of study Is the Individual 

convex function, whereas in minimax theory the natural object of study Is a 

whole equivalence class of saddle-functions.   This stems from the fact that 

there Is an equivalence relation among saddle-functions with the property 

that equivalent saddle-functions have the same (lower and upper) saddle-values 

and also the same saddle-points.   The relation, Introduced In [39], is the 

following:   two concave-convex functions   K   and   L   are said to be equiva- 

lent if and only if the closures of the convex functions   K(x,*)   and   Ux,-) 

coincide for each   x   and the closures of the concave functions   K(-,y)    and 

l(«»y)   coincide for each y. 

Recall that in convex function theory, in order to have the crucial 

J-~—*—*—*"-—~——'~~ li.mHn ~ "* 
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formuli 

(f*)* • f (2) 

hole, one considers convex functions which are lower-semi-continuous. I.e. 

closed.   Similarly. In saddle-function theory one considers "regularized** 

saddle-functions In order for an analogue of formula (2) to hold.   A saddle- 

function   K   defined to be closed If and only If It Is equivalent to both Its 

concave closure and Its convex closure» where by concave (resp. convex) clo- 

sure we me^n the saddle-function obtained from   K   by closing It (In the 

sense of convex function theory) In Its concave (resp. convex) argument.    It 

Is easily seen that a saddle-function Is closed If and only If every member 

of Its equivalence class Is closed.   It Is shown In [39] that the property 

of being a closed saddle-function Is constructive.   In [39] It Is also shown 

that equivalent closed saddle-functions must be very nearly equal.   Roughly 

speaking, they can differ essentially only at the "comer points" of their 

"domain of flnlteness."   In [39] it Is shown that each equivalence class   [Kj 

of closed saddle-functions Is an "Interval" In the sense that there exist 

unique members   K   and   X  of   [K]   such that   [K]   contains all, and only 

those, saddle-functions   IT satisfying   K<K<ir. 

We now review the conjugacy correspondence for saddle-functions, first 

developed In [39].    If   K   Is a concave-convex function from   R"1 x Rn   to 

[••,+•],   the lower conjugate   K*   and upper conjugate   If*   of   K   are defined 

by 

K*(x*.y*) ■ sup Inf {<x.x*> + <y.y*> - K(x,y)) 
y    x 

and 

ir*(x*,y*) » Inf sup {<x.x*> ■»• <y,y*> - K(x,y)}. 
x    y 

These functions are concave-convex.   If   K   Is closed, then   K*   and   K*   are 

equivalent and closed, and moreover they depend only on the equivalence class 

"~-"-'^-^-- (jJUItBI ,-.■■.-■      ......     ..:■.... .-*.-..-- 
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[Kl   containing   K.   Thus, associated with   [K]   Is a well-defined equivalence 

class   [K*]   of closed concave>convex functions, namely the dass containing 

K*  and  IT*.   The class   [K*3   Is said to be the conjugate of   CK].   This 

conjugacy correspondence has the property that the conjugate of   [K*3   Is 

CK].   This Is the analogue of formula (2) for saddle-functions. 

With this review of general facts In mind, we now describe the results 

obtained In this thesis.   We begin with the analogues of the two fundamental 

operations described above.   Let   K   be a closed concave-convex function and 

let   A   be the linear transfottnatlon   A, x /L   obtained from two other linear 

transformations   Aj   and   A*   by   Aj x A« (x,y) * (A^x^y).   One of our 

operations consists of forming an equivalence dass   [KA]   containing all the 

saddle-functions of the form 

(x.y) * KA(x,y) - l^x^) 

for  Z  any member of   CK].   A mild hypothesis is given which ensures that 

In fact such a single class exists and, moreover, that all Its members are 

closed.   The other operation Is to form a single equivalence class   [AK] 

containing all the saddle-functions both of the form 

(u,v) •*•       sup Inf        ^(x,y) 
{xjA^x « u} (yjAgy « v) 

and of the form 

(u,v) •*       Inf sup        ir(x,y) 
{ylA^y • v) (xjA^x ■ u) 

for  t  any member of   CK].   A mild hypothesis Is given wblch ensures that 

Indeed such a class exists and that all Its members are closed.   What Is 

surprising Is that this hypothesis Is precisely the same as Is needed to 

ensure the existence of the class   CK*A*]   formed by the first operation 

from   CK*]   and   A* * Af x AS.   Furthermore, it Is shown that under this 

hypothesis   CAK]   and   CK*A*]   are conjugate classes.   This is the analogue 

-■- ■  ttttmaiiämtm -^-—.--.^-..a» 
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of fontudä (1) for sadUle-fwicfeiofts, 

The- development of these operations and th--* proof of the duality bet.vfe?-!t 

thetn ifl-ake up the main contribution of thi5 thesis.   Tnree foms of this du- 

ality fire given.   The most gensril versio?: is proved in 5'L    In ü2 a rocr« 

sxplklt version is given; this is the ftms v?e find most useful for the sub- 

sequent applications.   The fonaulaticn in «3 contains the sharpest conely*loins 

?tnd j^quir^s the strongest hypottiesös. 

In 34 the first application of this duality is (Hade in defining addi- 

tion and sniniraax convolution for saddle~functions and shoving that these ^r 

dual operations.   The result 

is also obtained for the subdlffersntial of the sm of two s.sM'it-fün^tPmt. 

This parallels the result for convex functions obtained by Rockafellar CSSj, 

Jtoreau C323i and othen.   The duality betwscti addition e,nd mini«i&x convülu- 

tic« gives a sener«! franieworit within which so consider problams of ths 

fonj!, "find the saddle-points of, H   with respect to   C * 9, where   H   i«J a 

saddl^-fuwction and   C   and   0   are convex sets." 

Froffl the first application we obtain the foll^ing result,   for 

S a 1»..,^   let   IC.   be a closed concave-convex function en   tf1' x IT   which 

is not identically   ^   or   -•>   and let   T^   be the snaximsl nsonotone operator 

on   ff**""   arising fro« the subdifferential of   Kj    (see [44, 46]).   if sach 

R(TJ   is bounded, where   R{')   denotes the range of an operator, tmr>   -"X 

is maximal monotone.and ■ 

Tel RO^) » cl «(E^). • .0 

It is known that this formula holds whenever th? T/s «r's subdifferentials 

of closed proper convex functions and each R{T,) is boun^si. On the c "e. 

hand, formula (3) fails in general for maximal jtionotone operdixura.   :iyv;i-av ft 

-■ ■' :---  ■ ■■■■"■■ --    ' •   i   iMli ■ --'-    --■ mi 
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constraints.   Ordinary saddle program, are ctefi'ned ac a fr«mwoH to t v;? 

such probHems,   A quesitlon of particular concern Is whether or mi a Ugrati^.;: 

multiplier principle holds for these saddle pv»grai?i«.    Thf: ana'S^u's question 

for ordinary convex programs (I.e. mlnirai.'.ing p. convex function subject U 

finitely mny convex constraints) has ft very satisfying afflnnatm an-suer 

(see, for example, [44, Theorem 28.1]).   It is sttown thtt cne cmmt hopa 

for a correspondingly general LaQrange multiplier principle for ordinary 

saddle programs.   This is essentially dua to the fact that, unlike th« eon- 

vex program case, the set of saddle-points of the Lagrang1«n does not Tplit 

up into the product of the primal stable optimal solutions and th(s prim«! 

Kuhn-Tucker vectors (Ugrenge multipliers).   Put another way» * the suöle op- 

timal solutions and Kuhn-Tucker vectors nre shown to b« in a certain ssuse 

dependent on each other. 

Finally, in 58 the perturbational dudlity theory is specUMzeJ in 

another direction to yield a minlroax version of Fenchel*: Duality Thtorm. 

We deal with dual pairs of minimax problems of the following forw (wherft wt 

suppress for siir^licity now the issue of the domains of th«? variables)'; 

(I)   Find the saddle-points of  K(x,y5 - LA(x,y), 

(II)   Find the saddle-points of L*(z,w) - K*.^(i,w). 

Here   I  is closed and concave-convex on   rf" K Rn
t   |. is closed and ccn>ax 

concave on   Rp * R^, and   A   is a (product) linear transfcvrmaticn fraß 

if « Sin   to   9? x R^.   The results obtained generalize certal?» results of 

Rnckdfellar [43], Lebedev-Tynjanskii [30], and Tynjanskli ITi/, B]. 

it is known that many results In the theory of convex functions ha^o 

refineroents when polyhedralness üs present.    For closed Reddle-functions 

there is a property of polyhedralnas:* which 1«; preserved under conjugacy ;„.;; 

well as the operations in $82, 4 and 5.   Nearly all the results (P the thesis 

am^mUmi^Lä*- ^.-J.—^. ...    ■,._^...    ...-,..., -...  ...    .    . ., .....■..■ iitni ,„   ,  ,, , , , ,, jniMai IMMnt**    M  
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adnit refinements when such polydeclralness U present.   V' >:• ^ disc.ir>i;f;-;i 

in the Appendix. 

—-    -  —■ *—— -^  ..^...    ^^ • ■ '■ ■■ ■      —•"' 
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10:   Prellmlnines 

In this thesis m uat suinly thu definitions and notation set forth i< 

Rockafellar [44], «nd any tern» not defined In th« thesis arö J J br. under- 

stood as In [441.   For convenience w« revluv? set«? definitions htir* and a'iso 

Introduce socse of our own,    Xn addition, we present a few background rruUs 

which wH] be or use later on. 

The topology taken on   R"   1$ tte usw^ one, «tid the •fntfcrtor a«d 

closure of a subset   S   of   Rw   are denoted by   Int S   «nd   cl S,    .«•%:■ 

tlvely.   A stt Is called affine Iff It 1$ either the swpty jftt* I:;-;K<:; i 'y 

«(, or a translate of a linear subspace.   The «flL0.* 'mil r^: a siitset ■fs !* 

smallest affine set containing It,    If   C   is a convex subset cf   ?'    IV;, 

relative Interior, written   ri C, Is the Interior of   C   with rer^xi io   'r. 

affine hull equipped with the relative topology. 

If   A   is a linear transfonnation frow   fP   to   Km, tlten   ,'.*   oe.io ,«3 

the adjoint linear transforwatlon mapping   f^*   to   ä'\, 

Th« effective don^in of a co.ivex function   f   on   R^   Is the set 

don f • {.xjf(x) < *»). 

And the conjugate of   f   is the convex function   f*   on   R0   tjlvert b;/ 

f*(x*} - sup(<x»K*> - f(x)> 
X 

(where   <•,•>   denotes the ordinary Inner product). SlmilerTly, the effec- 

tive domain of a concave function   g   on   Rn   Is the set 

dorn g - {x|g(x) > •-), 

and the conjugate of   g   is the concave function   g* on   Rn   '4iven by 

g*(x*) » inf{</..x*> - g(x)}, 
x 

Our multiple use of the superscript   *   should cause no difTlc.nt.y, siace !t 

is always clear from the context what operation Is intended. 

For any subset   C   of   Rn   the function   sC-JC)   on   f". ^allud M(e 

indicator function of   C, is defined by setting   6{xiC)   Kjwl ;-   0   1* 

MMHM -■■■-■ - I 11 I UM III ill^-   
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is the domain of  K.   We say that   X   Is proper iff Its domain Is nonempty. 

The kernel of   K   Is the restriction of   K   to the relative interior of its 

domain.   We say that   K   is simple Iff   dom K(x,') c cKdonuK)   for every 

xe rUdom^K)   and   domK(*»y) CZ  cKdom^K)   for every   yc rKdon^K).   The 

function   cl.K  obtained by closing   K(x,y)   as a concave function of   x 

for each fixed  y   is called the concave closure of   K.   Similarly» the 

function   cljK  obtained by closing   K(x»y)   as a convex function of  y 

for each fixed   x   Is called the convex closure of  K.   If   L   is also a 

concave-convex function on   Rf* » Rn» we say that   K   and   L   are equivalent 

and write   K~L   iff   c^K • c^L   and   clgK • clgL.   The collection of 

all concave-convex functions on   R* » Rn  which are equivalent to   K   is 

called the equivalence class containing   K  and is denoted by   CK}.   We say 

that   K   is closed iff   c^K^K   and    K^cljK. 

It Is an easy exercise to show that   K-« L   Implies both that   dorn K » 

dom L   and that  K   is closed iff   L   Is closed.   Thus, an equivalence class 

is called closed (resp. proper) Iff any of its members Is closed (resp. pro- 

per). 

The function   f   on   RP1 « R"   given by  f(x,y*) • sup{<y,y*> - K(xty)) 
y 

is convex In   (x,y*)   Jointly» since it is a pointwise supremum of convex 

functions.   Similarly, the function   g   on   flf x R"   given by 

g(x*,y) ■ inf{<x,x*> - K(x^))   1$ concave in   (x*,y) Jointly.   We call   f 
x 

(resp. g) the convex (resp. concave) parent of   K.   Notice that this usage 

of the term "parent" differs by some minus signs from the original usage 

in Rockafellar [43].   With these definitions, (34.2) implies the following. 

THEOREM 0.1.   tfii,  f   (resp. g) be the convex (resp. concave) parent of 

K.   Then  K   is closed Iff   f(x.y*) • -g^x.-y*)   and   g(x*,y) - -f*(-x*.y). 

la which MSÄ (a) M W Masi Mid. 

 ,....„..,,..:,...   ^**....^^„r.r ■...- .    ..t... i    —- „n.    i     HI.       -      ■■     -  : 
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<a)   For each   ^ c C^lt %\>\ WSytWi (re^P- ^-^^^.y8.) ,Pj',r'*?
J'

l>^ P^   ^   .'.;;. 

T'   (r.?19i. 9)~   IteSffiÖLC»   f   ^!?.':;   3   |re closed, md 

SmJs * iv\i^.t)t*') < +'• for $0!>w y}, 

dcouK w {yjgtx*»^) > -", for sou« x*}. 

K.O-:,./) " r.up{«-y*,y> - f(x>f) 

mi 

y/' 

K(v.sy) • Ku^yl 

y       whenever   x c n(dofft^K)   or  y t- rfCdom^K). 

i Tha lower conjugate cf   K, denotßd by   K», 's »; functfor iv.-»   ;:''  >; R' 

def-fned by 

10* ^*,y*) « sup Inf {•■■xfx*> v  ':^y,;>   ■ l<(x9y)). 
y   x 

Similarly» Wie ugper conjug&te of   K, denioted by   JOS is s funci-ion .Mn 

^ « sf   define«! by 

f*(x*,y*) •■ luf sup (<x,>;*> ■♦ iyv.y*> ■■ K/x.y)}. 
x    y 

Prraa (37J) w« have the fotlwlng result. 

THEOREM 0.2.   Assam«   Y   is cloüed-    rhfttt   K* i.1-   eri OvUtv?(1;:ir»i, 

5j.95Slä concave-convex functions whlctj depend qnly on   i'Kj.   .^»'.lovfT, H   I. 

and the convex (res|). concave) oarent of   I   1^, tne^ imetlyie. of th/ (-'..:■'-''.^ 

-    ■ - - ■- y ■■ -■ ... ■,.■-■- X-..  .....   :..    ^. L^..... 
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(resp. convex) parent of  K. 

The equivalence class containing   K*   and  IT*   Is called the conjugate 

of   CK]   and It denoted by   CK*].   Each member of   CK*]   Is called a 

conjugate of every member of   CK].   It Is Immediate from Theorems 0.2 and 

0.1(b) that (at least ««hen   K   Is closed)   K*   and  IT*   are the least and 

greatest elements of   CK*]» respectively.   The notation thus conforms to 

that introduced In Theorem 0.1(b)» where a lower (resp. upper) bar Indicates 

the least (resp. greatest) element of the equivalence class. 

By (34.2.3) the only equivalence classes which are closed but not pro- 

per are the one contelnlng the constant function   +•   and the one containing 

the constant function   -•*.   Since each of these two equivalence classes Is 

the conjugate of the other» It follows that   CK*]   Is closed and proper 

whenever   CK]   Is. 

Suppose for now that   K   Is closed and proper, and let   K*   be a con- 

Jugate of   K.   By (37.1.3) the saddle-value of   K  exists whenever 

0 c rKdOH^K*)   or   0 e r^don^K*)» and by (37.5.3) a saddle-point of   K 

exists when both these conditions are satisfied.   To use these facts It 

would be helpful to have characterizations of  0 c r1(domjK*)   for   J » 1 and 

2.   These are furnished by the next two lemmas. 

LEWA 0.3.   Assume   K   is closed, and let   f   (resp. g) be its convex 

(resp. concave) parent.   Then 

rKdorn^*) • UlrKdom g('»y))|y c rl D) 

and 

r1(dom2K*) • U{r1(dom f(x,-))|x « H C)» 

where   C ■ doni,K   and   D » domgK.   These formulas also hold when "rl" Is 

deleted throughout. 

PROOF.    From Theorems 0.2 and 0.1 (a) It follows that 

.. .... -». . ^.. . ^ , 
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«Jonj.K* " A dor,} g 

and 

dorn g « U{döii g(-,y) x {y}jy t Oh 

where A Is the projaction   (x*,y) ♦ x*.   Henw (5.6) Iraplles 

rlCdom^K*) « A. rl(dofi! g) 

and (6.8) iwpliis 

H(dom g) • \Jiri{4m g('Sy)) >« (yliy e r1 V), 

The fonnulas for   domilC*   and Its wlatlvä fnteHor follow f.-cv. th^se.. mid 

the other two formsjilas are proved slrallafly 

Fur the next lemni.a mere dfiflnltlon- £■?■-; iiee-detd. 

•.n 

■^ a proper 

convex function on   K , the ffcessfon fujictfen of   <', wrHtert   r^c f, 1; 

fUDCTCton on   Rn   defined by 

(rec f)(y) « sup{f(x + y)   • f(v.).!x e .ic»T r}, 

and the recession cone of   f   is the -jet 

rec cons f « {y|fr«ic f)(.y) < 0}. 

The recerision function and recession cone of a proper COKCäV? PsmctUi?; ?■/ 

defined similarly by replac!^ "sup" by "Inf" «nd "<" by V'.   This n-^.üV, 

^"or these objects dlffe« from that In C44L 

Now write   C • dow,K   and   0 * donuK,    The convex recession; fmct!'jn 

of   K   is the function   ii!C?K   o«   Rn   defined by 

(rec?K)(w) « sup {{rec K(x,-))(w)|x t- »i C}. 

rf!fJ conyjix •fCossipn cone of   !C   li the set 

rec r.oriä.:,K 
a ivj ;^(.,<)(w) ^ C}.. 

Similarly, the concjave recess von functlün of   :/,    '.-• fisf; funcfion   (•ec-'f. 

P."1   defined by 

(rec,K)(.T) » 1nf((rec K; - .>))'/) ly  ■ ri P). 

and the concave recasslon cone of   K   io ih(: v;f 

— ■-•■■- -      .......      ,.:.. — . 

■■■iiart'iliinrtinii- i     i i , 
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Trivially, 

and 

rec cone|K • (z|(rec1K)(z) >, 0). 

rtc cone^K ■ DC rec cone K(xt*)|x c rl C) 

rec cone^K • Otrec cone K(',y)|y c rl 0). 

When   K   Is closed and proper, Theorem 0.1 (b) Implies that the recession 

functions and cones of  K  depend only on   CK], and In fact, (37.2) states 

that 

reCgK - «'('IdoiV*) 

and 

re^K •-6*(-|dom1K*). 

Furthermore, when   K   Is closed and proper It follows from (34.3) and (8.S) 

that the recession cones of   K   are closed convex cones containing the ori- 

gin.   Hence they are subspaces Iff they are closed under multiplication by 

-1. 

LEMMA 0.4.    Assume   K   il. filfiSSd. AOl BE&BfiL.    Ul 4   equal    1    or   2 

and put   Sj ■ rec cone^K.   Then 

0 c r1(domjK*) Iff   SJC-SJ, 

and 

0 c 1nt(domjK*) Iff   Sj C {0). 

PROOF.   We use the following SUBLEMMA.   If   w* c Rn   and   h   Is a posi- 

tively homogeneous proper convex function on   Rn, then the following two 

conditions are equivalent: 

(a) Vw e Rn,   <w,w*> <. h(w)   with strict Inequality for each   w 

such that   -h(-w) t h(w); 

(b) Vw e Rn,   h(w) <. <w,w*>   Implies   h(-w) < <-w,w*>. 

PROOF OF SUBLEMMA.   Assume (a) and suppose   h(w) < <w>wA>.   Then actually 

«ÜMMMI ''"'•*^**^-^'--1-" -'"    ■■    "■     '•■     ;  >--'--^—- -J.-..    -■■ ...    ,,:..,,,   .^,.:J..^  .■_.,.....         .       ....,....^.l 'iTftilflJhrlil-    ■' UUHiK^ 
"l 
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h(w) • «»»,»»*>. If we had -h(-w) f h(w), then (a) would Imply <w.w*> < h(w), 

a contradlctlor. Thus -h(-w) • h(w) ■ <w,w*> and (b) Is proved. Converse- 

ly» assume (b) and let   w  be given.   If   h(w) <. w.w*^ then (4.7.2) and 

(b) Imply   -h{0 <;   h(-w) <. <-w»w*>   and hence   <w,w*>ih(w).   Suppose 

-h(~w) f h(w).   By (4.7.2) we have   -h(-w) < h(w)t If  h(w) < ^.w^. this 

would Imply   -t|-w) < <w,w*>   while at the same time from (b) we would have 

<w,w*> <.   -h(-w4.   Therefore   ^.w^ < h(w)   whenever   -h(-w) f h(w), and (a) 

Is proved. 

Define   h »\s*(-|dom2K*).   By (13.1) and the Sublewna.   0 c ri(dom2K*) 

Iff for each   w c Rn,   h(w) ^0   Implies   h(-w) ^0.   By (13.1) we also hava 

that   0 c 1nt(doro2K*)   Iff for each   w c Rn,   h(w) <. 0   implies   w » 0,     ins 

assertions for   j ■ 2   follow from these equivalences and the fact that 

h ■ recgK.   The assertions for  J * 1   follow similarly, using the fact that 

re^K - -«♦(-|doii1K*). 

In view of Lemmas 0.3 and 0.4 and the observations preceding Lemma 0.3 

concerning the existence of saddle-values and saddle-points» formulas are 

given In ii2 and 4 for the parents and recession functions of the saddle- 

functions resulting from the operations developed there.   This Is done In 

Theorem 2.4» Corollary 4.6.2» and Lemmas 2.5 and 4.7.   By combining these re- 

sults with Lemmas 0.3 and 0.4 the reader can easily state existence theorems 

as needed. 

The next lemma Is used In \%Z and 4 to dualize various conditions.    Also, 

taking   L, » (0)   in this lemma yields the assertion   N0 t rKdom.K*) Iff 

Sj c -Sj" of Lemma 0.4. 

LEMMA 0.5.   Let   L^ (resp. LJ   be a subspace of   R1" (resp. Rn). and 

assume   K  J[$ closed and proper.   Then for   j ■ 1 and 2   the following con- 

ditions are equivalent; 

'-  "-"-'- —     -- --  --  --          — J-U^^^i^.^- .._    .■..., .. .....   ■ .,■. ...... .-..   ^.y.. .        ...... ;   , L     . ■■■ ■■■   .^.l.--^-   .   ■    -^   ■    ■■■.   ,       ...       .^.■...,   ^ 
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(aj)   Lj n rKdomjK*) f *; 

(bj)   Lj H (rec cone^K)   is a subspace; 

(Cj)   Lj H (rec conejK)C -(rec conejK). 

PROOF.   We prove only that (ag), (bg) and (02) are equivalent, as the 

proof for  J ■ 1   is similar.   By the nimarks preceding Lemma 0.4 and the 

fact that   Lg   is a subspace, (bg) Is equivalent to (eg).   Write   0* « don^K* 

and   L • Lj.   By (11.3), (aj) falls Iff there exists a hyperplane separating 

L  and   0*.   By (11.1) this occurs Iff there exists a  w e Rn   such that 

1nf{<y*,w>|y* c L) > sup(<y*,w>|y* c D*} 

and 

But since 

and 

sup{<y*iw>|y* e L) > 1nf{<y*.w>|y* e 0*}. 

sup(<y*,w>|y* e 0*} • (rec2K)(w) 

1nf{<y*,w>|y*e L) ■ 0   If   we L 

—   If   w ^L , 

this means that (ag) falls Iff there exists a   w c L    such that 

(rec2K)(w) ^ 0   and   (recJC)(-w) > 0.   Therefore (a2) holds Iff for each 

* e Lx,   (rec2K)(w) < 0   Implies   (rec2K)(-w) < 0.   But this last condition 

Is the same as (c2). 

Define   K   to be polyhedral Iff It Is closed and either Its convex or 

Its concave parent Is polyhedral.   By Theorem 0.1, If   K   Is polyhedral and 

L   Is equivalent to   K, then   L   Is polyhedral.   Thus, an equivalence class 

Is called polyhedral Iff any of Its members Is polyhedral. 

From Theorem 0.2 follows the Important fact that [K*] Is polyhedral 

whenever [K] Is polyhedral. Polyhedralness Is also preserved by each of 

the operations developed In ff2, 4 and 5. 

— -- 
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si:   A General Theorem 

The goal of this section Is to prove Theorem 1.1» which concerns the 

following question.   Let   K   be a saddle-function on   if * Rn, let 

A,: RP * if  and   A«: Rq * R^1   be linear transformations, and suppose that 

all the saddle-functions of the form  (u,v) ♦ ^{A1u,A2v), where   %  is equi- 

valent to   K. belong to a single equivalence plass.   What can be said about   • 

the conjugate (I.e. "dual") equivalence class?   Theorem 1.1 describes this 

class explicitly.    In 12 this duality is developed In more detail as two dual 

operations on equivalence classes. 

THEOREM 1.1.   Let   K   be a concave-convex function on   R"1 * Rn   and let 

A ■ A, x Ag,   where   A1: Rf* * R*   and   A«: Rq •«■ Rn   are linear transformations, 

Assume   K   is closed and that there exists a closed concave-convex function 

H   on   Rp x R^   such that   KA js equivalent to   H   whenever  IT  is equiva- 

lent to   K.   Define   J,   and  J2   on   R!* x rt^   bjr 

iMuSv*) - sup inf       IC*(x*,y*) 
1 {x*|A{x* - u*) {y*|/^y* - v*) 

J9(u*,v*) ■ Inf sup        K*(x*.y*)f 
{y*|AJy* ■ v*) {x*|Afx* ■ u*} 

and let   J   be an^ concave-convex function on   Rp x R^   such that 

JiiJlJ2*   Then   J   Is simple and satisfies 

clgC^J ■ H*.   c^cl^J • ff*. 

domCclgCl^J) • dorn H* ■ donKcljC^JK 

domH* C c1(A*dom K*). 

if   H   is proper, then   J   is proper and has the same kernel as   H*. 

From Theorem 0.2 and Lemma 1.6 (below) it follows that in the theorem 

J   can be taken to be either  «^   or  32* 

The proof of this theorem uses seven lemmas.   The assertion of Lerama 1.2 

aailaihttaiMfrmi-r'-i -i  ■-.>--„....-.■*.-....^rill ■»"■■- ■■ - -^-l MMMIBMMaMMMmMMrmaMittaiBBhittMiMMBaMM ^-^^■.■>■■ 
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was first noted In Rockafellar [39] and the proof given is the one indicated 

there.   Lemma 1.3 was suggested by the proof of (34.5).    Lemma 1.4 was first 

proved In [391. 

LEMMA 1.2.   Urt   K   be a concave-convex function.    Then the lower coiv 

Jugate of   K*   Is^  cl?cl,K, and the upper conjugate of   1c*   1^   cl^cl^K. 

PROOF.   Observe that for any convex function    f, 

(cl f)(y) ■ sup Inf {<y - w,y*> + f{w)} 
y*  w 

follows trivially from the fact that   cl f » (f*)*.   Similarly, 

(cl g)(x) « Inf sup {<x - z,x*> + g(z)} 
x*   7 

for any concave function   g.    If   H   denotes the upper conjugate of   K*f 

then these facts together with the definitions imply 

H(x,y) * Inf sup {<x*,x> + <y*,y> - inf sup {<2,x*> + <w,y*> - K(r,w)}} 
x*   y* z     w 

- Inf sup {<x - z,x*> + sup inf {<y - w,y*> + K(2,w)}} 
x* z y* w 

» inf sup {<x - z,x*> + (cl9K)(2,y)} 
x* z d 

*  (cl1cl2K)(x.y). 

The other assertion Is proved similarly. 

LEMMA 1.3.    Let    K   be a concave-convex function.    Then   dom,K = 

domJclpK),    domgK cz doin2(cl7K),   and. domcl2K(-,y) « dom^K   for every   y. 

If_ dom^K f i   ancMom K.(x,-) CZ cUdom^K)    for every   x e r1(dom,K), then 

actually   dom-K d doinp(clpK) c: cUdom^K)    and moreover   cl-K   ac[reer> wi th 

K   ültlje_set^  ri(dom K).    Parallel assertions holti concerning   cljK. 

PROOF.    By the definition of   dom,K   ana   aom9k, when   x t dom,K   the 

convex function   K(x,*)    somewhere has the value    -«, whereas when   x c dom,K 

the function   K(x,-)    is never   -•   end its effective domain includes   donuK. 

Thus    (clpKHx,-)    Is the constant function   ■«   when   x ^ dom^K,   whereas 
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when   x c doro^K   It is never   —   and its effective domain Includes   dom^K. 

This shows that   dom^clgK) ■ dom,K   and   doin2(c12K) ^ domgK, and in f<»ct 

that   dorn,!;   Is the effective domain of every one of the concave functions 

(clJOl'.y).   Now assume that   dorn K(x,a)c: cUdonigK)    for every 

x c rUdom^K).   Since   dom?Kcdom K(x,)    always holds, (6.3.1) Implies 

ri(dom K(x,')) ■ r1(doin,K) (U 

for every   % c rl(domnK).    Thus, for each   x £ rl(dom^K)    the convex function 

K(x,')   agrees with Us closure on   rlldon^K).   That Is,   K   agrees ,vit.h 

clpK   on the set   r1{dom^K) * r1(dom?K) * r1(dom K).    Final 1>,   ar.iiiix; 

dom,K f 0.   By (6.2) we can pick some   x E r1(dom,K).    Then   >: c don^clgK.) 

Implies   dom(cl?K)(x,-)C: cl(dom K(x,')). and equation (1) and (6.J.I) imoly 

cl(dom K(x,')) = c!(dom?K').   Thus, for any   y e dom2(cl?K)l    (cl2K)(x>y) 

implies that   y e dom(cl2K)(x,*)   and hence   y c cUdwuK).   This shows 

dom2(cl2K)c cl(dom2K). 

LEMMA 1.4.   Let   K   be a concave-convex function.    Then   clpK   and 

cl,K   are simple. 

PRDOF.    It suffices to prove   cUK   Is simple.    This requires shewing 

(i)   dom(cl,K)(',y) CcUdom^clpK))   whenever   y c r1(dom2(cl2K)), and (11) 

dom(cl2K)(x,-)C cl(dom2(c12K))    whenever   x c ri(üom^(cl2k)).    Lennna U 

Implies   dom,(cl2K) » dom^   and   dom(cl2K)(,,>) = dom^   for every   y. 

This establishes (1).   Since a concave function agrees with Its closiro on 

the relative Interior of Its effective domain (see (7.2) and (7.4)), Lemma 

1.3 also implies   (cl^KHx.y) » cl((cl2K)(-,y))(x) « (cl1cl2K)(x,y) whenever 

x e ri(donu(cl2K)).    Applying Lernna 1.3 once more yields   domUl^c^M*.-) * 

domJclpK)   for every   x.    Combining these facts establishes (11). 

LEMMA 1.5,    Let.   K    oe a concjve:convex functior..    I_f   r1(dom(il2cKK)J 

•'i(dom(cl1clj)K)), theri^   K   is simple. 

■— ■■ ■■■-  ^^i 
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PROOF.   ASSUM there exists an   x c r^dom^K)   such that   dorn K(x,) cf: 

cUdm^).   Then there exists a  y   such that   K(x,y) < +••  but 

y i cUdoffl^).   LcmM 1.3 Implies   dom(cl2IC)('ly) ■ dom^.   Since an Improper 

concave function euqals   +•   everywhere on the relative Interior of its effec- 

tive donaln (by (7.2)),   (cl2!()(x>y) < K(x.y)< *»   Implies that   (c12K)(*.y) 

Is never  *».   Hence  y c dom^c^K).   From Lemma 1.3 It follows that 

dom2K cdo«2(cl2K) • dornte!^IgK) ^ c1(dQm2K). 

By (6.3.1) this Implies 

rKdom^cljC^K)) j» r1(dom2K). (1) 

By (33.1.1)   cUK   Is a concave-convex function.   Hence Lemma 1.3 Implies 

dom2K - dom^cl^lOc dom2(cl2cl|K) 

and   dom^K c dom^cl^K).   Since   x c HCdom^K), this shows   dom^cl^K) ^ 0, 

and by Lemma 1.4   cljK   Is simple.   Hence Lemma 1.3 also Implies 

dom^clgCljlOc: cHdom^cljK)). 

These facts together with (6.3.1) Imply that 

rKdom^clgCljK)) - r1(dom2K). (2) 

From (1) and (2) It follows that   rKdom^clgt^K)) - rKdom^c^c^K)) 

Implies   dorn K(x,«) c c1(dom?K)   for every   x c r1(dom,K).   The other con- 

dition for  K   to be simple can be established similarly. 

LEMMA 1.6.   Let   L   be a concave-convex function on   rf" * Rn   and 

B ■ B, x B2   be £ linear transformation from   rf" x Rn   to   Rp x R^.   Define 

«Mz.w) ■ sup Inf      L(xly) 
(xlB^ ■ z) CylBjjy » w) 

and 

J2(2.w) ■ Inf sup      L(x,y) 
CylBgY ■ w} (xlB^ - z) 

for every   (z,w)c tl? x R^.   Then   J.   and   J2   are concave-convex function; 

on Rp « R^. 

i 

i 

,,.     ,   fl  tn.^.iM.llMUl^^-;^^..^..,....,■■      ,.■■,.. ^..„.-■..■„■..-   . .. .,:. :.....     .-   |(        ■ ^i 
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PROOF.   Ltt   i e Rp   be fixed and write   f - J,(i,0.   Then   f(w) ■ 

$up{(B2L(x,«))(**)|B^ ■ !)•   Since (5.7) Implies   B^Cx»*)   Is a convex func- 

tion for each  x, (5.5) Implies   f   Itself Is convex.   Now let   w c R^   be 

fixed and write  g • ^(»»w).   The function   k(x) > InftKx.y)^^ - w)   Is 

concave by (5.5), so  g • B^k   Is concave by (5.7).   This shows   J^   Is con- 

cave-convex.   Similarly, (5.S) and (5.7) Imply   J,   Is concave-convex. 

LEMMA 1.7.   Let the notation be as In Lemma ^.6.   Then   L*B*<J|  «nd 

7f < r«B*, where  B* - Bf K 8|. 

PROOF.   For  J ■ 1 and 2   let   R*   denote the range of  Bj.   Observe 

that   J2(*iw)   Is constantly   *•   whenever  w ^ Rg» and   J2(z,w) ■-•  when- 

ever   w c Rj  but   z ^ R^.   These facts and the definition of lower conjugate 

yield 

J|(2*,w*) ■ sup Inf (<i,2^ ♦ <w,w^ - J2(z,w)) 
^ w    z * 

■ sup    Inf   (<z,z*> ♦ <w,w^ - «Mz»*)) 
weRg  zcR^ 

■ sup   Inf   sup^j   Inf,,.   {<z,z^ ♦ <w,w*> - L(x,y)) 
WCRJJ zcR, ycB* w xcB^ z 

>. sup   sup..    Inf   Inf .   {<z,z*> ♦ <w,w*> - L(x,y)) 
"* WBRJ ytBj w zcR^ xtBj z 

■ sup      sup   .   Inf      Inf   ,   {<B|X,z*> ♦ <B-y,w*> - L{x,y)) 
y  y«y ♦ Bj10   x   xcx ♦ 8,0      ' c 

■ sup Inf {<x,Btz*> ♦ <y,B«w*> - L(x,y)) 
y    x       . 

■ k*(Bfi*.B|W*) 

■ L*B*(z*,w*), 

where the Inequality follows from (36.1).   This proves the first Inequality, 

and the second Is proved similarly. 

LEMMA 1.8.   Let   K  jyjd   A   be n .in Theorem 1.1. write   C ■ dorn^K   and 

0 ■ domJC, and let   f (reso. g)   be the convex (re§o. concave) parent of   K. 

-J-^JJ—J- "  •"-        ■   III          ■      IM.H^MIIII _..w_.. —— -iJ~. ^- -       --      - 
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if K Jif cowcivt*c1oifd. thaw 

doijfg)* • U(tfOM c1(Afg(sy))|y c DArtngt Aj). 

If K   It convtX'dottd. thm 

domett)* • U(dOi cl(/^f(x,0)|x c CAnngt A,}. 

PROOF.   U« provt only tht first fomult, as th« ttcond It tlnllir. 

Mfiat   K  It concavt-clostd.   Than (16.3) liiplIM   (Msy)^)* - c1(/^g(sy)) 

far avtry y.   Alsd If y<0  than   K(*,y)   Is   *•   taMMhara» which Inpl las 

that  9(**y) B K(**y)*  and hanca   c1(A|g(*(y))   ara constantly   -«.   Froa 

thasa facts It follows that 

(KÄ)*(u*,v*) • sup Inf {<u,ü*> ♦ <v,v*> - MA.u./Uv^ 
v    u '    * 

■ sup (<v,v*>. ♦ (K(..Ä2v)A1)*(u*)) 

■ tMB,   (<v,v*> ♦cl(Af9(.,A9v))(«*)>« 
vt/^'O '       c 

Nanca   u*c doi^JKÄ)*   Iff 

V v*. 3 v c ^D  such that  u* c do« cUAfgC*^)). 

and this occurs Iff 

3 y c OAranga Aj   such that  u* c don c1(A|,g(*,y)). 

Tha first forwilt Is Imadlata froa this. 

PROOF OF TNEOPEN 1.1.   Slnca   K   Is closad, Thaoran 0.2 ln^llas that 

tha lowar eonjugata of 7*  Is   K   and tha uppar conjugata of  K*   It IT. 

Thus, LMM 1.7 l^llas   |£<jj   and  7f<RA.   Fro»  J^J^Jj   and (36.1) 

It follows that j} < i* < T* < 7f.   Tharafora 

jSA<i* < J*<IA. 

Togathar with Thaoraas 0.1 and 0.2. this lapllas that tha lowar conjugates 

of j,*   and H  colnclda and tha uppar conjugatas of  7*  and  H   coincide. 

lut hy Leans 1.2 this means that 

cljC^J - H*   and   c^cljJ ■ R*. 

 -,,,,..    .. ..—. ■.. —..       --...-    
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Since equivalent saddle-functions have the same domain, this Implies that 

dom(cl2cl1J) « dorn H* « domCc^c^J) (1) 

By the hypothesis on H and Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 we have that 

dorn H* • dom^KA)* x dom2(P)*. (2) 

Let f, 9. C and D be as in Lemma 1.8. Since K is closed, Theorem 

0.1 implies that 7 Is concave-closed, K Is convex-closed, and both IT 

and K have the same parents as K. Hence Lemma 1.8 Implies, for example, 

that 

dom2(P)* - UCdora cl(A|f(x,'))|x e C A range A2}. 

Since 

dom cl(AJf(x,.)) C cl(dom A|f(x.-)) ■ cl(AJdom f(x,0) 

for each x, we conclude that 

dom2{P)* C cl(AjU{dom f(x,')|x e Cnrange A^). 

But by Lemma 0.3 we know that 

dom2K* - U{dom f{x,')Ix e C>. 

Using (2), It follows that 

dom.H* C cUAJdom.K*) 

for J • 2. The corresponding Inclusion for J « 1 follows from (2) simi- 

larly. Hence 

dom H* C cl(A*dom K*). 

From (1) and Lemma 1.5 It follows that J is simple. Now assume H Is 

proper. Then the set In (1) Is nonempty. If dom^J were empty, then cl2J 

and hence cKcUJ would be constantly -», contradicting the fact that 

donuCcKcUJ) Is nonempty. Hence dom^J t i.   h similar argument shows 

dom2J f 0, so that J Is proper. Since J Is also simple. It follows 

from (6.3.1) and Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 that J has the same kernel as cl^-J, 

which In turn has the same kernel as c^cl^O. Then since cl^cl^^H*, 

Theorem 0.1 (b) Implies that J has the same kernel ds H*. 

i ■ -  ..tir.-*! 
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iZ:   Two Dual Operations 

In this section we develop two fundamental operations Involving linear 

transformations and equivalence classes of closed proper saddle-functions. 

Specific conditions are given under which the operations can be performed, 

and the operations arc shown to be dual.   Various results arc proved con« 

cernlng the equivalence classes resulting from these operations.   Th<; sec- 
i 

tlon concludes with examples showing that the conditions under which the 

operations can be performed cannot In general be weakened. 

The first operation we develop Is analogous to that of composing a con- 

vex function with d linear transformation.   Let   K   be a closed proper con- 

cave-convex function on   Rf « Rn   and let   A • A^ * A«   be a linear transfor- 

mation from   Rp x f^   to   Rf" x Rn.   we seek a condition on   K   and   A   ensur- 
■ 

ing the existence of an equivalence class of closed proper saddle-functions 

which contains every function of the form   KA   for   K c [K].   Such a condition 

Is given In Theorem 2.2.   When this equivalence class exists, it will usually 

be denoted by   [KA]. 

LEMMA 2.1.   Let   K   be a concave-convex function on   R"1 x Rn   and let 

A * A* x A*   be £ linear transformation from   Rp x R'J   to   R"1 x Rn.   Then   KA 

li 1 concave-convex function on   Rp x R*', and   A" (dorn K) c dorn KA.   The 

Inclusion can be strengthened to equality i£  K  ]*_ closed and proper and 

range A n r1(dom K) >• i, 

PROOF.   Write   dom K • C « 0.   By (5.7),   KA Is concave-convex.    If 

u e A. C, then   K(A.u.>)   Is never   •<•   and hence   KA(u,*) > KtA^u,»^   Is 

never   -«.   This shows   Aj C C dom,KA.    Similarly   A^ D d dom^KA.   Now 

assume   K   Is closed and proper and   range A ArKdom K) ^ 0.    If   u / A* C, 

then (34.3) Implies K(A,u,OA2 equals — everywhere on rl D and hence 

K(A*u,«)A2 equals -• everywhere on Ag (rl 0). Since A^rl D) M by 

hypothesis, this shows   dom^KA C A^C.    Similarly   dom2KA C A^D. 

tmtMMtmm    ' -■■ -' -  ■-- 
.d...,.—~ .  
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THEOREM 2.2.   Ut   K   bt a closed proper concavt-convex function on 

rf* « Rn, jffit lit A • A^ K Äg   fei a linear transformation from   Rp »c R^   Q 

RP* x Rn   such thft  rarwe AArKdow K) M i.   Han the collection 

(KAjlT e [K])    of saddle-functions Is contained In an eoulvalence class   [H] 

si glw^d prgwr tflBfim^flmaa tnaaüiM m, $*& havina do^.in 
A'^domK).   HaosttD 

H-KA,   fT-KA. 

rl(domH) - A^rKdom K), 

cl(doniH) - A'^Kdoni K). 

PROOF,   lenna 2.1 Implies   KA   and  ITA  are proper concave-convex func- 

tions on   Rp M Rq  with domain   A'^dom K).   From Theorem 0.1 (b) It Is 

clear that a closed proper saddle-function Is the least member of Its equi- 

valence class Iff It Is convex-closed.   Now It follows routinely» using (6.7), 

(34.3) and (9.5), that  KA   satisfies the six conditions of (34.3) and more- 

over Is convex-closed.   Hence   KA   is closed and Is the least member of Its 

equivalence class.   Similarly,   fA   Is closed and Is the greatest member of 

Us equivalence class.   According to (34.4), two closed proper saddle-func- 

tions are equivalent Iff they have the same kernel.   Suppose 

(u.v) c r1(.A"l(dom K)).   By (6.7) this means   A(u,v) e r1(dom K).   Since   K  and 

IT  are equivalent closed proper,   l(A(u,v) • l^A(u,v).   This shows   KA~KÄ  and 

hence   [KA] ■ [KA] ■ [H].   If   K e CK], then  K < K < IT    Implies 

KA<KA<tiÄ    and hence   KA c [H]   (Theorem 0.1(b)).   The formulas for 

r1(dom H)   and   c1(dom H)   are imnedlate from (6.7). 

THEOREM 2.3.   Let   *   and   A   be as In Theorem 2.2.   Then 

d(KA)(u,v) • A*aK(A(u,v)) 

for each   (u,v) e Rp >« Rq, and 

r1(A"1(dom K)) C dom 3(KA) C A'^dom K). 

rn^t atäää uttdtaaMHte^ —    
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PROOF.   The Inclusions are Immediate from (37.4) and Theorem 2.2.   It 

follows that the Identity holds trivially when   (u,v) i A*l(dom K).   Suppose 

(u.v) c A'1 dorn K.   By the definitions,   (u*,v*) c a(KA)(u.v)   Iff 

u*c a(K(-,A2v)A1){u)   and   v* c a(K(A1u,OA2)(v).   Now by (34.3). 

AjU c dom^K   Implies that   K(A^u,*)   Is a proper convex function with 

r1(dom K(A1u,*)) - r^don^K).     Hence   range A2rtr1(dom2K) t t   and (23.9) 

Imply that   v* t 3(K(A1u,*)A2)(v)    Iff   v* c Aj3K(A1u,0(A2v)» I.e. Iff 

v*c A}a2K(A(u(v)).   Similarly,   u* c 3(K(*(A2v)A1)(u)   Iff 

u* c Af91K(A(u.v)).   The Identity follows. 

THEOREM 2.4.   Let   K   and   A   be as In Theorem 2.2.   Let   f   (reso. g) 

denote the convex (resp. concave) parent of   K, and let   h   (resp. k)   de- 

note the convex (resp. concave) parent of   KA.   Then 

h(u,v*) - (A|f(A1u..))(v*) 

ÜÜ 

k(u*,v) • (Afg(..A2v))(u*). 

PROOF.   Suppose   u i dom^KA.   Then   h(u,')   Is constantly   +•.   Also» 

A|U i dom^K   Implies   ^A^u,*)   Is constantly   +»  and hence 

(AJf(A1u,.))(v*) • InfCftA^.y*)!/^* «• v*> ■ ♦• 

for every   v*.   Now suppose   u t dom^KA.   By (34.3),   A,u c dom.K   Implies 

K(A|U,»)   Is a proper convex function with   r1(dom ^A^u,*)) ■ r1(dom2K). 

Thus from (16.3), Theorem 0.1 (a) and   range A^rlfdon^K) t i   It follows 

that   h(u,v*) - (K(A1u,.)A2)*(v*) ■ (AJK(A1u..)*)(v*) ■ (AJf(A1u..))(v*)    for 

every   v*.   This proves the first Identity.   The second Is proved similarly. 

COROLLARY 2.4.1.   Let   K   and   A   be as In Theorem 2.2.   If   K   is 

polyhedral, then   KA  Is polyhedral 

PROOF.   Let   IA   and   In   deno 
P « . 

and   R", respectively, and let   f   and   h   be as In Theorem 2.4.   Then 

PROOF.   Let   I    and   I     denote the Identity transformations on   Rp 
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h a (Ip * AgHffAj * In)).   Htnc« (19.3.1) Implies that  h   Is polyhedral 

If   f   Is polyhedral.   Since   KA   Is closed by Theorem 2.2, this concludes 

the proof. 

COROLLARY 2.4.2.   Let  K   and   A  be as In Theortm 2.2.   Then 

don(KA)*CA*dQmK*. 

In particular. If   f  (resp. g)   denotes the convex (resp. concave) parent 

of  K, then 

rKdo^dCA)*) ■ Af U{r1(do« g(',y))|y c range A2nr1(doin2K)} 

and 

r1{dan2(KA)*) * /^U{r1(dam f(x,*))|x c range A^ rKdom^)}, 

where these formulas also hold when "rl" li deleted throughout. 

PROOF.   By Lemna 0.3. 

LEMMA 2.5.    Let   K   and   A   be as In Theorem 2.2.   Then 

(rec^Xu) • 1nf{(rec K(',y))(A1u)|y c range A^rKdon^K)} 

(rec2KA)(v) - sup((rec K(x.*))(A2v)|x c range A, ArKdom^)}. 

PROOF.   By definition and Theorem 2.2, 

(rec2KA)(y) - sup((rec(KA)(u,*))(v)|u c A^rKdoi^K)}. 

■ sup{(rec K(x,*)A2)(v)|x c range A^A HCdon^K)). 

If   x c rKdom^), then (34.3) and (9.5) Imply   (rec IC(x,')A2)(v) - 

(rec K(x,«))(A2v).   This proves one formula, and the other Is proved similarly. 

THEOREM 2.6.    Let  K   and   A   be as. In Theorem 2.2.   Then for  j ■ 

1 and 2. 

cl(dom^(KA)*) ■ cKAJdomjK*) 

Iff 

recj(KA) ■ (reCjK)Aj. 

PROOF.   By (37.2),   rec2(KA) - ^Htoi^KA)*)   an<j 

iilhtMJMili^iiM   ■ 1 - b*W 
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(rec2K)A2 - «*(A2»|dom2K*). Now appiy (16.3.1) and (13.1.1). The assertion 

for J ■ 1 Is proved similarly. 

Next we develop an operation analogous to that of taking the Image Af 

of a convex function f under a linear transformation A. Suppose K Is 

a concave-convex function on Rfn x Rn and A * A* x A* is a linear trans- 

formation from rf" x Rn to RP x R^. 

We seek a condition on K and A ensuring that all the functions on 

RP x R*1 either of the form 

(u,v) ♦   sup      Inf  1?(x,y) 
(xjA^ ■ u) {ylAgy ■ v) 

or of the form 

(u,v) ♦        Inf sup     lÜ(x.y), 
{ylAgy ■ v)   {x A^ ■ u) 

for  Z t CK]» belong to a single equivalence class of concave-convex func- 

tions on   Rp x fß.   By analogy with the operation In the convex function case, 

this equivalence class (when It exists) will usually be denoted by   [AK]. 

Theorem 2.8 gives a condition which guarantees that   [AK]   exists and, more- 

over, that all of its members are closed and proper, and that Its conjugate 

1$   CK*A*]. 

LEMMA 2.7.   [set   K   be a closed proper concave-convex function on 

rf" x Rn
t jyjd Isi.  A ■ A, x A, Jbg. a linear transformation from   Rm x Rn   to 

RP x R*1.   Assume   range A*nr1(dom K*) }« 0.   Thep 

(SAi)*(u,v) - sup{cl(A2]((x..)){v)|A1x • u}. 

where the suoremum can be taken over .lust those   x   in.  dom^   iufih thai 

A,x ■ u, and 

(^^♦(u.v) - 1nf{cl(A|^(..y))(u)|A2y ■ v}, 

where the Infimum can be taken over Just those  y   In, donigK   such that 

Ajy ■ v. 

kiMM^MMt AUUMtoAU^b^a -•'  - ---"^•lininiifM'fcihitMi.iiiiBitiiiif.iü 
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PROOF.   Only the first formula will be proved, as the second can be 

proved similarly.   Let   J   denote the lower conjugate of  l^A*.   The defini- 

tions yield 

J(utv) • sup(<v*»v> ♦ 1nf{<u*.u> - (^•(•,Aav*)A*)(u*)}).     r 
v* u* *      ' f 

Since K* Is concave-closed, It follows from (34.3) and (6.3.1) that 

r1(domK*0,y*)) equals r1(dom|K*) when y* c don^K* and equals if* 

whei y* i dom^K*. Hence (16.3) and the hypothesis range Af nr^don^K*) f 4 

imply (K*(.,AJv*)A|)*(u) - (A1lf*(-.AJv*)*)(u) - supCMx.AJv*)^^ • u) 

for every   v*, where   k   denotes the concave relative of  K*.   Thus, 

J(u,v) • sup{<v*.v> ♦   sup. k(x,A$v*)} 
v* xeA^u       ^ 

«   sußj sup{<v*,v> - (-k)(x,A«v*)}. 
xeA^ u v* 

But Theorem 0.2 Implies   -k   is the convex parent   f   of  K, and hence (16.3) 

implies   sup{<v*.v> - (-k)(x.AJv*)} • (f(x,-)A|)*(v) » cl(A2f(x..)*)(v) ■ 

cl(A2K(x,*))(v).   This establishes the asserted formula for   J.   Finally, 

for each   x i dom^K, the fact that   K    Is convex-closed Implies   K(x,0   and 

hence   cUAjKU,*))   Is constantly   -•. 

THEOREM 2.8.   Let   K   and   A   be as In Lemrea 2.7 and assume 

range A*nr1(dom K*) ^ 0.   Define functions   J1   and   J^  cm   Rp * R^   by 

Ji(u,v) ■ sup inf      K(x,y) 
{xjA^x ■ u)   {yjAgy » v)"" 

and 

J2(u,v) ■   Inf      sup  F(x,y). 
{ylAgy • v> {xjA^ ■ u) 

Then there exists an equivalence class [AK] which contains every concave- 

convex function J on Rp x R*' satisfying J1 <. J <. Jg* Moreover, CAK] 

Is closed and proper and Its conjugate is [K*A*1. I£ [K] Is polyhedral, 

then CAK] Is polyhedral. 
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PROOF. Theorem 2.2 Implies that K*A* and ir*A* belong to a closed 

proper equivalence class CK*A#]. Let [AK] denote the conjugate equiva- 

lence class. From Lemma 2.7 and the fact that cl f ,< f for any convex 

function f and cl g >. g for any concave function g, it follows that 

(TftA*)* < J1 and J2 < (PK*)* 

Hence Theorem 0.1(b) Implies that each concave-convex function J on 

Rp x R^ satisfying J^ < J i^ belon9$ t0 tAK3. The polyhedral asser- 

tion follows from Corollary 2.4.1 and the fact that K* Is polyhedral 

whenever K Is. 

The following lemma dualizes the hypothesis used throughout this sec- 

tion. 

LEMMA 2.9. Let K and A be as In Lemma 2.7. Then for j «land 2 

the following conditions are equivalent; 

(a.) range A|nr1(dom.K*) f i\ 

(b J A!*{0> A(rec coneA) Is. a subspace; 

(Cj) Aj {0)A(rec conejK) O -(rec conejK). 

PROOF. Apply Lemma 0.5 with Lj • range A}. 

We conclude this section with two examples showing that Theorems 2.2 

and 2.8 can fall If their hypotheses are weakened. These examples are pre- 

sented In the notatlonal scheme of Theorems 1.1 and 2.2. 

EXAMPLE 2.10. Take m * n » p • q « 1, and let A^ and Ag each be 

the zero transformation on R. Let K be a member of the equivalence class 

of closed proper concave-convex functions on R x R having as kernel the 

function 

(u.v) H.UV. V(u,v) e (0.1) x (0.1). 

(This equivalence class Is discussed In [44, p. 360].) Then dorn K • 

[0,1] x [0.1]. K(0,0) - 0, ^(0.0) • 1, and K(u,v) • uv ■ ^(u.v) whenever 

■ ■»——.-. -.__  ... .  _. .^—^j..^,^..^... .._._.:  ■-■ ■ -■■■'--'■ ■■•.■-■- 
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(u,v) e dorn K\{(0,0)>.   Moreover, for each   a c [0,13   the function   K 

belongs to   [K], where   K (0*0) "a   and   K (u,v) • K(u,v)   whenever 

(u.v) f (0,0).   Observe that, for  J ■ 1 and 2, range A* AdonUC f i   while 

range Aj Arl(domjK) ■ i.   Also, for any   K e [Kl, the function  I^A   Is 

constantly equal to   1c(0,0).   Since   0 <,?(0,0) <,], this Implies that   RX 

Is closed and proper.     However, It also Implies that, for any two elements 

Kj   and   Kg   of   CK],   ^A   Is equivalent to   K2A   Iff   1^(0,0) • K2(0,0). 

Thus, as   IT ranges over   [K]   the functions   ItA   determine    2^ distinct 

equivalence classes of closed proper saddle-functions (cf. Theorem 2.2). 

Now let   J,   and   J«   be as In Theorem 1.1.   Since   AJ   Is the zero trans- 

formation on   R, 

J|(u*,v*) - V +- 

sup Inf K*   if   u* - 0   and   v* - 0 
R    R  "" 

If   u* ■ 0   and   v* }• 0 

If   u* j» 0 

and 

02(u*.v*) - < - 

Inf sup If*   If   u* ■ 0   and   v* « 0 
R    R 

If   u* ^ 0   and   v* • 0 

If v*/0. 

But   sup Inf K* • -(^»(O^) • -1^(0,0) - -1,   and similarly   Inf sup t* * 0. 
R    R  "" R    R 

Hence   J,   and   J»   are dosed and proper but not equivalent (cf. Theorem 2.8). 

EXAMPLE 2.11.    Let   K   and   A,   be as In Example 2.10, but now let   Ag 

be the Identity transformation on   R.   Observe that   range AgArlfdon^K) f i 

and   range A^ndonuK f 6   but   range A^H rl(donuK) ■ fJ.   For each   t c [Kl, 

/-O If   v c (0,1] 

KA(u.v) » K(0,v) ••( 1((0,0)    If   v » 0 

l*» if   v r! C0,1], 

where   0 ^1((0,0) <. 1.   This Implies that   KA   is'proper with domain 

k^^ 
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R x [0,1]   and that   ^A   IS closed Iff   K(0,0) - 0.    It also Implies that, 

for any two elements   K,   and   K?   of   [Kl,   K.A   is equivalent to   K^A   Iff 

Ki(0,0) « KgiO.O).    Recalling the functions   Ka   for   a c CO,11. we conclude 

that as   K   ranges over   [K]   the functions   KA   determine   2 * distinct 

equivalence classes of proper saddle-functions, where only the class con- 

taining   KA   is closed (cf. Theorem 2.2). 

a.ii^..-l .v.,-.^-.,.^.^..:^   ....  :■   -..■■     .     .. .^..-.^^^V.-^^^.«^^...^...    .-   ....:-  ,!.^-.... -   .,L^-.     ..^.-.        -^..   -■■■■ - 
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f3:   Sharper Results 

In this section Theorem 1.1, which has already been sharpened In 12, Is 

sharpened still further.   The principal results are Theorems 3.4 and 3.5, 

Among the coneius Ions are facts concerning the attainment of the extreme 

appearing In the definitions of   Jj   and   J».   Lemma 3.6 states simple con- 

ditions sufficient for the more general hypotheses of Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 

to hold. 

Throughout §3 we adopt the notatlonal setting of Theorem 2.8.   That Is, 

K   Is a closed proper concave-convex function on   R"1 x Rn,   A » A^ x Ag   Is 

a linear transformation from   R"1 x Rn   to   Rp x R^, and   J^    and   Jg   are 

functions defined on   R** x i^   by 

J^u.v) « sup Inf      K(x,y) 
{xlA^. « u) (yjAgy ■ v> ' 

and 

J2(u,v) ■ inf sup      ^(x.y). 
(ylAgY • v} {xjA^ ■ u) 

LEMMA 3.1.    Let   f   be a proper convex function on   R",   jet   D   be 

i convex set such that   D C dorn f C cl 0, and let   E   be a convex set such 

that   Enri DM.   Then 

inf f - Inf f. 
CAD E 

PROOF.    By (6.3.1),    DCdomfcclD   implies    ri 0 » r^dom f).   Hence 

S = E n ri(dom f) cr E H D C E    implies trivially that 

inf f > inf f > Inf f. 
S       "EOD E 

Let   y c E   be given.    If   y ^ dom f,   then   f(y) ■ +• > inf f.   Suppose 
~  S 

y E dorn f.    Since   Er\ri 0 M, we can pick an   x c S.   Then (6.1) inplle'; 

that   yx ■ (1 - x)x + xy t S . for each   0 <_ > < 1.   Hence (7.5) implies that 

f(y) > cl f(y) » 11m f(yj > inf{f(y.)|0 < X < 1) > Inf f.    This shows that 
A+l       A   ~ A      "" S 

f(y) > inf f   for every   y e E.    Thus   inf f > inf f, and the proof is 
""  S E      ~   S 

■ 
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complete. 

THEOREM 3.2.   Igt   (u.v) c A r1(dom K)   and atsume that 

H^{0)r\D{rtc cont K(x,«)|x c rltdom^), A^ ■ u) 

and 

Ajl(0)nO{rec cone ir(',y)|y e p1(dom2K). Agy - v) 

are subspaces.   Then there exists a nonempty closed convex product set 

X x Y   jn  dom aKA A"l{(u.v))   $u£illl>£i  (x,y) c X K Y  iff   (x.y)   Is a 

saddle-point of   K   with respect to  A^Uu.v))   for ea£h   Ke CK].   If the 

two sets jjn the hypothesis are actually null spaces, then   X * Y   J.S bounded. 

PROOF.   Define a concave-convex function   L   on   R^1 x Rn   by 

/'O    If  A.x • u   and   Ajjy ■ v 

L(Xiy) ^ j *•   If  AiX ■ u   and   A^y ^ v 

V. —   If   Ajx I u 

Clearly, L   Is closed and has domain   A^Uu.v)}.   Since   (u»v) c A rl(doin K), 

r1(dom K) Ar1(dom L) f 0.   Therefore Theorem 4.2 (which doesn't depend on 

the results of §3) implies that the equivalence class CK] + CL]   Is defined 

and has domain   S x T, where   S • Ajl{u}ndom^K   and   T ■ A^iv) AdomgK. 

Moreover, Theorem 4.2 also Implies that for any   K c CK], CK] -*- [L]  contains 

the closed proper saddle-function   N  given by 

/-^(x.y)   if   x e S   and   y e T 

M(x,y) ■ < +• if   x c S   and   y ^ T 

^ - if   x ^ S 

Suppose x c ri S ■ Aj {u}^vri(dom1K) (use C6.5]). Then (34.3) implies 

K(x,') ■ üU,«) is a closed proper convex function with effective domain 

donuK.   Hence (9.3) and the definition of   M   imply 

rec M(x.«) • rec K(x.') ♦ rec «(«lA^Cv)). 

But   rec öHA^Cv)) • «(.lAj^O)).   Therefore 

-^..^J-1. ■■-^,^l.     .:.JJ.-^1..-....^-^^J^..^-J^1^.   i-»^-,,, 
 ^J ., ■   i   n —Ti    i   i.   i   i.    ,       ■   .        ,1.1      ,-ilf»   „ 
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rec M(x,») ■ A^WHrec cone K(x,'). 

Since   M(x,«) »^[(x,')   whenever   x e rl S   (Theorem 0.1(b)). this implies 

that 

rec cone2M ■ f£{0)r\l\{rK cone K(x,»)|x e rl S). 

By hypothesis this Is a subspace.   Similarly»   rec cone^M   Is a subspace. 

It follows from Lemma 0.4 that   (0,0) c r1(dom M*)( and hence (37,5.3) Im- 

plies that   3M*(0|0)   Is a nonempty closed convex product set   X * Y.   By 

(37.5),   3M*(0,0)C dorn »M.   But Theorem 4.9 (which doesn't depend on the 

results of 13) Implies that   dam »M ■ dorn aK Adorn 3L. and (37.4) Implies 

dom aLCdom L.   Therefore   X x Y Cdom aKHA^Uu.v)).   Now   (x,y) e X x Y 

Iff   (x,y)   Is a saddle-point of   M, which (by (36.3)) occurs Iff   (x,y)   Is 

a saddle-point of  IT  with respect to  S x T.   using   (x,y) c dorn K   together 

with (34.3) and Lenma 3.1, it follows that this occurs Iff   (x,y)   is a 

saddle-point of   K   with respect to   A*l{(u,v)).   Since any member of   CK] 

could be taken In the definition of   M, (36.4) Implies that   (x,y) c X x Y 

Iff   (x,y)   Is a   saddle-point of  t  with respect to   AM{(u,v)}   for each 

K e [KJ.   Finally, suppose the sets In the hypothesis are actually nullspaces. 

Then   rec cone.M ■ (0)   for   j •> 1 and 2, so that Lemma 0.4 implies 

(0,0) e 1nt(dom M*)   From this, (34.3) and (23.4) it follows that the sets 

3M*(*»0)(0) ■ X   and   aM*(0,')(0) - Y   are bounded. 

LEMMA 3.3.   For   x e donuK   the following three conditions arc- equiva- 

lent, and they imply   A^xcdom^: 

(a^    range AJAr1( dorn K(x,•)*);' 

(a«)   Al^O) n rec cone K(x,«)   is a subspace; 

(a.)   A2l{0}Orec cone K(x,«) C -rec cone K(x,»). 

Similarly, for   y E doiruK   the following three conditions are equivalent 

and they imply   ty e domgJg: 

a^-^^^___  ..^.^..„.li.rt.,..! ...■.Mumnnnanim    ,    ,, m,.^,,,,,-.,,. „,.   ,   .J.,.......,....„„..^..... .,„,„.„.  ^ 
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(b,)   range Af n rKdom K(« ,y)*)i' 

(b,)   Ajl{0)n rec cone !?(• ,y)    U. a subspace; 

(b3)   Aj1 {0)0 rec cone ^(' ,y) C -rec core ?(• ,y). 

PROOF.   Only the first assertion Is proved, as the second can ba proved 

similarly.   Since   rec cone K(x»*)   Is a convex cone, clearly (aj holds 

Iff (aj holds.   By Theorem 0.1,   K(x,»)*   Is proper convex and its conju- 

gate Is   K(x,').   Hence (16.2.1) Implies that (a^ falls Iff (a3) fails. 

Thus, the three conditions (aO - (aJ are equivalent.   Suppose now that   x 

satisfies (a3).   Since   K(x,*)    Is closed proper convex. (9.2) implies that 

AgKU.')   is too.   Hence   AgKfx.«)    Is never   -•.   But   A«K(x.') i Ji(AtX.'). 

Therefore   A|X c dornJ,. 

THEOREM 3.4.   Assume that each   x c rUdoni^K) (resp.   y t rl(dom2K)) 

satisfies one of the equivalent conditions (a.) (resp. (b.))   of Lemma 3.3. 

Then the conclusions of Theorem 2.8 hold, and 

r1(A dorn K) C dorn AK C A dom K. 

Furthermore, for each   (u.v) e r1(A dorn K)   there exists a nonempty closed 

convex product set   X * Y   jji   dom aKA A"I{(u.v)}   such that (1) (x.y) c 

X x Y   fff   (x.y)   Is a saddle-point of  1c   with respect to   A" {(u.v)) 

for each   Üf c [K]. and (2) (x.y) c X x Y   Implies   ^(u.v) «» K(x,y)   for 

every   Jt [AK]   aiid   K r [K], 

PROOF.   The hypothesis Implies that   A^j {0} A rec cone.K   is a subspace 

for   j » 1 and 2.   Hence by Lemma 2.9 the conclusions of Theorem 2.6 hold, 

and in particular   J1    and   J2   belong to   [AK], where   [(AK)*] » LK*A*]. 

Thus   dom AK   s dom^J, * donuJ«.   Therefore the hypothesis and Lertma 3.3 

imply that   ri(A dorn K) C dom AK.   On the other hand. Lemma 2.9 and Corol- 

lary 2.4.2 imply that   dom AK C A dom K.    Let    (u,v) c ri(A dorn K).   5y 

Theorem 3.2 there exists a nonempty closed convex product set   X x Y   in 

-■——Ji*'--*M'*'^—-*--■■■■ ■• """■ —    ' -- ■■!"'     ■■         -   -■ -      4 
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dorn DKHA' {{U,V)>   such that (1) holds.   Suppose   (x,y) c X « Y.   Since 

(1)  Implies   (x.y)   1$ a saddle-point of   K   with respect to     A"l{(u,v)), 

certainly   J^u.v) « K(x.y).   Since   r1(A dorn K) » r1(dom AK)    by (6.3.1), 

Theorem   0.1(b) Implies that   J,(u,v) ■ 7(u,v)   for each   "T c [AK].   Also, 

(x,y) c dorn 3K   and (37.4.1) imply that   K(x.y) ■ ^(x^y)    for each   K t [K]. 

This establishes (2). 

THEOREM 3.5.   Assume that each   xe dom,K   (resp.   ye dorn-'')   satisfies 

one of the equivalent conditions (aJ (resp. (bj) of lemma 3.3.   Then   dorn AK 

actually equals   A dorn K.   Moreover, writing   c^AK) • 0   and   cl^AK) •» 7, 

J-| * 0   and   J« ■ J   on   range A. 

In particular.   J,(u,v) • J(u,v)    except when   ue range A, \ A,don^K   and 

v i range A«! and   02(u,v) ■ 3(u,v)   except when   u t range A^    and 

v e range ApN» AgdonuK. 

PROOF.   By Lemma 3.3»   A dorn KCTdom.J. « donuJ?*    prom f'M* It follows 

as In the proof of Theorem 3.4 that   A dorn K ■ dorn AK.   We only prove the 

assertion about   J,, as the other Is similar.    From the proof of Lemma 3.3, 

ApK(x,')    Is closed for each   x e dom^K.   Hence Lemma 2.7 Implies 

J(u.v) - sup<A2K(x,*)(v)iX.e dom^K, A^x ■ u). (1) 

If   x i dom,K, then   K(x,»)   Is constantly   -•, so that 

-•   If   » c range A, 
(2) A2K(x,.)(v) - \ 

£ ^+-   If   v ^ range A«. 

Since   J^u.v) ■ sup{A2K(x,«)(v)|A1x « ul   by definition, (1) Implies that 

Ji(u,v) equals 

max{J(u,v), sup{A2K(x,')(v)|A1x ■» u, x ^ dom^K}}, 

which by (2) equals   J(u,v)   whenever   v c range Ag.   Henceforth assume 

v i range A2.   Suppose   u c A^dom^K.   Pick an   x c dom.K   such that   A^y c u. 

Since   Ag^v) ■ 0,   ■>• ■ A2K(x,*)(v) f. Jju.v) <, J^u.v).   Hence 

^afa^UM^Mni^lill   ■   .HW^^,.,.' :.     .^.. .;...: :  „l*,.^  ,., L.^.    ..   ■^...■M-a..J„.i.-^-i^-.1-... 
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0(utv) ■ Ji(u,v) ■ -H*   whenever   u e A^om^K.   Observe also that the 

convention   sup ^ ■ -•   Implies   J(u,v) <^ J,(u,v) ■ -••   whenever   u i ranqe A,. 

In the only remaining case» I.e. when   u c range A^\ A^om^K, (1) Implies 

J(u,v) ■ sup 0 ■ —  while   J^u.v) ■ supCInf (J^x ■ u) » +». 

While the hypotheses of Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 are general, they may ap- 

pear somewhat cumbersome to check.    The next lemma gives simpler, "global" 

conditions on   K   and   A   which Imply the hypotheses of both Theorems 3.4 

and 3.5. 

For a nonempty convex set   C   In   Rn, define the recession cone of   C 

to be the set 

0* C • {y|x ♦ xy e C.Vx E C   Vx > 0). 

LEMMA 3.6.   The three following conditions are equivalent, and they 

imply that conditions (a,) - (a-) of lemma 3.3 hold for each   x c donuK: 

(c^   A^WnO4 cl(dom2K) - {0), 

(c«)   AZ^v^donuK   is bounded for each   v c R^; 

(c3)   A«1 {v} n ri (donuK) jK nonempty and bounded 

for some   v e R^. 

Similarly, the three following conditions are equivalent, and they 

imply that conditions (b^) - (b.) of Lemma 3.3 hold for each   y c domgK: 

(d^   A^COino* cKdom^) • (0); 

(dg)   Ail{u}ndom,K   is bounded for each   uc Rp; 

(d.)   AT1{u}nrl(dom,K) is nonempty and bounded 

for some   u c Rp, 

PROOF.   Only the first assertion is proved, since the second is similar. 

For each   v e A2dom2K, (8.3.3) and (8.4) imply that 

A^MrycltoomgK) is bounded iff   A^Ol^O* cl (dom2K) = (0).       (!) 

It follows from this that (c^) Implies (c2).   By picking any   v c A^ri (doni^K) 

1 -'—— ...■-. M!T-. *x.,.vr. .,-:■.>.•..—..- *-■.  ^.i^a—J-..,...IJ.J-.    ..i-T—rrm,..: .„..,.;.. 
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It follows that (c*) Implies (cJ.   Now assume (c3).   Then (6.3.1) and 

(6.5.1) Imply that 

Ajl(v>r\cl(dora2K) - A^Cv) n cl(r1(dom2K)) • d(Ajl{v)nr1(dom2K)). 

That this set Is bounded follows from the fact that   A^WOrKdorngK) 

Is bounded.   Hence (cj) follows by (1).   Finally, let   x c dom^K   be given. 

Write   f - KU,-)   and   C - dorn f.   Then by (34.3) and (6.3.1),   f   is a 

proper convex function with   cl C > cl(dom2K)   But by (8.5) and (8.1) It 

follows easily that   dom(rec f) c: 0+ C C 0+(cl C).   Hence 

rec cone K(x,0 CL 0+(cl dom2K), and therefore (c^) Implies that   x   satis- 

fies (aJ of Lemma 3.3. 

Finally, observe that if conditions (c,) and (d^) of Lenma 3.6 are met. 

then the sets X and Y given by Theorem 3.4 for each (u,v) c A r!(dom K) 

are actually bounded and hence compact. This Is because the two sets In the 

hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 are then nullspaces. 

 .     ...       .    . 'l i«MH      ■IIMII .^_ „^^^^_   _ ^ 
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14: Addition and Mlnlmax Convolution 

This section begins with the development of the addition operation on 

equivalence classes of saddle-functions. Next, some results concerning separ- 

able saddle-functions are presented. These are used together with the results 

of if2 and 3 to define another operation on equivalence classes of saddle- 

functions. This operation, called mlnlmax convolution, Is dual to addition. 

The theorems proved concerning these dual operations closely parallel existing 

theorems about the dual operations of addition and infimal convolution on 

convex functions. 

There are two technical difficulties Involved in defining the operation 

of addition. The first stems from the fact that we are working with extended- 

real-valued functions; we must deal somehow with the expression ••-<». The 

second and more fundamental difficulty is that, from the point of view of 

mlnlmax theory, we want to define addition of whole equivalence classes and 

not Just individual functions. The following definition is designed to handle 

both these difficulties. 

For 1*1 s let K^ be a concave-convex function on R!" x Rn 

with domain C. * 0,.   We say that [K^] +...+ [Ks] is defined iff the sets 

C " C,r\...AC  and D « D«/V.,/^D  are nonempty and 

Sfyx.y) *£Ki(x,y), V(x,y) c ri C * ri D 

whenever ^ c [K^] ,..., Ks e [Ks]. In this event  [K^J +...+ [KjJ, which 

will usually be written as [K^ +...+ Ks3, or CSK^, is defined to be the 

unique equivalence class of closed proper concave-convex functions on 

Rf x Rn having as kernel the function on ri C x ri D given by (>;8y) > 

SMx,y). Such a unique equivalence class exists by (34.5.1). The opera- 

tion which sends C^] ,..., [K^] into [^ +...+ Ks] is, quite naturally, 

called addition. 

LEMMA 4.1. For 1 • 1 s let K. be a closed proper concave-convex 

'""'•' mmm^jmmiiimiiimmmmttimiimiimim m .i.   .■ „...■i..,,.. .,.„.  .... 
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function on   flf x Rn   with dggain   ^ * 01.   Then   C^] ♦...+CK$]   js. 

defined If either   C|A...ACSM   and   rl D1/'V..Ar1 Ds M    or 

rl C^.-.nrl Cj M   end   01A...A0JM. 

PROOF.   This follows easily from (6.5) and Theorem 0.1(b). 

It Is actually not hard to establish a weaker condition sufficient for 

[Ki] +•••+ CKg]   to be defined.   Loosely speaking, the condition is just 

that the   Kj   be closed and that (possibly after renumbering the K^'s) 

there exist an Integer   r, 0 <. r < s, such that 

ri C^.^Ari CpAC^O.-.ACjM 

and 

D1 A... A 0r A rl 0^ A ... A rl Ds M- 

(The conditions in Lemma 4.1 correspond to the values   r - 0   and   r ■ s - 1.) 

Instead of appealing to (6.5)» the proof uses the generalization of (6.5) 

described In the Appendix. 

THEOREM 4.2.   Let   ^.....K     be closed proper concave-convex functions 

on   Rf x Rn   suchthat   r1(dom K^ru.-Orifdom Ks) M.   Jhen   [K^]+...+CKS] 

Jl defined, has domain   dorn K^ A... A dorn Ks, and contains the closed proper 

saddle-function   K   given by 

/ZK^x.y)   jf.   x e C   and   y c 0 

Mx.y) u< ** if   x e C   and  y / 0 

V - 11   x ^ C 

PROOF.    Lemma 4.1 implies   [K^] +...+ CKS]   is defined.   Hence it is the 

unique equivalence class of closed proper concave-convex functions on   R™ x R" 

having the same kernel as   K.   Therefore by (34.4) the proof will be complete 

once we show   K   is closed.   This we do by checking that   K   satisfies the 

six conditions of (34.3).   This follows routinely by applying (34.3) to the 

K^s   with the aid of (6.5). 

nii.il.  . ■ 11..1     i-lilii<lriii   ..,.t...wii;»^^^.^^.„,   .„..„..,.....  .., .J,^....,.,       .:...-.,^......, ^.A,,...  
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In order tu apply the results of Si2 and 3 to an equivalence class 

CK, +...+ K$]   and Its conjugate, we need to define and establish some pro- 

perties of "separable" saddle-functions.    For   1 ■ l,..,,s   let   K^   be a 

proper concave-convex function on   R^l « Rn1   with domain   C, * 0..   Mrltc 

m »^m.» n = Xn.     and"define a function   (K,,...KS)   on   Rm x R'!   by 

'SK^x^y^)    If   x c C   and   y c D 

if   x e C   and   y ^ 0 

^ -*> If   x ^ C 

where   x ■ (Xj,...^), y ■ (y^ ,...,ys), C « C^ *...* Cs, 0 = D1 <.. .x Ds. 

With the aid of (34.3) and the following Lemma 4.3, it can easily be verified 

that the function   (K,,...,K )    Is concave-concave with domain   C x o.    Such 

a saddle-function is called separable.    Lemma 4.3 reviews some useful pro- 

perties of separable convex functions» and In Theorem 4.4 similar properties 

are established for separable saddle-functions. 

LEMMA 4.3.    For   i = l,...,s   let   f^    be a proper convex function on 

Rn1   with effective domain   CJ.    Define   C « C^ *.,.x Cs   arjd   f(x, ,...,x ) = 

f,(x,) +...+ Mx ).   Then the following statements hold; 

(a) f   Is proper convex with effective domain   C; 

(b) (cl fHxj,...,^) - (cl f1)(xl) +...+ (cl ts)(xs); 

(c) f   Is polyhedral If each   f,.   ^s; 

(d) f*(xf xj) - ff(xj) +...+ fj(x*); 

(e) 3f(x1 xs) « afyCx^) K...X 3fs(xs); 

(f) (rec f)(yr,..,ys) • (rec ^Ky,) *...♦ (rec fs)(ys). 

PROOF.    Assertions (a) and (d) are trivial.    Assertion (1) follows imme- 

diately from (a) and (8.5).   To see (b), let   x - (X|,...,x ) t cl C = 

cl C, x...x cl C     be given and fix any   x   » (x,,...,x ) e rl C » 

rl C1 x...x ri Cs.    Define   x   s (xj,...,x*)    by   x^ « (1 - A)X0 + xx   for 

..-.   /   ~tL..J^.^..:.-*V 
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0 < x < ).    Then (a) and (7.5) Imply that 

(cl f)(x) * 11m f(x.) •   ZMm fAx]) • I(cl fjfx,). 
Atl      A x+1    1    1 1     ^ 

On the other hand, if   x < cl C   then   x^ t cl C^   for some   1 1 j i s   and 

henco (a) and (7.4) Imply that   (cl f)(x) - -H. » (d fj)(xj) i£(cl f^Cx^. 

This proves (b).   To see (c), define   h,(x,, x ) « fA^)   for each   1. 

Then 

epl h1 • {(X1,...,XS,P)|(X1>P) e epi f^ 

and   epl f^    polyhedral Imply that   epl h^    Is polyhedral for each   1.   Hence 

(19.4) Implies that   f ■ h, +...+ h     Is polyhedral.   Finally, we prove (e). 

Suppose first that   x • (X|,...,x ) i C.    Then (a) and (23.4) imply that 

3f(x) = ft     and also   3fj(xj) e ^   for some   1 ^ j <, s.   Thus 

af^x,) +...+ 3fs(x ) » 0.   Now suppose that   x e C.    Using (6.1) and (7.5), 

one can easily verify that, for a convex function   h   on   Rn   and a subset   C 

of   Rn   containing   ri(dom h), x* e ah(x)    Iff 

h(y) > h(x) + <x*,y - x>, Vy c C. 

Applied to the situation at hand, this Implies that   x* » (x^,...x*) c tff(x) 

Iff 

Sf^) >.Z(fi(x1) + <xf,yi - x^) (1) 

for every   (y^,...,y ) e C.   Let   j   be any fixed Index.   By letting   y^ 

vary over   C^    and requiring   y^ « x..    for   1 f j, (1) Implies 

fj(yj) + ^ fi(xi) ^ fJ(xJ) + <XI*yJ ' Y + ]fs
{fW + <X?,Xi " Xl>)- 

Since all the numbers    f|(x.)   are finite, this reduces to 

W - V'V + <xryJ " Y»vyjcCj* (2) 

But this Is equivalent to   x^ e aMx.).    Thus we have shown that (1) implies 

xj e 3f/(xJ    for   j » l,...,s..   The converse follows easily by summing the 

s   inequalities of the form (2).   This completes the proof of (e). 

iaulMiMiai^i^Mü^^i^^d..^.^^.,...-.-..., ,-.....^,.-..^....,^...J...,.:.....>..:..^ .■. . . 
^u...j-M..uH..i».Jii.«i   ..-  ... .-:^.»-... .,,.,t.,.w-,;.i. ..■:.■.      ,1        |t|y 
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THEOREM 4.4.    For   i - ),...|S   jet   K.    be a closed proper concave- 

convex function on   fA * Rn1   with domain   C^ x 0^    Put   K - (K^ K ) 

and write   C ■ C. *...* C , D ■ 0. K...X D , x a (x,,...,x )   and   y « 

(yi.>"»ys)'    Then the following statements hold; 

(a) K   Is closed proper concave-convex with domain   C x 0. 

(b) If   ^ G t^jfor   i » U...,s,    then   (K^...,^) e [K]    (i.e. 

[K]   depends only on   [K,l.... ,[KS]). .. 

(c) The least and greatest members of   CK]   are given by 

■^ü{(x^»>i)   if.   x ^ c   and   y e cl D 

*■ Ü   x e ^   «D^   y / cl 0 
1 - if.   x ^ C 

and 

r 
K(x.y) - i 

/'XK^x^y^   if   x e cl C   and   y e D 

K(x.y) =-< — If   x ^ cl C   and   y c D 

^•4«. T£ y ^ D 

(d) For   j = 1 and 2   and   (x,y) c C * D, 

3jK(x,y) » 3iK1(x1,y1) x,..x 3jKs(xs,ys) 

(and   3K(x,y) * ii   whenever   (x,y) i C * 0). 

(e) (Kf,...KJ) e [KM 

(f) (rec1K)(x) = 2(rec1Ki)(xi)    and   (rec2K)(y) - £(rec2Ki){y1) 

(o)    11   ^ (rcsp. f J   denotes the convex parent of   K (resp. K.), 

then   f(x,y*) - IIf.(x. y*).   Similarly for concave parents. 

(h)    If each   K.    is polyhedral. then   K    is polyhedral. 

PROOF,    (a)    It suffices to check that   K   satisfies the six conditions 

of (34.3).    Let   x s C.    Then   x,. e C^    together with (34.3) applied to   K. 

imply that   KJx.,»)    is a proper convex function with effective domain con 

tainlng   D..    Since   K(x,y) » iK^x-.y^) + 6(y|D), it follows from Lemma 

 ' ■Il11 n ' T-rmr^.m.nmii.mi^ini-.inririni m,m«^    11 " ^ fM,.v,.. rn,-,-   -.■^^.■^..^....^  ..,.^ ■..„^..^.""T-" 
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4.3(a) and (5.2) that K(x«*) Is proper convex with effective domain D. 

Now suppose x c rl C. Then x^ c rl C*, so that (34.3) Implies K(x. ,•) 

Is closed and Its effective domain actually equals D.. Thus K(x,y) « 

ZK^x^yJ, and Lemma 4.3(b) Implies K(x,*) is closed. This establishes 

the first two conditions of (34.3) for K. Of the remaining four conditions, 

two have parallel proofs and the other two are satisfied trivially. 

(b) Lat t^ e CK^ for 1 - 1....,$ and write 1( » {K} Ks). Since 

by (34.4) two closed proper saddle-functions are equivalent Iff they have 

the same kernel, fyx.^) • Mx^.y^) whenever (x^y^) e ri C. x H D^. 

Hence K and K agree on rl C x rl 0. Since equivalent saddle-functions 

have the same domain, dorn ^ * C^ x [L. This Implies dom K - C x D. 

Therefore it and K have the same kernel. 

(c) Since K Is closed. Theorem 0.1(b) implies K » cl2K and K = c^K. 

If y «! 0, then K(',y) equals +• on rt C and hence ^('.y) " cl(K(',y)) ? 

+«. Now suppose y e D, As In the proof of part (a), K(x,y) * 2lK^(X|,y.) - 

6(x|C) Is proper concave with effective domain C. Since g(x) s SK^X^,.»/^) 

Is proper concave with C c dom g c: cl C by (34.3) and Lemma 4.3(a), It 

follows from (6.3.1) and (7.3.4) that (cl1K)(x,y) - (cl g)(x). But 

(cl g)(x) » £(cl1K1)(xi,y1) by Lemma 4.3(b). Since cl^ » K^ this es- 

tablishes the formula for K. The other formula Is proved similarly. 

(d) By part (a) and (37.4), dorn 3K C C x D. Suppose (x,y) e C x D. 

By (37.4.1), aK(x,y) -" al?(',y)(x) x 3K(x.«)(y). But from part (c) and 

Lemma 4.3(e), 3K(',y)(x) » 3l(1(',y1)(x1) x...x 3Ks(.,ys)(xs) where by 

(37.4.1) the K*    can be replaced by K^ This establishes the assertion 

for j « 1, and the case j » 2 Is exactly the same. 

(e) The proof Is by Induction. First observe that separable saddle- 

functions can be given an equivalent, Inductive definition. Namely, for 

.Mr.    ,- n    .»iii.-Wi.ai.-.,.i^„,„^-r~...,.^,,.  >^  '-Mmf! Hn |     , .^ 
-'"-• -'•' '• "'i iniifta 
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s = 2   let the definition be as given above, and for   s ^ <J   define 

{K, K ) • ((K,,...»^^^),^)   where a space of the form 

(ifl x...x fiVl) x R^s   is Identified with   R"1! K...X Rms.    For the pur- 

pose of this proof we adopt this inductive definition.    Suppose the asser- 

tion has already been proved for the case   s = ^1 and let   s > 2     br» fixed. 

Since   (K|,...,KJ) » ((Kf....,KJ_|),KJ)    by definition, the inductive hypo- 

thesis 

(Kf **_)) c [(^.....K^)*]] 

together with parts (a) and (b) imply that (Kf»...,K*) is equivalent to 

i(K} 
K

s.i)*»Kj)-  But byt,)2 case s ' 2 

this is contained in   [((K. K   .j),^)*], which by definition is the 

same as   C(K,,... .K,.)*].    Thus» part (e) will be proved once the case   s « 2 

is established.-SO Tet   s » 2   and write   dorn K^ = Cif x D*.    By (36.3) and 

(36.1). 

K*(x*,y*) » sup inf {£<x<,x?> + %,yt> - Mx^.y.)} 
yeD xcC 1    V       1    1 . 

<    sup     inf {<x2vXj> + <y2,y^> - K2(x2,y2) + Kf(x|,yf)} 
y2eD2 J<2t:C2 

(ZK|(xf,yt)    if   xf e C|   and   y* E dom K}(x*..) 

=■!+• if   xf c Ct   and   yf ^ dorn K^xl,-) 

^— if   xf i Cf 

Moreover, in the event that xf c Ct     and y* e dorn K^xl» ) we have 

rXü*(
x*ty*)c R if x2 e c2 and y2 e dm -Z^V  * 

Sü^Cxf.yf) A +«• if x5 e C| and y* t  dorn K*(xJ. ) 

Also, xf e Cf implies Ot c: dom K|(xf,•) by (34.3). If C* = Cf * CJ 

and 0* = D| x D|, then the above facts imply 

dom^K* c: C*. 0* C dom2K*, 
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and 

K*(x*,y*) .<  IJCjCx^yf)   whenever   x* c C*   or  y* c D*. 

Parallel reasoning starting from  K*(x*,y*)   yields that 

C* c dom^*.   dom2IC*cr 0*. 

and 

Xirf(x^y|) < ir*(x*.y*)   whenever   x* e C*   or  y* c 0*. 

Therefore   dom K* ■ C* * 0*   and 

JC*(x*,y*) < lKf(xf.yj) < ir*(x*.y*) 

whenever    x* e C*   or  y* e D*.   By applying Theorem 0.1(b) to  K*, It 

follows that   (Kt,K|)   and   K*  have the same kernel.   Since they are both 

closed and proper» (34.4) Implies they are equivalent. 

(f) From the definitions, Theorem 4.4(a), (34.3) and Lemma 4.3(f) It 

follows that 

(rec2K)(y) - $up{(rec IC(x,0)(y)|x e rl C) 

» sup(S(rec K1(xi,0)(y1)|x1 e rl ^.....Xj e rl Cs) 

"Xsup((rec K1(x1,«))(y1)|x1 e rl C^ 

- 2:(rec2K1)(yi). 

The other formula Is proved similarly. 

(g) By part (c),   K{x,y) ul,K^ix^y{i   whenever   x e C.   Hence Theorem 

0.1(a) implies that   f(x,y*) • sup{<y,y*> -SK^X^)) ■ 

Zsupl-ty^y^ - ^(x^y^)) » Xf^x^y^) whenever   x c C.   On the other hand» 
y1   . 

If   x ^ C   then Theorem 0.1(a) Implies that   f(x,«)   and   fj(Xj,«)    for some 

1 < J < s   are constantly   +•.   Since each   K.    Is proper, each   f^   Is proper 

and hence .never   —.   Therefore   (x,y*)-»• Xf^x^yf)   Is constantly   -H» 

whenever   x l C.   This establishes the formula. 

(h) By part (g) and Lemma 4.3(c). 

For the remainder of 54 let certain notation remain fixed as follows. 

■   — 
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For   I ' ) i    let   K.    be a closed proper concave-convex, function on 

R"1 * Rn   with domain   (^ » D1.   Write   C»C1n...nCs    and   D^D^.^n^, 

and define   K » (K|»...(K }.    Let   A^   map each   x t Rm   Into the   s-tuplft 

(x x), let   A2   map each   yc Rn   into the i-tuple   (y,...,y),    and 

put   A » A, «A«. 

The following condition is frequently used: 

ri{dom K.jH. ..riri(dorn K^) j« 0 (-K) 

The next lemma dualizes it. v 

LFMMA 4.S.    The condition   rUdom^K^n.. .HrKdom^) M   is equiva- 

lent to 

5:xf " 0    and ^(rec^Hxf) > 0 ^ ^(rec^.pi-xf) L 0. 

Similarly, tne condition    ri(dom?K1)ri. ..nrildom^K,.) /^   if. ^''iyal^Pi- to 

£yT •= u   and Z(rec0)(?)(yM < Ü -> 2:(rec0Kt)(-y?) < 0. 

PROOF. Apply Lemma O.b to the saüdie-function (Kf,...,K,*) and the 

cubspace ((xf,... ,x*)|x^ *...» x*) and simplify usl.ig Theorem 4.4. The 

second assertion is proved similarly. 

The next theorem enables us to apply the results of §52 and 3 to the 

equivalence class   CK, +...+ K j. 

THEOREM 4.6.    Assume    (•>^).   Then   [^ +...■»■ Ks.]    is defined and equals 

IKA.1. 

F'ROCr.    Theorem 4.2 implies   LKi +...+ K. J    is defined and has kernel 

(x.y) > ZK^x.y), V(x,y) t ri  C x ri 0. 

Theorems 4.4(a)  and ?.,?. imply that   [KA]   exists, and it is easy to check 

thai  its kernel   is the function given above.    The theorem now follow;! from 

(34.4). 

COROLLARY 4.6.1.    Assume.   (>.-).    ü each   LK^l    is polyhedral, then 

!K, +.,.♦■ K  J    Is polyhedraJL 

-"    ""-'-■-  .- -^.-. ^. |^t^        .   .   >,..„.:.. .1.^.^.--.J....J,,-    ..^....JH^.,..^.^.        ■..:.. 
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PROOF.   By Theorem 4.4(h) and Corollary 2.4.1. 

COROLLARY 4.6.2.   Aiiiimft   (^).   11   h (jcfiSfi. k)    denotes the convex 

im*. Smm) mSDl Slf.   C^+.-.+ y   M   fi (resß. gf)   denotes the 

convex (isafi. concavc) wxeatsi t^], ih£a 

h(x,y«) • infilf^x.y^IXy} • y*> 

M 
k(x*,y) • sup{Igi(xf.y)|Sxf ■ x*). 

PROOF.    By Theorems 2.4 and 4.4(g). 

COROLLARY 4.6.3.    Assume   (*)•   Ihen 

dorn (K^ +...+ K,)*^ dorn Kf +...+ dorn K*. 

in Particular, jf   f 1   ^nd   g1   ir£ ü in Corollary 4^.6^2, then 

n^dom^K^ *.,.* Ks)*) - Ud ri(dom g^-.y))|y c rl D) 

and 

ri(doni2(K1 +...+ K5)*) » U{Sr1(dom f^x.OJlx e ri 0 

wMce these formulas also hold with   "rl"   deleted throughout. 

PROOF.    Apply Corollary 2.4.2, using Theorem 4.4(g) and lemma 4.3(a) to 

simplify. 

In convex function theory there is a result correspondIr" to the inclu- 

sion in Corollary 4.6.3.   Namely, 

dorn (f1 +...+ ts)* » dom f^ ♦...+ dorn f* 

whenever   fi,...,fs    are proper convex functions satisfying 

ri(dom f,)n. ,.nri(dom f ) f i   (see(16.4)).    One might hope in the saddle- 

function case to have at least 

ri(dom K| +...+ dom KJ) C dorn (K1 +...+ Ks)* C dorn K| +...+ dorn KJ 

satisfied whenever   K^ K     are closed proper concäve-convjx functions 

satisfying   ri dom K^n.^^ri dom Ks f 0.   However this can fail drastically, 

as can be seen by taking   s « 2   and putting   K^x.y) * <x,y>   and 

■ ■-- ■ -■■■■■'-   -"-"iiniri M i in   i '■^-'^ ttt-^^ >.*-...imi,^^^......  
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K2(x,y) ■ -<x.y>   on   Rm x R"1.    in this case   dom (K^ > K2)* « (0) x (0) 

whereas   dom Kt ■ rf" * Rf "' dan KJ.   Theorems 4.8 and 4,11 give conditions 

which guarantee that this "collapsing" behavior of   dom (^ +...+ Ks)* 

cannot occur. 

LEMMA 4.7.   Assume   {^).   Jhea 

(rec^^ +...♦ Ks))(x) • InfiKrec K1(.,y))(x)|y c rl D) 

and 

(rec2(K1 +...+ Ks))(y) « sup(l(rec Ki(x,.))(y)|x c ri C}. 

PROOF.   By Theorem 4.6 the formulas In Lemma 2.S can be applied.   Sim- 

plify using (34.3) and Lemma 4.3(f). 

THEOREM 4.8.    Assume   (^).   Ihen for   J « 1 and 2, 

cUdonUKj +...+ Ks)*) ■ cl(dom.K| +...+ domjK*s) 

iff. 
rec^K^ +...+ Ks) » rec^K^ +...+ reCjKs. 

PROOF.   By Theorems 4.6 and 2.6. 

The next theorem parallels the result obtained by Rockafellar [38], 

Moreau [32], and others for the subdifferential of a sum of convex functions. 

THEOREM 4,9.    Assume   Of).   Jhen 

3(K1 +...+ Ks)(x,y) « aK^x.y) +...+ 3Ks(x,y) 

for each   (x,y) e R"" x Rn. 

PROOF.   Since   dorn (K^ +...+ Ks) ■ C x Q » dom K.|r)...ndom Ks,   (37.4) 

Implies that   a(K^ +...+ Ks)(x,y)   and   3Kj(x,y)    are empty (for some   j) 

whenever   (x,y) ^ C x D.    SO suppose that   (x,y) c C x D.    Then Theorems 4.6 

and 2.3 imply that 

8(K1 +...+ Ks)(x.y) »  A*DK(A(x,y)). 

Tho formula follows from this together with Theorem 4.4(d) and the defini- 

tions, after observing that   A^   and   A*   are just the appropriato addition 

mmimiimtäalliattaämmii:j*dii*mtiitua  .'in mi. nini ■i.nrn.M um n ruin iiMiiiniai n r   i   II^^..,,,. .,,,., -   .-..  
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linear transformations. 

The next theorem identifies certain members of the equivalence class 

conjugate to   [K| +...+ Ks3. 

THEOREM 4.10.   Assume    Of),   igt   dorn K* ■ C| * D|, and define func- 

tions   *   and   *   OQ   R"1 x Rn   by 

♦ (z.w) -   sup      Inf   Z^^z^.w.) 
Z2.«Z   EW4«W 

and 

♦(z,w) ■   inf      sup  SlKtCz^w.) 

Then   [(K, +...+ K )*]   contains each concave-convex function   J   on   R"" x Rn 

satisfying    ♦ < J i *.     If each   K^   is polyhedral, then   C(K1 +...+ Ks)*] 

is. polyhedral. 

PROOF.   By Theorems 4.6 and 2.8,   [(^ +...+ Ks)*3   contains each 

saddle-function lying between two certain functions   J^   and   Jg.   By parts 

(e) and (c) of Theorem 4.4, one can easily show that   J| » ♦ and   J,, ■ <|». 

The polyhedral assertion Is immediate from Corollary 4.6.1 and the fact 

that   CK*]   is polyhedral whenever   [K]   is. 

There are actually many representations of the functions   «j>   and   ij»   in 

Theorem 4.10.   Suppose  Zi    and   W^   are any üets (not necessarily convex) 

such that   ri C| C Z1 C Rf   and   ri 0| C Wi C Rn   (for   i « l?...,s). 

Then 

*(z,w) »   sup      inf  SK^z^.w.) 

z^Cf   w1lW1 

and 

ij;(z,w) «    inf      sup  ÜLlCjUi.w,). 
J:W|SW   zzfi i^i'^i 

HÜMMM im mil  'II(_I_1J  
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This follows from the observation that, If   A: Rn ► Rm   is a linear trans- 

formation and   f   is a proper convex function on   Rn, then   (Af){y) 3 

inf{f(x)|Ax ■ y, x c C)   for any set   C   such that    ri(dom f) o t ^ Rn. 

The fact that   C(K, +...♦ Ks)*l   contains   $   and   y   suggests writing 

[(K, +...♦ Ks)*] • [^]0...aCK*] 

and calling this class the minlmax convolution of   [Kp,.. ..[K*].   This is 

the saddle-function analogue of the operation of infimal convolution on con- 

vex functions.   The identity above expresses the fact that the operations 

of addition and minlmax convolution are dual, just as in convex function 

theory the tjrmula   (f, +...+ f )* ■ f^Q.^Pf*   expresses the duality be- 

tween the operations of addition and Infimal convolution. 

The next theorem gives information concerning attainment of the extrema 

appearing in the definitions of   t   and   *. 

THE0REM4.il.    Let   4.    and   *   be defined as in Theorem 4.10. and assume 

that whenever   (z^.w^) e ri{dom Kt)   for   i - 1 s    the following condi- 

tions are satisfied; 

(a) 2^=0   and   2{rec Kf(z1,.))(w1) < 0 => X(rec K^z..-))!-^) < 0 

(b) 1^-0   and    I(rec Kfl-.w^)!^) 1 0 ^^(rec Kt(. .w.JK-^) > 0. 

Then the conclusions of Theorem 4.10 hold and 

ri(dom K* +...+ dorn K*) C dorn {K^ +...+ Ks)* (Z dom KJ +...+ dorn K*. 

Moreover, for each   (z.w) c r1(dom K| +...+ dorn K*)    there exist nonempty 

closed convex sets   Z C Rsm   and   W C Rsn   such that for each 

(z*,,... ,'z,) c Z   and   (w,,... ,w ) c W   the following, statements hold: 

0)   S!(Z|iW|) ' (z,w)    and   (z.,^) c dorn 3K*    for each   i; 

(11)    ♦(z.w) » XKfl^.w,) « ^(z,w); 

(Hi)   iKftz^^) < 5:Kf(zrwt) iSK^z-.w^    whenever   ^(^.w^- 

(z.w)    and   (z^,w.) c dorn K*   for each   1. 

*mmtiimmim*m**i*~i.*^ä^i~*.t. ,*,... , ■  _    ..... ...   -.  
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PROOF.    Uy pdrti (e) and (c) of Theorem 4.4 together  with Lemma 4,3(f), 

A*   and   K* u (K|,...,KJ)    satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4.    The asser- 

tions are Immediate from this and Theorem 4.4(d). 

If conditions (a) and (b) above are actually satisfied whenever 

U-.vO e dorn K|   for   1 ■ l(,..,s, then Theorem 3.5 Implies that 

dom (K, +...+ K )* « dom Kf +.,. + dorn K*   and that   ^   and   ^   are the. least 

and greatest members of   [(K'., ■!...+ K )*j. 

The following lenma may be useful in applying Theorem 4.11.    Notice for 

example that its conditions are satisfied when each of the sets   dorn K*   Is 

bounded. 

LEMMA 4.12.   The. following condition Implies that condition (a) of 

Theorem 4.11 jjs satisfied for each choice pj^   z^ e dom^Kj,... .z^ t dom^K|; 

(c) ^w.  »0    and   ws c Ü+ cKdcnuK*)    for 

each,   1    imply that   w ■ = 0   for_ each    i. 

Similarly, the fol 1 owing oondjtjon implies that condition (b) of Theorem 4.!]_ 

is satisfied for each choice of,   w, e dompK?,... ,w   c dom^K.': 

(d) £zi = 0    and   z. e O*- cUdom^K*)    for 

?iiÜl   i    impl^y thatt   7. = 0   for each    \. 

PROOF.   Apply Lemma 3.S to   A*   and   K* = (K|,...,KJ).    Condition (c) 

(resp.  (d)) correspondj to condition (c,) (rasp,  (d,)) of Lemma 3.i5, and con- 

dition (a) (resp. (b)) of Theorem 4.11 corresponds to condition (aj (resp. 

(b-)) of Lenma 3.3. 

The next leiwna furnishes alternate characterizations of conditions (c) 

and (d) of Lemma 4.12 

LEKMA 4.13.    Let   P,,...,P     be convex cones in   Rn   which contain the 

origin.    Then the fpnowing cond;iJj_ons. are equivalent; 

(i)   XP,- " 0   5J0.1   Ps  r- V\    for each    1    imj>Jy   P^  - 0    for each   i; 

" '       ^-^»-^ .i-i.....,.* .M..,....,...,.,-„,„... ,,:.,. ^.^:: ZJZ ,. 
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(11)   (-PilniconvUP.) ■ (0)    for each   J«l,....s. 

PROOF.   First, observe that for each   J, (3.3)  Implies 

convUP, -UCEiiPJO* \A and 51X! • 1). 
U»J 1 1/J 1 *     "*   1 1 

Fro« this It follows that   convUP, ■ 2P4.   Thus, condition (11) fails Iff 
1« 1     1/J 1 

3i   and  ^P. t P.   such that   0 J1 -p, c SlP^. 

This occurs Iff 

3p, c P,,...^?. e Pe   and i%   c   r«,••■,■« (f-   t   r.      aiiu      3x     SUCh  that     0  |*   "PJ   ■    .<.. p. , 

which occurs Iff condition (1) falls. 

We conclude this section with an example concerning maximal mcnotcm? 

operators arising from saddle-functions.   This will suggest a conjecture 

about arbitrary maximal monotone operators. 

By (37.5.2), each closed proper conceve-convex function   K   on   Rm « Rn 

Induces a maximal monotone operator   T   (generally multivalued) fron: 

rf*1 x R"   to   R* x R0   by means of the formula 

T(x.y) •  {(-x*,y*)|(x*»y*) e 3K(x.y)). 

By (37.4.1),   T   depends only on the equivalence class containing   K.   It 

R()   denotes the range of an operator «nd   B   Is the linear transformation 

which sends   (x*,y*)    to   (-x*.y*), then (37.5) Implies that 

R(T) « B dorn aK 

whenever   T   arises from   K   as above. 

EXAMPLE 4.14.    Assume that conditions (c) ami (d) of Lemma 4.12 are 

satisfied.   Then by Lemma 4.12 the hypotheses of Theorem 4.11 are met, 

and these in turn imply that condition   (:>f)   Is satisfied.    !.ct   &   be the 

linear transformation defined above, let   T.   be the iraxlmal monotoiu' opera- 

tor Induced by   K.   as described above, and similarly (using Theorem 4.5) let 

 —* 
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'[   be the ina^imal monotone operator Induced by %Ky   By (37.4), (6.3.1) 

and (9.1) it follows that   cl R(Ti) » 8 cl doiu Kf, and similarly   cl R(T) • 

B cl dofisCS;^)*.   Theore-i 4.11 and (6.3.1) imply   cl domCLl^)* * cl % dm K*. 

Combining these facts with {6.'5,Z) yields    £ cl *(T.) CZ cl R(T},    Since 

Theorem 4.7 implies   JÜT^ « T» this shows l:hat  ST.    is a maximal monotone 

operator satisfying 

5Ccl Rd^) Cl cl R(£Tt). 0) 

Furthermore, It can be deduced from (1),    RiTT^) C ^R^'T^)    and (3.1) th.it 

S O4' Cl  KiT^ C   0+ cl R^T^. 

It is easy to show that conditions (c) and (d) of Lemma 4.12 CHI; be refona«' 

lated equivalently as follows: 

Slzj ■ 0   anj   zi e 0+ cl «(T^ 1 

for each   1    implies   ?.> * 0   for each   i    J 

Now (ft) and (9.1 1) imply    ^ cl R(Ti) - cl I ^T^, 

HZl^) C  XRC^.) C Xcl RC^)    holds trivially.    Canbining these facts 

with (1; yields 

2cl RCV - cl «(t^). (r) 

Furtnermore, from (2), (ft) and (9.1.1) it follows immediately that 

£.0*" cl R(Ti) - 0+ cl R(S:Tt). 

It is known that   TT.    1i a ntaximal monotone operator satisfying (1) 

whenever each   T.    is the subdiffcrentlal of a closed proper convex function 

on   Rn   and the condition 

ri D(T|)n...rr1 D(T$) j« i (t) 

Is satisfied, where   0(TJ « {z'T(z) f 0),    Moreover, in this situaticn (2) 

actually holds if (tt) is satisfied. 

On the other hanJ, (1) fails in general for maximal n:onotone operators 

satisfying (t).   (For example, take   s » 2   and consider the   T.'s    'nduced 

•te^Mfe mm*. mmmtt ■lirimiir    .„.i.i.iiii,   ,     ,„      ^0^^^^^^^ 
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by th« saddle-functions   K^   and   K«   defined following Corollary 4.6 3.) 

It Is not known» though, whether (2) holds for arbitrary maximal monotone 

operators satisfying (ft).   But the fact that this formula does hold for 

those operators arising from saddle-functions leads one to conjecture that 

it holds In general.   This Is because such operators» unlike the subdlfferen- 

tlals of convex functions» exhibit most of the pathology of arbitrary maximal 

monotone operators.   Indeed» the last fact is one of the main motivations for 

studying saddle-functions. 

M^Mte in ii «■ 
 -- ■   
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55:   The 0artia1 Conjugacy Operation 

In this section tn« results of 12 are used to develop another operation 

on equivalence classes of closed proper saddle-functions.   It follows from 

Theorems 5.1 and 5.H that this operation induces a syrRuetn'c one-to-one 

corrsspendence amomj such ecjuivalence classes.    In f5 this operation is used 

to ass ion a well defined UgranjUn to each dual pair of generalized! saddle 

prograrfts. 

Throughout S5 let   K   be 9 closed proper concave-convex function on 

(Rp x Rm) x (R^ x Rn)M and iet   Wl    and   W2   be functions en   (Rp « Rn) * 

(Rq x Rm)   defined by 

-1 Wj(u*ty,v*,x) « sup inf {<u*,u> + <v*,v> - K(u,x,vfy)) 
v     u 

and 

W^tu^^iV*^) m inf sup {<u*,u> + <¥*,¥> - X{iivXsvJy)>. C U       V 
THEOREM 5.1.   The functjgm   W,   and   W^   belong to an equlyalenct:- c'Uss 

Wl   of dosed proper concav^cpnyex functions.    Furthermore,   [W]   ^ü&ilds. 

fiTiZfin   tK], and   CW]   js polyhedral i;f   LK]   i±. 

PRCOF,    define a linear transfo?Tnat1on   A « A, * A,   and a function   H 

i)> 

A^v.u*^) « (u*,y), 

A,fiirv*tx) ' (v+.x), 

unj 

H(v,u*.y,u,v*»x) « <u,u*> +<v,v*> - K(u,x,v,y), 

Clearly   H    is closed prepe ccncöive-convöv. on   (R^ x R1^ x R1^ x (Rp x R^ x R^} 

If   (v.y) e r1(doni2K), (34.3) impliei that the function 

(u,v*,.t)  - -K(u,x>y,y) 

is closed proper convex, and by (iJ.5)  its recession function cm be shown vo 

be 

l \ 

(ufv*,x) - -(rec K(« ,• ,v,y)){u,x). 

MM* 
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Also, the function 

(u,v*,x) ■* <u»u*> + <v,v*> 

Is closed proper convex and coincides with its recession function.   Hence 

(9.3) Implies that 

(rec H(v.u»,y,',','))(u,v*.x) ■ <u,u*> + <v,v*> -(rec K(',• »v,y))(u,x) 

\Khenever   (v,y) c r1(don?K).   Therefore   A^Ol ri (rec conegH)   equals 

{(u,0,0)|<u,u*> - (rec K(  ,•  v1y))(u,0) < 0f V u* c Rp
t V(v,y) c r1(don»2K)). 

Now by (34.3) and (8.5),   (v.y) r .   (donycj    implies that   rec K(',*,v,y)    Is 

never   +•>.    It follows that   /^ tOir^ (rsc coneJi)    Is the nullspace of 

Rp x R*' y R"1.    similarly,   Aj1{0}n(rec cone^H)   Is the nullspace of 

Rq K RP x Rn.    Therefore by lern* 2.9.    range A*nr1(dom H*) t 0.    The first 

two assertions of the theorem now follow from Theorem 2.8 and the fact that 

ÜLl^l^  whenever   It e CK1.    If   K   Is polyhedral, then Corollary 4.6,1 

implies   H    is polyhedral and hence Theorem 2.8 implies   LAH] a CW]   is 

polyhedral. 

The equivalence class    [W]   containing   W^   and   W.,   is called the 

partial conjugate of   [K]   iji   u   and   v, and the operation which sends   [K] 

to   [W]   Is called partial conjugacy.   This terminology is suggested by the 

fact that forming   [W]   involves only parts of the arguments of   K, whereas 

forming the (ordinary) conjugate   CK*3   Involves all of the arguments of   K. 

THEOREM 5.2   The partial conjugate oF   CW]   In,   u*   and   v*   Is    [K]. 

PROOF.    By Theorem 5.1, CM]   contains the function   vf, where 

V)'(u*,y,v*,x) » inf sup (<ü,u*> ♦ <w,v*> - K(ü,x,v,y)}.   Hence the partial 
G     v 

conjugate of   tW]   in   u*   and   v*   contains the function   M   given by 

M(u,x,v,y} « sup Inf {<u,u*> + <v,v*> - P(u*,y,v*,x)) 
v*   u* 

a sup inf sup inf {"J*,U - u> + <v*vv - v> + K(ü,x,v,y)}. 
v*   u*   ü     v 

By the same technique used In the proof of Theorem 5.1 it can be verified 

—•M-^-"M1 Mit    ■—--    -       ...-..>..-..-■   |   (   -      - - ■■-— ■      '- '■      |     in n 
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that   rc.uje 8«A n^oa. J*) :■ 16, where   F! - B,  * B-    af^   *)   are given by 

3.,fv*J.!,u,x) a (u,x), 

B2(u*.v,Y,y) « (v,y), 

and 

J(v*,u,u,x>u'*,,v,v,y) * <V*.M ~ ü> + ■«v*. v - v> + KjiJiX ^»yi. 

Therefore Thec-em 2.8 implies, thdt   CBJ]    15 well-us fined,   ihvi by (56.1) 

and Theorem 0.1(b)  it follovs easily that   M   and   N   belong to   fS^l, where 

M   Is given by 

N(u,x,v,y) s sup inf sup inf ;<u*,u - G" + <,'*,v - v> + j<(ö x,/^)} 
G     v     v*   u* 

Thus, to complete the proof it suffices to show that   N «: [Kl. 

Let   u»x,v,y   be arbitrary but fixed.    For a^ch   u   definä 

p(u) = inf sup inf {<u*,u •• u> + ^*,v - v> + M'sx.v.y}}. 
y     v*   u* 

Observe that 

N(u.x,v.y) • sup{?(u)!tj eUK (1) 

whsre    ü - { ü| (jfx) s dofti,10.    ind*e<l, 'f   (u,x) «f doir^K   then 

K{D,x,->') s -»   sn that   p(ii) = -0,.    Thus9 

Ndux.v.y) - - = Kju.x.v.y) (2) 

whenever   U a ^..    Now assume   ü f $.    For each   ü c  U,    K(i}»x»'5«)    's neves 

-«   and hence 

p(u) =» ^inf^    sup ii\f {<u,:,u ~ ü>  +  <v*,v - v> + Khi,x,v!.y)}!, 
veV(ü)    v*   u* 

rther«   V(u) - (vlKiü.x^.y) < ^}.   This implies   p(io « ^   whenever 

V(ü) • li.    Hence (1)  Implies   N(if.x,v,y) = +»    if there exists 0    ü e li 

such thai:   y{ii) « t$.    But for such a   u,    K(ü,x,vrv) « h»,   Therefore 

Ndi.x.v.y) B +« « K(u,^iV,y) (3) 

whenever there exists a ü c U s-ich tlun V(G) a ^. Finally» dssune 

U ^ ^5 and V(ij) / 0 for every u c U. Then for esch u e U, 

MMMMHM 
■  ■ 
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p(u) ■ .Inf,   (K(üiX,v,y) + sup {<v*,v - v> + Inf {<u*,u - u>}}} 
veV(u)    " v* u* 

•{ 
—   if   ii M 

Inf     (K(u,x»v,y) + sup {<v*lv - v>}}   if   ü =» u, 
veV{u)   *" v* 

where 

p(u) • inf {]C(u,x.v.y)|v t V(a). v - v) 

y-H. if   v rf V(u) 

'•K(uix.v,y)    if   v c V(u). 

Hence (1) implies that In this case 

N(utx,v,y) » sup {p(ü)Iü c U, u « u} 

if   u I U 

• if   u e U   and   v i V(u) 

K(u,x,v,y) If   u e U   and   v c V{u) 

8   K(u,x,v,y). 

Combining this with (2) and (3) yields   K < N <_K   everywhere.   Hence Theorem 

0.1(b) Implies   N e [K], 

THEOREM 5.?.    The following conditions are equivalent: 

(a) (u*,x*,v*.y*) t 3K(u,x,v.y) 

(b) (u,-y*,v.-x*) e aW(u*,y.v*,x) 

PROOF.   By (37.5) condition (b) is equivalent to 

(u*ty»v*,x) c 3H*(u,-y*,v,-x*). 

But from the proof of Theorem 5.1 we know that   CH*J = CH*A*J   and 

range A*r»ri(doin H*) t ft.   Hence by Theorem 2.3, 

9W*(u.-y*,v,-x*) • /\3H*(A*(u,-y*,vf-x*)). 

It follows that condition (b) is equivalent to the existence of points   v:0 

and   v0   such that 

(v^.y.u0^*^) e 3H*(o,u,-y*,o,vr-x*). 

-^ '" - • - 
■ ■ -" 
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%? by (37-S) and (37.4) thl*. Containment occurs iff   (v »u*,)'^0^*,«) 

i3 « saddle-point üf 

H - <-»(o,ü,-y*)>  • <',(o,v, x*)> 

wd   K{v sU^y.'^tV*^) t R.    Therefore by th? definition of   H, condition 

{b) Is «qulvelent tc the existence of points   u0    and   v0   su<J) that 

n(!iiJ>x,vc»y) c R   and 

K(u,x,v0,y) - <ii - u.u*/ - <y0 ~ v,v*> - «-x - x,x*> 

< K(u0,x,v0,y) - ^J0 - ü»U*> - <v0 - v»v^ 

£ KC^.x.Vj.y} - <ü0 - u5u*>     <v - v,v*> - <y - y,y*> 

for all    (v,G*,y)    and   {ü.v*^).   Now pick any   (v^y') e dor^K,    Choosing 

v «« v'    and   y a y'    in the «bova condition Implies 

Kd^.x.v'oy') > a + '-u0 ■• ü*ü*> for all    ü*. 

where   u    Is a certain re&l cons tent.   Thus If   u0   were different frtiiTi   u, 

v»« would have   K(u0 »x.v',y') •,+«, contradicting    (-/'.y1) e dori*2K.   Henc^ 

in ehe above condition wa must have   u0 » u, and simlUrly   v0 -■» v.   There- 

fon» condition (h)  Is equivalent to    {K(ij,x,v,y) e K   and) 

KliM.v.y) - <ü - u5u*> - <x ■• x,x*> ,< K(u,x,vfty)., \/(ü,x) 

.■xnJ 

K(u,>',v,y) < K(uäx,v,y} - <v - y,v*> - <}' - y»y*>.  V(v,y). 

iiut these confJ.'lions are cieerly equS/alent to (a). 

MMMMaMB »MIMIMMBMHHHMa  ■■..■■1      -.-.       --.i,     ■- -...        .-        -:      -    ■.,^,1 
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16:   Generalized Saddle Programs 

In this section the results of is2, 3 and S are applied to the problem 

of associating with a given mlnlmax problem a dual mlnlmax problem and 

developing a perturbatlonal duality theory for such pairs of problems. 

Ignoring technical details, we can outline the general approach as 

follows.   Suppose we are given a mlnlmax problem In the form of an equlva- 

lence class   CKo3   of saddle-functions on   R"1 X Rn.   This mlnlmax problem 

Is first extended to a saddle program in the form of another equivalence 

class   [K]   of saddle-functions on   (R1* x R01) x (R*' x Rn).   jhe extension 

is such that   CKol   Is suitably "embedded" In   [K3, I.e., the saddle-func- 

tions   (x.y) ♦ ^(o.x.o.y)   for   if c [K]   are all required to belong to   [KQ]. 

By a modification of the conjugacy correspondence, an equivalence class   [LJ 

of saddle-functions on   (R"1 X RP) X (Rn x ft)   i$ then obtained from   [K], 

The saddle program given by   [L]   is called the dual of the program given 

by   [K],    Under a mild hypothesis on   [K], the saddle-functions 

(z,w) -► TCo.z.o.w)    for   Tc [L]   all belong to a single equivalence class 

[Lol.    In this event the mlnlmax problem qiven by   [LQ]    IS the dual of the 

mlnlmax problem given by   [KoL    In this sense   [Ko]   may have many such 

duals, since CLJ   and hence   I'Lol   depends not only on   CK0]   but also on 

the particular "perturbations" introduced via   r.KJ. 

We proceed now with the formal development.    A gene rail zed saddle £££:. 

£ram    S{K)   on   R?" x Rn   with perturbations In   Rp x R^   is a closed proper 

saddle-function   K   on   (Rp x f) x (R^ X Rn).    Each saddle-function 

^{o.'.o,«)   on   R"" x Rn   for   7.   In   [K]   is called an objective function 

of   S(K).   The particular functions   K(o,*,o,')    and   K(o,',o,«)   are called 

the lower and upper objective functions, respectively.    (Recall the conven- 

tion established In Theorem 0.1:   for a closed saddle-function   K, Its 

convex-closure Is denoted by   K   and Us concave-closure by   ÜT.)   A pair 

Smiammamm , , ..M^,, ■■     —...^^.-r,.^..-.- ..^—^.,.~^;^.... ^■...^...-.^- ;...^,v..^.-.^1liri    ,,. tmmi ■■—-■- 
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(x,y)   is a feasible solution of   S(K)    Iff It Is in the domain of every ob- 

jective functicn of   3(K).    It is no^ hard to show that this is equivalent 

to the condition that   (o^x.cy) e d(jm K.   The optimal value iji   S{K) ex hi;«. 

(and equals   a) iff the saddle-values of all the objective functions of   S(K) 

exist finitely and are equal (to   a).   A pair   (:*,./) is an optimal solution 

of   S(K)    iff   (x,y)    is a saudle-point of every objective function of   S(K) 

and   ^(o.x.o.y) • ir(o,xto,y) t R.   It is not hard to show that if   (xk.y)    is 

an optimal solution, then It is a feasible solution and the optimal value 

exists and equals   K(o,x,o,y)    for any   Jf   in   [K]. 

The program   S(K)    is r.ot.sistent (respectively strongly consistent) iff 

tner»? exist points   x    and   y   such that   (o.x.o.y) c dorn K   (respectively 

(o,x,o,y) e r!(dom K))..    Thus,   S(K)    is consistent iff it nas a feasible 

solution.    Also,   S(K)    is conslsienv whenever tne optimal value in   S(K) 

exists. 

We say that   S(K)    has a well-defined primal problem iff all the objec- 

tive functions belong to the sa-ie equivalence class, which we denote by   CKD;i. 

In thi< event the definitions of feasible solutions» optimal value and optimal 

solutions of   S(K)    can bo simpiified, since equivalent saddlo-functions have 

the same domain, «.'.addle-value and saddle-points.    By Theorem 6,2 below, if 

S(K)    is strongly consistent then it has a well-defined primal problem which 

Is in fact given by a dosed proper equivalence class.   More gencra'ly, for 

any   (u,v)   we say that the perturbation   (u,v)   in   S(K)    is well-defined 

iff the saddle-functions   K(u.  .,v,-)    on   ff x Rn, for   ft    in   CM. all belong 

to a single equivalence class» which we denote by    CK,,   1.    Thus,   S.(K)   has u,v 

a well-defined primal problem iff the perturbation    (o,o)    in   S(K)    is well- 

defined (in winch case   LK„ ,.11   is denoted simply by   [KoJ). 

Suppose   S(K)    is a genera!iwd saddle program on   1^ x a"   with 

i ...J —.. .,...-._.,,.. ^   
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ptrturbatlons In   RP x R^» and let  CL]   be the equivalence class of closed 

proper saddle-functions obtained from CK]  via the relation 

L(t»Zit.w) ■ -K*(-Xi*»-Wtt). 

The generallied saddle program  S(L)   on   tf * &  with perturbations In 

rf" « Rn   Is the dual of  S(K).   It Is easy to show that the dual of  S(L) 

Is   S(K).   The prograw  S(K)   has a well-defined dual problem Iff the dual 

program S(L) has a well-defined primal problem  CIQI» and In this event 

the dual problem of  S(K)   Is the mlnlmax problem given by   CLQ].   Example 6.3 

shows thit a generalized saddle program can even be strongly consistent with- 

out having a well-defined dual problem.   However, Lemma 6.4 furnishes condi- 

tions on  S(K)   which ensure that the dual problem Is well-defined. 

For the remainder of 16 let  S(K)   and  S(L)   be dual programs» when? 

for deflnlteness   K   Is assumed to be concave-convex on   (Rp * Rf) * (R^ * ft"). 

Thus,   L   Is convex-concave on   (Rf1 * Rp) * (R"1 « R^).   Also, let concave- 

convex functions   P^   and   P^   be defined on   Rp * Rq   by 

Pi(u,v) ■ sup Inf K(u,>:,v,y) 
x    y   " 

and 

PgCu.v) ■ Inf sup K(u,x,v,y), 
y    x j«     n 

and let convex-concave functions   Q-j   and  Qg   be defined on   IT x R    by 

Qjs.t) " sup Inf L(s.z,t,w) 
' w    z 

and 

Q2(5,t) • Inf sup r(s,z,t,w). 
z    w 

Finally, let linear transformations   A^: Rp x Rf * RP,   AJ,: Rq * R" * Rq. 

B,: R?" K RP * Rf1   and   B2: Rn « Rq * R0   be defined by 

A^u.x) ■ u,   B^s^) ■ s, 

Ag^y) - v, B2(t,w)." t, 

and put A ■ A, x A, and B • B^ x Bg. Observe that A* « A| x AJ and 

-~i -•• "■J" ■- -^— -l--- , , .,.....,  
—      '"—"-"-■ -'- — ••"'-——"n-r-   _. ,, . 
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3* » Bf x Bj,   where 

Af(z) - (2.0).   Bf(x) « (x.o) 

ÄJ(w) - (w.o).   BJ(y) ■ (y,o). 

The saddle-functions   P,   and   P«  are called the lower and upper   per- 

turbation functions of   S(K). respectively.   A pair   (z.w)   Is a   Kuhn-Tucker 

vector for  S(K)   Iff 

P|(o,o) » l^0»^ * a e R 

and 

<U,J> + P0(l' n) jto < P.^O.V) + <v,w> 

for each   (u,v).   Observe that   P^o.o) " P^o.o) * a c R   Iff the optimal 

value In   S(K)   exists and equals   o.   It Is not hard to show using (37.4.1) 

that If  Pj   and   P«   belong tc a proper equivalence class   CP], then   (*,«) 

Is a Kuhn-Tucker vector for   S(K)    iff   -(z,w) s 3P(o,o).   Kuhn-Tuckar vectors 

for   S(L)   are defined similarly by using the lcwertcind upper perturbation 

functions of   S(L). I.e., Q,   and   Q«.   These Kuhn-Tucker vectors can be In- 

terpreted as generalized "equilibrium price vectors" in much the saine way as 

In M4, pp. 295-296.1. 

The following example shows that the foregoing framework of dua1. pairs of 

generalized saddle-programs Includes as a sp2f.ial case Rockafellar's dual 

pairs of generalized convex programs. 

EXAMPLE 6.1.    Let.   F: pfi ■* Pn   be a closed proper convex bifunction. and 

let   (P)   and   (P*)   denote the ßonera'Hzed convex program and its dual which 

correspond to   F   and its adjoint bifunction   F*: R1'•* R^.    Def-ine 

K(u,x.v,y) » (Fv)(y)    for every   (u,x) e Rp x R?   and   (v,y) c R*' x R" 

(here   p   and   m   can be any positiv« integers).   Then   K   is a closed proper 

concave»convex function.    It can be verified as an instructive exercls« that 

the concepts defined above for the program   S(K)   and Its dual   S(l,)   exactly 

-■ - - - 
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"mirror1' the 11kc-nw»d concepts from Rockafellar [44] tor   (P)   and   (P*). 

For example.   S(K)   (resp.   S(L))   Is consistent or strongly consistent ac- 

cording as   (P)   (resp.   (P*))    is consistent or strongly consistent; and so 

on.   Furthermore* It can be seen that the Lagranglan saddle-function   M 

associated with   S(K)   and   S(L), which will be Introduced following Theorem 

6.8, exactly mirrors the Lagranglan associated with   (P)   and   (P*).   The 

fact that all the various concepts associated with   (P)   and   (P*)   are re- 

flected In this program   $(K)   and its du^l furnishes a general means of con- 

verting examples from convex programming into examples In saddle programming 

which exhibit the corresponding pathological behavior. 

THEOREM 6.2.    Assume   (u,v) c A r1(dom K), I.e. assume there exist points 

x   and   y   such that   (u,x«v»y) t r1{dom K),   Then the perturbation   (u.v)   jri 

S(K)    Is well-defined.   In fact, the equivalence class   [K,,   1   Is closed and 

proper with least and greatest members   KCu.'.v,-)   and   K(u,',v,«)   resgec^ 

tlvely, and 

rKdom K     ) « {(x,y)!(u,xIv.y) c r1(dom K)} 

where   "rl" ran be deleted or repjeced b^   "cl"   throughout the Identity. 

PROOF.   Define linear transformations   T^: Rm + Rp * R"1   and 

T2: Rn -► Rq x Rn   by   T^x) - (o,x)    and   T2(y) - (o.y), and put   T = ^ x T2. 

Define a function   H   by 

Htu'.x'.v'.y') » K(u' ♦ u.x'.v' + v.y1). 

Clearly, H   Is closed proper concave-convex and   dom H « dorn K - {{u.o,v,o)). 

Thus the hypothesis on   (u,v)    Is equivalent to   range T n r1{dom H) / ri, and 

hence Theorem 2.2 Implies various facts about the equivalence class   CHT]. 

Since   HT ■ K(u,•,¥,•)• these facts convert easily Into the assertions about 

[K. J.   The formulas for   ri(dom K,. u)   and   cl(dor) K(1 J    follow by (5.7). 
U|V u»V u »V 

COROLLARY 6.2.1, Assume S(K) Is, strongly consistent and that 

üftt 'iii ' timtmmmmämmitmtmitlimttllm 
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rec conejKo   U, ä subsgacg for   j • I and 2.   Then there exists «n SßlÜüäi 

solution of   S(K). 

PROOF.   By Theorem 6.2.   S(K)   has a well-defined primal problem and 

CK0]   Is closed and proper.   Ov Lemma 0.4.   (o,o) e ri(doni(Kj)}*}.   Hence 

(37.5.3) Implies   Ko   has a saddle-point. 

Before proceeding any further, it might be wäll to Illustrate some of 

the pathology which Is possible In a dual pair of generalized caddie programs 

The next example exhibits a pvo<jram   S(K)   having the following properties: 

(1) every perturbation in   S(K)    Is well-defined (so a fortiori   S(K}   has a 

well-defined primal problem); (2) the lower and upper perturbation functions 

of   S(K)    fall to be equivalent; (3) the dual program is consistent; and 

(4)   S(K)   fails to have a well-defined dual problem. 

EXAMPLE 6.3.   Suppose   J    is a closed proper concave-convex function en 

IT K Rn.   Put   p * m   and   q ■ n   and define   IC(u,x,v,y) ■ J(x - i!,y - v). 

Let   T,   and   T«   be linear transformations given by   f|(u,x) -• x - u   and 

1o{v*y) a y - v, and put   T ■ T-  « T^,.   Since   range Tnri(doPi J) f ti 

trivially, Theorem 2.2 implies that   K " JT   is closed and proper with 

r1(dom K) » T" r1(dcm J).   By Theorem 6.2 it follows that for each 

(u.v) c Rp x R*'   the perturbation   (u,v)    in the program   S(K)    is well-defined. 

It is easy to compute that   Pj(u,v) - sup inf J » -'J*(o,a)    and   Pg^v) * 

inf sup J » -J*(o,o).   Hence   P,^^   '^   ^("«o) B ^*(0'0) •    Now suppose 

J    Is such that   dorn J*   Is bounded.   Then Lemma 3.6 and Theorem 3.5 imply 

T,hat    [K*] » tT*J*],   dm K* « T*dom J*. ind (since   Tf(f) « (-s.s), 

Ti(t) 3 (-t,t)) the least and greatent members of   [K*3   are 

K*(?.s,w,t)   -       ^up inf     i!.*(x,t) 
tsj-s^z) {tt-tBw) 

and 

K>(z,s,w,t) «       inf sup     J*(s,t). 
[tj"t«w) (s| s^z) 

tm*i*i***^*iä*jt*ii\i\tm!^»mäaämm^tit*^m.t*^i^tMiuij*.-*<■+.•. m.,.... ■...■.. ..■.^-... .„.., ......■■,.,.■ -   . ...^imiltl ,„„,. 
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Since t(s,*.t.w) ■-Jty-x.s.-w.t) and FCs.z.t.w) •-K*(-2.$,-w,t), this 

Inpllts that 

-J*(i,t) If s ■ 2 and t - w 

If s f z   and t « w 

^-     If        t ^ w 

and 

ys.z.t,*») C 
• -!l*(».t)   If   s ■ z   and   t • w 

r(s.z»t(M) ■ < -• if   s « z   and   t f» w 

^4» if   s t i 

From these formulas It follows that, for each   (s.t) c dorn J*, the perturba- 

tion   (s,t)   In   S(L)   1$ well-defined Iff  J*{s,t) • J*(s.t).   In view of 

all these facts» In order to obtain properties (1) through (4) we need only 

specify a   J   such that   dorn J*   is bounded,   (o,o) e dorn Jt, and   J*(o,o) / 

J*(o,o).    It suffices to take   CJ]   to be the conjugate of the equivalence 

class used In Examples 2.10 and 2.11. 

While we are concerned mainly with applying the results of iiZ, 3 and 5 

to dual pairs of generalized saddle programs» we note here some of the results 

that follow from ll.   From Lenwa 1.7 It can be deduced that in general 

L(O,',O,O < (-p^)* < (^nrp* <r(o,'.o,') 

and dually 

K(o,..o».) < {-Q^* < (^jp*<^(o,.,o,.). 

If   SCI)   has a well-defined primal problem given by   CLQJ   and   [LQ]   is 

closed, then it can be deduced from Theorem 1.1 that each concave-convex 

function   P   satisfying   Pi i P i P2   's simple and satisfies 

clgcy - -(Q*.   cl^lgP » -(La.)*. 

domfc^cl^P) ■ domiLo)* ■ dontfcl^clgP), 

where 

.„>   .,..■... .....■—■-.—.—^■■.  ...^ ,    ...._.  f----' --■ -■■^-'-■- ■ 
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dom(Lo)* C cl{(u,v)i(u,x,v,y) c dorn K   for some   x,y). 

If In addition   CLQ]   IS proper (i.e.   S(l.)   Is consistent), then   P   1s also 

proper and has the same kernel as   -0-o)*. 

By Theorem 6.2,   S(K)   has a well-defined dual problem   [Lo'J   whenever 

S(L)   Is stro.igly consistent.   The next lemma dualizes this useful condition. 

LEW1A 6.4.   S(L)   is strongly consistent Iff 

(rcCiKHo.x) ^ U    implies   (rec^K)(o,-x) >. 0 

and 

(rec„K)(o,y) i 0  Jtinplies   (reCgK'jto.-y) <. 0. 

PROOF.   Observe that   1(0,2,ü,w) » -K*A*(-z,'w).   Hence   S(L)    is strong- 

ly consistent Iff   range A*nr1(dom K*) f i.   Now apply the eau;velence be- 

tween (a) and (c) of Lemnia 2.9. 

THEOREM 6.5.   Assumg   S(Ll    is itromjly consistent.   Theii   P-   ^nc   Po 

belong to the closed proper equivalence class   CP3 « C-(Lc)*]   and 

dorn PC A dorn K. 

PROOF.   By Theorem 6.2»   L(o,",o»')   is the laast member of   CLQ], 

which is closed and proper.   Hence   -l(o,-z,o,-w) » -L^-z^-w) « (zÜalfJ'*'2:»w)' 

But as noted in the proof of LeniM 6.4,   S(L)   is strongly consistent Iff 

range A*n r1(dom K*) f 0, and   K*A*(z,w) = -L(o,-z,o,-w).   Hence Theo/em 2.8 

implies that the equivalence class   fAK]   is well-defined and equals   0(Lo)*L 

and   dorn A'< C A dem K.   How observe that 

PJu.v) «   sup       Ipf     !C,    P5(u,v) *   inf      sup     K. 
1        Ay iu> Ag fvi "    i       A:;

1
{V> A^{U} 

Thus P, and P2 belong to [AKj. Taking [P] * [AK], the theorem 

follows, 

COROLLARY 6.5,1. Assume S(L) Is strongly consistent. Then the follow- 

ing conditions on (z,w) e R'
5
 x R^ are equivalent: 

(1) (z.w) is an optimal sciution of S(L); 

"nTiniimiii-— ■  ■ i -J" '' ■*   '  rni>i 
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(11)    (z.w)    is a Kuiw-Tucker vector for   S(K)i 

(111)   -(z.w) e aP(o,o); 

(1v)    (-z,o,-w,o) e aK(o,x,o.y)    for some   (x,y) e (f x Rn. 
'' 

PROOF.    By (37.5) and fheorem 6.5, (1) is equivalent to 

(z.w) c 3(-P)(o»o), which Is equivalent to (111).   Sines   P1    and   F«   belong 

to   CP]. (37.4.1) implies that   3P(o,o) a 3^(0,0) x jgP^o.o)   and 

P|(o,o) ■ P;>(0»0) * o*    ^ls0« (37.4) implies   dom aP c dorn P, so that   a   is 

finite.    Froro these facts it follows that (ill) is equivalent to (ii).    Fin- 

ally, observe that (37.5)  implies (ill)  is equivalent to   (0,0) r. 3P*('Z,-w). 

Since   CP*J ■ CK*A*1   by tne proof of Theorem 6.5, Theorem 2.3 implies that 

aP*(-z,-w) » A»K*(A*(-z,-h)).   Hence   (0,0) e 3P*(-zl-w)    is equivalent to 

the existence of   (u,x,v,y) c 5K*(-z,o,-w,o)    such that   A,(u,x) - 0   and 

A^v.y) = C.   By the defiiiitions or   A-    and   A,   and (37.5), this last con- 

dition is equivalent to (TV). 

COROLLARY 6.5.:.    Asiurae   S(L)  is  >trongly consistent, and let   [?]    be 

the equivalence class containing   P,    and   P^.    Then 

sup Inf L0 - ^(0,0) <_ P(o,c?) = inf sup LQ. 

Furthermore, for any   P c LP], 

sup inf L0 » lim inf P(o,v) 
v > 0 

whenever    -~ < sup inf Lö   or   ^(o.o) < +», tni 

lim sup P(u,o) « inf sup L0 
u ■* 0 

whenever   -• < P(o,o)   or   inf sup L0 < +». 

PROOF.    Clearly   sup inf L0 •-•• -(ro'jMo.o)   which equals    P(o,o)    by 

Theorem 6.5.    Similarly, inf sup 1^, = -(Lü.)*(o,o) s P(o,o).    Now let   P e [P] 

be given.    By Theorem 0.1,   P(O,ü) = (cl:>P)(o.o), which by definition equals 

(cl ?f(o,«))(o).    Now in general,  for a convex function    f   one has    (ci   f){x) - 

lim inf f(y)    axcept when   (cl f)(x) » -«■   and   f(x) s +•>.    Applying this fact 
y * x 
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to the case at hand yields thct   sup inf u> * (ci P\o,'))(o) » lim irr ^'(o.v) 
v -• o 

except when   sup Inf Lo ■ -•   and   P(C,ü) * +».    The remaining assertion 

follows similarly. 

CO ROLL ARY 6.5.3.   Assume   S(L)    U strongly consistent.   jf the optical 

yalue tn   S(L) exists and equals   a. then the optifiial value in   S(K) exists 

and eauals,   a. 

PROOF.    Since the saddle-functions   ric-.o,«)   for   L   In   CL3    are all 

equivalent to   IQ, sup Inf La « 0^(0,0)    and   Inf sup Lo » Q^lo.o).    Also» the 

optimal value in   S{L)   exists and equals   a    Iff   Q|(o,o) * Qn(o,o) « o £ R. 

5liriCe   L 1 pi 1 P2 i ^» th* assfetlon now follows from Corollary 6.5 2. 

COROLLARY 6.b.A.    Assume   SfK)    :s strongly consistent.    In order that 

»i(ö den L) c don <J O B dm t, 

Ü. li necessary and sufficient thai 

(rec,K)(o,>)  =  ',rec,K0){x), Vx c Rn 

and 

(rec^Ho.y) » (rec2K0)(y), Vy e Rn. 

PRUOi-.    Dualizing tha proof of Theorem 6.5 shows that 

range 8*0 n(dom L*) f it   and   riom K$ - don? ß« C B doin I.   H^nce oy Theorem 

2.6 and (6.:<.1}, ri{B dorn L) C  dorn Kf C B dorn L   occurs iff   recJL*!?*) « 

vrec,L*)B|    for    j - 1 and 2.   But the idertUies    -(rec^H-vx) 

(recjL*)(B?x)    and    -(rec,!<0K-x) = {rec^L;,P*)(x)    can   be verified,  along 

with simMar identities for   j = ?..    The corollary then follows. 

Example ti.14 demonstrate-.; thac the domain inclij-ion in Theorem 6.5 can- 

not be strengthened to equality without 3 stronger hypothesis.    For any pro- 

duct set    C x ü   contöined in   dom K, let   Myp(C * D)   de-iote the following 

hypothesis: 

V(u,x) c Cr (rec K{u,x,-.')){o1y) <_ 0 ^ (rec Kju.x,. ,'))(c,-y) < C; 

.^i.it-, ...*^^^..—, ,.. __. 
- -. ..■- , 
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and 

V(v.y) e D, {rec ?(•.«.v,y))(o,x) > 0 «»(rec K{..-,v,y))(o,-xj > 0. 

If Hyp(C K 0) for some C * D "Z) r1(dom K), then lemna 6.4 implies that 

S(L)   Is strongly consistent. 

LEMMA 6.6.   The following conditions are equivalent, and they imply 

Hyp(dcm K): 

C (o,x) e o+(c1(domiK)) s> x » o 
(a) \ 

«■ (o.y) c o+(cl(dom2K)) => y « 0 

/There exist points   u   and   v   such that the sets 

(b) J ((u) x ^HrKdoin^)    and   ({v} x Rn)On(dom2K) 

are nonempty and bounded. 

PROOF. By Lemma 3.6. 

THEOREM 6-7.   Assume   Hyp(ri{doffl K)).   Then the conclusions of Theorem 

6.5 hold, and in addition   A ri(dom K) C dom f> C A dorn K. 

For each   (^v) c A ri(dom K), the perturbation   (ijtv)   jj^  S{K) 

Jl well-defined. [K     ]   U closed and proper, and the set of saddle- 

points of   CKU v]   is nonempty,   each such saddle-point   (x,y)   satisfies 

(u.x.v.y) e doro 9K   and   P(u.v) " K(u,x,v,y)    for every   Pe [P"J   inö_  Kt [K], 

PROOF.    By Lemma 6.4, Hyp(ri(dom K)) implies   S(L) is strongly consis- 

tent.   Hence the conclusions of Theorem 6.5 hold, and in particular 

donuP. * doin2P2 • dorn P.   Thus it follows from   Hyp(ri(dom K))    and Lemma 3.3 

that   A r{(doin K) C dorn P.    If   (u,v) c A ri(dom K), then Theorem 6.2 implies 

the perturbation   (u,v)   is well-defined and that   [K     J   is closed and proper. 
U5V 

The assertions concerning the saddle-points of   CK., u]   are inmediate from u»v 
Hyp(ri(dom K))    and Theorem 3.4. 

If actually   Hyp(dQm K), then Lenrna 3.3 and Theorem 3.5 imply that 

dom P = A dorn K   and that   P,    and   P«    are the least and greatest members 

0^   [P], respectively. 
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COROLLAf?Y 6.7.1.   Assutfle   S(K)    is. stron£l£. conslsteivt rid aithar 

dorn K(j   is boundt;d or   H,yp(ri(oosB K)).    Tnen there exUt optimal so"!uttons of 

both   S(K)    and   S(L) , and the optimal  /alues in the two programs are .eg.^, 

^ireovar«  whe optimal ftjlutio'is of onifc prograrri are precisely, tiie^ Kuhsr-Tucker 

PROOF,    3y Thaorefn 6,2 and U.ms «5.6, if   S(K).  is strongly cr.risistait 

and   dom Ko    i^ bounded, then   H.yp(düro K), and hence   Hyp(H(do!:i K)),    öy 

ThecreiT. 6.7 and (6.3.1), S(iO    is strongly consistent iff   (c,o} c ri(don P)   ■ 

A ri(dom K).    Hence Thecreir 6.7 implies tnere exists a äoccle-point of    [Kej. 

-i.e. an optimal solution of   S(K).   A'sct ri(doai F-) C dom 3P   by (o.' 4), so 

that   aP(o.c) r p.    by Corollary fi.5,1 thü implies there exists w optimai 

solution of   3{L).   Since both programs are strongly consistent, Corollary 

6.5.1 Implies  that the optimal solutions of one are the Kuhn-Tucker vectors 

for the other.    The two cptioiäi values are equal by Corollary 6.5.3. 

As a criterion guaranlesing the existence of an optical solutior; of   S{YJ, 

the hypothesii o11' Corollary 6.7! is stronger than necessary.    T!m  i: clear 

from the next lemma and Corullüry 6.2.1.    In fact, as win become cl.sar later 

in tht section,  tne hypothesis of Corollary 5.2,1 suffices for the first asser- 

tion of Corollary 6.7.1. 

LEMMA 6.3.    Assume   S(K)    ('i strongly censistent.    Then   Hyp(ri(dcr K)) 

implies that    rec cone.^o    is g subs pace for   j - 1 und <: 

PROOF.    L'it   T   be as in tne proo-' of Theorem 5..-:.   Then ;,i,ror>q consis- 

tency of   S(K;    is equivalent io   range in ri(dom K) * ^    end heriCri    iK^j - 

CKT]   by Theorem i.Z.    Therefore the formulas in lemm-j ü.5 ein be applied to 

snow tnat 

rec cone,Kg - [x|(o,x) c rec cone K(» ,• ,o,yj    wient-vor   (o,yi z !-i(r?c.vv;</} 

and 

^1  -    .    ^  .i-.X ■ '    MB -"■■'-■   B ■■■•  ■"■-■■ ■ 
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rec conegKo " (yKo.y) c rec cone Kto.x,«»*)   whenever   (o,x) c n(dom^K)). 

For these two sets to be subspaces It suffices to show they are closed under 

sealer multiplication by -1, and this follows Immediately from strong consis- 

tency and   Hyp(ri(dom K)). 

Let   M   be defined on   (R* x ify * (Rn x RP)   b> 

M(x,w,y,2) ■ sup inf {<u,z> + <v,w> + K{u»x,vsy)} 
u    v 

Then   M(x,w»y,2) • -W(-2,y,-w,x), where   H   belongs to the partial conjugate 

of   CK]   in   u   and   v.   Hence it follows from Theorem 5,1 that   M   is closed 

proper concave-convex and depends only on   CK], and that   H   is polyhedral 

whenever   K    is polyhedral.   The equivalence class containing   M   is called 

the Laqransian of   S{K).   Similarly,   the Lagrangian of   S(L}    is the equiva- 

lence class containing the function   N   given by 

N{x,w,y,z) ■ sup inf {<s,x> + <t,y> + L(s,z,t,w)}. 
t    s 

In view of the next theorem, [H]    is called the Lagrangian uf the dual pair 

S(K), S(L).    From the fact that the partial conjugacy operation induces a 

symmetric one-to-one correspondence among closed proper equivalence classes, 

It follows that a dual pair of generalized saddle programs is completely de- 

termined by its Lagrangian. 

THEOREM 6.9.   The saddle-functions   K   and   N   are equivalent. 

PROOF.    Since   [L]   is obtained from   IK*'\   vi^ the relation   L(s Pz,t,w} = 

-K*(-z,s,-w,t), it follows by (36.1) and Theorem O.Ub) that   [lj   contains 

the function   L   given by 

L(s,2,t,w) a - sup inf inf sup {<u,-j' * <x,s> + <v,-w> + <y.t> -K(IJ,V,V,>)} 
y     x     u     v 

= - sup inf {<x,s> + <y,t> -M(x,w,y,2)>. 
y    x 

If   [H]   denotes the partial conju^at« o'   [M]    in   x   and   y, chis mcafT?. 

[L] a L-H].    Now by Theorem 5.1 the function   N   depends only on   [L].    Hence 
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H   is equivft]«nt to the function   W   given by 

NCxjW^y.z) » sup Inf {'sJx> ♦ <t,.y> -HCsjZ^,«)}. 
t    s 

But   N   belongs to the partfsl :op.ju'j«te of'   TH]   in   s   and   t,  Jid by 

iheo.'em 5.2 this is thö saim» as   [Ml,   This shows that   N c CM;, and htirtce 

tNJ " I'M]. 

The rw'xt theorem ssys that, up to a r^c-rearing of the varidhles» ch« 

conjugate of the lAcjranglan of   %{Y.)   coincides with both tne partial conju- 

gate of   [K]    in   x   and   y   and ehe partial conjugate of   1X1   in   z   and   w. 

THEOREM 6.10.    Let   [M]   be the Lagranglan of   5(K);   let   H   be any, mein- 

k§I. 9f. IM MCMll f:$Pii.j.äilH Pi   IKJ    lü   x   and   y, arid ]et_  J   be any, member 

of the partial cpr.jugatc of   ll]   jn   i   and   w.   Then   [^3   cojritäips the 

functlor.s 

(s,v,v,u) ♦ H(v,s,u,t) 

and 

(s,v,t,u) •»- J(tlu»srv)> 

PROOF     Recall that   CW]   contains   (x,w,.y,2) ••• ~W( ^»"V/jX), where   w 

is a member of the partial conjugate of   CK]    iu   u   a»td   v.   hence (u5.ing 

(36.1) and Theorem 0.1(b) to interchange "sup" with "inf"), [M*j    contains 
z x 

(sJv,'!
>u) -•* sup inf sup inf {<x,s> ■<• <w,v> + <y,t> ♦ <z,u> + W(-2,.v,-w,x)>. 

Now observe th<4i   (i-.x.v.y} ■> Inf «up {<•/..u- + <-w»v> *W("^,yv-wfx'l)    is a 
:     w 

■ner-iber of the partial conjugata of   [W]    in   z   and   w, which by Theorem 5.2 

U Just   [K.].    Hence     M*     con'r-uis   {s/z.t.u) •» 

sup inf {'.,<ts> + <y.,v,>    '^(UjX.Vjy))    for sortie    K c IK].    Sut up to reordering 
y    x 

the variables ttm function belongs to the parJa) cor.juijate of   fK]    in   y 

and   y     Thh shows th.ir.   [M*.l   contains    (s,v,t,u) •> Hlv.s.Ust}.    Similarly, 

CM*1    contains 

(i.v.t.i) - cup inf sup W ;-x7.> v --w.v-.  -i- <y,t> + */,^   i!i'>.i'..v Oil 
w     y     -< 
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whare   rl(x,w,y,2) ■ sup Inf {<u,z> ♦ <v,w> + K(G,x,v,y)).     Since 
U      V , 

(z.s.w.t) ■»■ sup inf Inf sup {<u,z> + <x,s> + *.v,w> + <y,t> -K(ü,x,v,y)} 
y    x     G     v 

belongs to   (K*j, this means that  CM*]   contains 

;..,«»t,u) * sup Int {<2,Ü> ♦ '.w,v> + ?*(-z,s,-w,t)) 

for some   %* t [K*], I.e. 

^s.v,t,u) •♦ sup Inf (<z,u> <■ <w,v^ -L(s,2,t,w)) 
z    w 

for some   T c [LJ.   But up to reordering the variables this function belongs 

to the partial conjugate of   f.Ll   in   z   and   w.    This shows that   [M*]   con- 

tains   (s»v,t.u) ■♦ J(t,u,s»v/. 

COROLLARY 6.10.1.    If the saddle^value of the Lagrangian exists and equals 

a* where a c R» then the optimal values jn,  S(K)    and   S(L)   exist and equal 

a. 

PROOF.   Tne saudle-value of   M   exists and equals   a   Iff   M*(o,o,o,c)  - 

R*(o,o,o,o) » -a.   By Theorem 0.1(b) this fs equivalent to   ?Ho,o,o,o) n -a 

for every   M* c C?f*].    For   1 ■ 1 and 2, -f^(u,v) « H^v.OiU.o)    for a cer- 

tain member   H.    of the partial conjugate of   CKJ    In   x   and   y, and 

-Qjs.t) ■ J.(t,o,s,o)    for a certain member   «L    of the partial conjugate 

of   TU    in   z   and   w.   Hence Theorem 6.10 implies that   -PAo,o) - -a 

-Q^o.o) 3 -a   for   1 »1,2. 

COROLLARY 6.10.2.    If there exist points   u   snd   v   such that 

(o.v.o.u) t rKdom M*)t then   -P*   and   -P«   be lernet to a closed proper equiva- 

lence class which contains thjj uj^per and lower conjugate of every obJe<.Uve 

function of   S(L).    Dually, if there exj:>J. figjj^ts    s    and   t   such that 

i';i,o,t,o) c r1(dom M*), then    -Q,   and    -Qp   b«*lprK) to a clc   .1 £r.i?P/-T ^I'Oy^: 

lerice class which contains the upper and lower conju^atn ot < vt?ry obj^ti^ye 
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PROOF.    Assume    (o,v,o,u) t r1((iom M*)    for some   u   and   v.    Then 

Theorem 6.2 Implies that the functions   (v,u) -♦■ ff*(o,v,o,u)   for   Ü* e CM*j 

al) belong to a single closed proper equivalence class.   3y   T'.eorem o.U 

this implies that the functions 

(v,u)  ► -P^u.v) " inf si;p {<x,o> + <y,o> -K(u,x..v,y)}, 

(y,u) ■♦ -P?(u,v) • sup inf (<x)o> + <y,o> -K(u,xlv,y)), 
 .y    ^ 

(v,u) ■♦ (r(F,'»o7^))*(u,v) « Inf sup {<z,u> * '.«,v> -t{o,i:,o,vf)}, 
w     z 

(v,u) ■♦ (tlox:_iPAl))w(u»v) " s;uP ^ {<z»u> •*• <w,v> -1(0^.,o,w)) 
z     a 

are equivalent, cloiea and proper.   The dual assertion follows similarly. 

We call the conditions in the next lemma the axtremahty cwdjUons 

associated with   S{K)   and   S(L). 

UMMA 6.11.   .For .arr^.   (x,y) c R1" x Rn   and    (2,w) c Rp x R^, the follow- 

InS. condl 11 ons are equiydlent; 

(a) (-z,.),-wro) c <*K(o>x,o,y); 

(b) (-x,o,-y.o) e cL(o,z,o,w); 

(c) (ovo,o,o) r öM(x,w,y,7.); 

(d) (x,w,y,r)   Is a saddjg^nolnt of the lagrangian. 

PROOF.   Observe that   -M(x,-w,y,-2) « W(z,y,w,x), wherö   W   is in the 

partial conjugate of   CK3    in   u   and   v,    Also, Theorem 5.3 implies (a) is 

equivalent to   (0,0.0,0) t sW(-z,y,-w,r.).   8y (37.4) it follow», üuit (i)  i:. 

equivalent to (c).    Trivial 1/, (c) Is equivalent to (d).    ririil'iy, {MA>) 

implies that (<i)  is equivalent to   (o,x,o,y) c 3K.*(-r,o,-w,o).   By '3/.4)  t^nd 

the relation   L(5,^,t,w) - -K*; •.:/.,-w.t)    it follow.» that tlU:. l.v,'  cunditior 

Is equ./slent to (b). 

THEOREM 6.1?,    Msum«   (x.y) f. R"
1
 x ft"   and    (i,w) e Rp ^ T;1   ^tij^ 

the extremality conditions,    'rhen   (x,y)    Is an opMrnal solution r,?   ?.'':     -jnd 

(z»w)   Jl i ^PrlVJ-i1^!. l^^or tot;.   ri(X).    pual 1;/, {t,*}    js. ^i ojiLii11.'-'] 
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solution of   S(L)    and   (x,y)    1$ a Kuhrt-Tucker vector tor   S(U. 

PROOF. By Lemma 6.11 we can suppose that (-2,ö,-wto) e 5K(otxfo>y). 

Then (37.4) and (37.4.1) fmply that all the members of CK3 have the same 

finite value   a   at   (o,x,o,y), and moreover 

*{(ii.x',o,y)  > -ii,i> < o<   ^(o.x.v.y") ♦ 'v.vr» 

for all   (u^x1) c Rp * P"1» (v.y') e Rq K Rn   and   K e CKL   Taking   u » ü 

and   v ■ o, this shows   (x.y)   is a saddle-point of   K(o,«,o,')   ^or eacli 

K c [K],   Hence   (x,y)   is an optimal solution of   S(K), and   F^o.o) « a - 

p2(o,o).   Also, by taking   K ■ ?  we obtain   <u,z> + sup Klu.'.o.y) < u 

for all   u e R^, and by taking   ^ ■ K   v/e obtain     a ^ Inf K(o,x,v,") + ':v,w> 

for all   v c R**,   Hence   (z,w)    Is a Kuhn-Tucker vector for   SiK).   The duel 

assertion follows similarly, using the condition   (-x,o,-y,o) r. ai,(o,2.o,w), 

The next result is a generalization of the Kuhn-Tucker theorem.    It is 

refined somewhat by Corollaries 6.17.2 and 6.17.3. 

THEOREM 6.13.    Assume   S(K)    Is strongly consistent.   Jhon Ihf ^x 

(x.y) c R*" * Rn   is an optimal solution of   S(K)    Iff there ix^ste d gciir 

(z.w) c Rp « Rq   such t>iat    (x,wa,y,2)    is a saddle-point of the Lagrancnen. 

Sush. i Pj.lr   (2.w)    21 a, Kuhn-Tucker vector for   S(K). 

PROOF.    By the dual vtirslor of Corollary O.i.l, (x,y)    is on optimal sol- 

ution of   S{k)    Iff there exists a pair   (z.w)    such that    (-x^o.-y^.) c 

3L(o,z,o,w).    The theorem follows from this by Theorem 6.12. 

By analogy with (36.6)   for convex programming, one might ask whether th« 

last assertion of Theorem 6 13 can be strengthened to the  following:    "Such 

pairs   (z.w)    are precisely the Kuhn-Tucker vectors for   5.(K)."   The next 

example demonstrates that this does not hold in general.    Tiie reason Is jasic- 

ally that the set    oM*(o,o,o,o)   of saddle-points of th^ Laoriirtgiar. is the 

product set 

kuMHB 
•l-m mm, '-   illi.       mi    illlillli   'M.. „ ,.„I.,I „i, .—...■..,.... ,.■..„.■■■      :...      mi,,,, 
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aM*(»,',o,o){o,o) x 3M*(o,o,',')(o,o), 

in which eacn "factor" Involves both the pair   (x,y)   of "solution variables" 

and the pair   (z,w)   of "KuhrHTucKer variables." 

EXAMPLE 6.14.   Take   p-n   and   q-m   and define   S(K)   by 

Mu.x.v.y) ■ <u,y> ♦ <x,v>.    It Is easily checked that   Aj (0}A (rec cone^) » 

{(0,0))   for   1 ■ 1,2.   Hence Lewna 2.9 (mplles that   range A*nr1(doni K*) / (5, 

or In other words   S(L)   Is stronyly consistent (see the proof of Lemnia 6.4). 

If   [P]   denotes the equivalence class containing   P1    and   P2, tht*n   tP'J - 

LAK]   by Theorem 6.5.    Since 

/o     If   u"0   and   v^o 

P](UiV) «  V +•   if   u • 0   and   v j« 0 

^ -   If   u j» 0 

this implies that   dom AK - dorn P ■ {(0,0)}, whereas   A dom K a Rp * R11. 

Clearly   S(K)    is strongly consistent, the set of optimal solutions of   S(K) 

is   R1" « Rn, and the set of Kuhrr-Tucker vectors for   S(K)    Is   Rp * Rq.   The 

Lagrangian of   S(K)    contains the function 

M(x,w,y,2) - sup inf {<u,z> + <v,w> + K(u,x,v,y)} 
u     v 

0     if   .x + w^o   and   y + z a 0 

♦"•   If   x + w"o   and   y + z/o 

—   If   x + w / 0 

Hence the set of saddle-points of the Lagrangian is just   dorn M r 

{(x,w)|x + w « 0} x {(y,z)|y + z « 0).   Thus, if   (z,w)    is any given   Kuhn- 

Tuckur vector for   S(K), the set 

((x,y)|(x,w,y,z)    is a saddle-point of the Lagrangian} 

equals   ((-w.-z)}   and hence is far from the equalling the set of optimal solu- 

tions of   S(K).    It Is of Interest to note that the dual program   S(L)    is 

given by   l(s,z,t,w) a <s,w> ♦ «-z,t>   and hence is "identical" with   S(K). 

■ im iiiniin  111     1 - '   '  - 
-—* "    ' ' ■- -• — 
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In ord«r to describe Biore fully the duality betwden ttie optiin^l solutlmts 

of   S(K)   and   S(L), we Introduce another definition.   Tor aach   x   in   RF; 

define the function   f    on   R^   by   fx(v) ■ Inf ^(o,x»v^), and for each   y 

In   Rn  define the function   g    on   Rp   by   g (u) » sup ?(u^,o,y),   it foi- 

lows easily from (5.7) that   f    Is convex and   g     Is rortC5vet   An optimal x y 

solution   (x,y)   of   .S(K)   Is said to be stable Iff the dlrectnonal derivative 

function 

v + f;(o}v) - lien x"l{fv(Xv) * f») 

Is never   -»   and the directional derivative function 

u + gA(oiu) * HM X'^U (Xu) •• g (o)) 
y Xio        y ' 

Is never   +«•.    It is not hard to sho* thöt   (xiy)    Is an optimal 'solution cf 

S(K)   Iff   fx(o) « g (o) e «.   Hence by (23.1) the directional derivatives 

mentioned In the definition exist   (*«'   and   —   bolng allowed as Tihalt.}. 

Stable optimal solutions of   S(L)   are dsfined similarly,, using the functions 

hw(s) » inf L(s,',oBw)   and   k2(t) 
B sup r(o.2,t»«). 

LEMMA 6J5.   Let   (x»y)   be an optimal solution of   S{iO..   Then   (x.y)   j_s 

stable Iff   f    «nd   g     are subd1ff»re>it1able a;t the orlalU/ 

PROOF.   8y (23.2) and (23.3). 

LEMMA 6.16. for (x.y) «: Rm * Rn and (ZfW) e R? X tf > each ol .the. 

foil owing conditions js. equivalent to the extremal 11:y conditions in i..eiiijria 

6.11; 

(e)   ■•(2'»w) K 99^(0) * 3fx(a)   and   fx(o) « 9y(o) c R; 

if)   ~(x,y) e ahw(o) « 3kz(o)   and   .yc) »■ ^(0} t R. 

PROOF. By (37.4) and (37.4,1), (-^o.-w.o) e '«»K{o,x,o9y) occurs iff 

K(o,x,o,.y) 3 K(o,x»o,y) - u e R 

and 

MMMBH^M MHHMM ■> ■!■ 11 ■■ .„MM—MMMM^M^^l ^M^. - — ■       - -  
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<u,z> * f(u(x,ofy) < aj^  !C(o5x,v,y) * <vsw> 

for all   u e f^, x c ft*, v e Rq   «nd   y s ft".   But this occurs iff 

fly(o) « fx(o) - » e ^ 

«nc 

<U,*>"»•«!. (U)   < O < f (v)   +  <V,VK> 3' —    «««   n 

for all   u t Rp   and   v e R^.   "Jhls last conditton holds Iff (t.) holds,   Sitri- 

Urly,, (-x.o.-v.o) E 8Uc»2f.o»w)   occurs Iff {f) holes. 

TKEÜRKK 6.1/.   The £äjr#   (x,y>   Ui stab]e optimal sol«tUvn. of  !>{X> 

Iff   (-2,ot-w,o) e a^o^XnO.y)   for spEte oajr   (z,«). 

PROOf.   By l.ejnma 6.15, (x,y)    is & stable optimal solution of   S(X)    iff 

f Jo) •» g (o) e R   and   i»nu(o/ x 3f (o)   Is r!oneji<pi:y.    New apply ivmix a. 15. 

COROLLARY S. 17.1.   The : '^gram   S(K)   has a stabls ppttlmsl sü'(ut.2n/« i/f 

S(L)   does., in which case the two outimal^ values ara equal, 

PROOF.   Apply the theorem to both   S(K)   and   S(L)    and use L«!ä 6.;l. 

The two optimal values are equal by Corollary 6.10,1. 

COKOLLARV 6.17.it\    If   S(K}    is strongly consistent, t^j. sver^v ^tw«^ 

solution of  S{K)   Is, stable.. 

PROOF.   .Suppose   Sf.K)    is strongly consistent, «nd let   (y,y)   OR any 

optimal solution of   S(K).   By the dual version of Corollary 5.5.1, »hare 

exist points   ;.   and   w   such ti>si   (••x,o1,-y»o) e '^.(u,?.,ü.,W}.    Heaco looma 

Soll anc the theorein imply   {Xfy)    is stable. 

COROLLARY 6.17.3.    A fiair   (^,y)   Jl.« St^fl ^Umal. ?ol^t r;\ of   ${:<] 

Ltl ÄSJÄ IXJitl 1 ßäll   (Ztw)   s-.'ch th&t   (A,vf,y,2)   li & ^^vJ^^L;.ii.£f iü^. 

Lapranglani and such a gajr   (z,w)   U a KuH.n^Tucia-.r vector fc ;  ',.(.<': 

PROOF.   By Theorem G.I7, Lermiia ö.M arid Theoren. f''.^^.. 

COWLLARY 6.!? 4.    ft^S)^. :?^it j^ ojrtiin^. v^^ Sff0    fD-üj    'f;^ 

«MM i^MMI .-  - ..-, -■■,,.„ IMiMtlM • ■ 
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for some   v  or 

Um \   (PJo.xv) - a) » 
X40 ' 

-i. 11« X    (P2(XU.o) - a) • ♦• 
X*0 

for some   u, then neither   S{K)   nor   S(L)   has a stable optimal solution. 

PROOF. Suppose (x.y) Is an optimal solution of 3(K). Then f-(o) •» 

g-(o) G R.   Notice that 

fj < sup fx • P^o,-)   and   Pjt'.o) • Inf gy < g-. 

Hence the hypothesis Implies either   t;(o;v) « -~   for some   v   or   9j(o;u) * 

-*«   for some  u.   This means that   (xj)   Is not stable.   Thus   S(K)   has no 

stable optimal solution, and by Corollary 6.17.1 neither does   S(L). 

According to Corollary 6.17.2, if a program Is strongly consistent then 

all of Its optimal solutions are stable. The next example shows that In the 

absence of strong consistency there may exist unstable optimal solutions» 

EXAMPLE 6.18.   In Example 6.3 take  m - n » 1   and   take   [J]   to be 

such that   [J*]   contains the closed proper concave-convex function 

^VF   If   s e [oj]   and   t c [0,1] 

(s,t) * < **>     If   s c to.l]   and   t i Co,!] 

^ -*     if   s ^ [o,l] 

Clearly   dorn J* « [0,1] x [0,13» J*(o,o) ■ J*(o,o), and   3J*(o,b) * fi.   From 

the analysis in Example 6.3 It follows that   SfL)    Is consistent but fails to 

be strongly consistent, S(L)   has a well-defined primal problem, and   (o.o)   is 

the only optimal solution of   S(L).   If   (o,o)   were stable., then by Corollary 

6.17.1 there would exist a stable optimal solution of   S(K).   But the set of 

optimal solutions of  S(K)   Is easily seen to be   3J*(ofo), which is «mpty. 

Hence   (o,o)   Is unstable. 

By Corollary 6.5.1, If the dual program   S(L)   is strongly consistent then 

each Kuhn-Tucker vector   (z,w)   for   S(K)   "corresponds" to a saddle-point of 
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the Lagrangian in the sense that (o.o.o.o) t 3M(x.W.y,2> for SoSlie pair 

(x.y). Example 6.18 shws that this neeci not be true when S{L) fails to 

be strongly consistent. 

i 
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|7:   Ordinary Saddle Programs and Lagrange Multipliers 

Suppose that   S   and   T   are nonempty convex subsets of   R"1   end   Rn, 

respectively, and that   H   Is a finite concave-convex function on   S x T, 

g,t...»g     are finite concave functions on   S, and   fi»...»fQ   are finite 

convex functions on   T.    Consider the problem of finding the saddle-points of 

H   with respect to the pairs   (x,y)   In   S * T   satisfying the constraints 

g^x) ^o,   1 » l,...,p 

and 

fj(y) 10»   J • 1 q. 

Under suitable regularity assumptions this problem can be cast in the form of 

a generalized saddle program of a certain type. 

Lai   H   be a closed proper concave-convex function on   Rfn * Rn,    for 

1 « 1,...,p   let   g,   be a closed proper concave function on   R"1   such that 

dom^H a dorn g^     and     H(dOBuH) a. r1(dom g^), 

and for   j • l,...,q   let   f^   be a closed proper convex function on   Rn   such 

that 

don^H C dorn fj     and     r1(doin2H) C  r1(dömf.). 

Let subsets   C c Rp x ff   and   D C Rq x Rn   be defined by 

C » {(u,x)|x e donuH   and   g^(x) > u^   for   1«l,...,p> 

and 

D " {(v,y)|y e don^H   and   fj(y) i v.   for   j-l,...,q}» 

and define a function   K   on   iRp * R"1) x (f^ x RR)   by 

/H(x,y)    if   (u,x) e C   anJ    (v.y) c D 

C   and   (v,y) £ 0 

C 

THEOREM 7.1.   The function   K   H closed proper concave-convex with do- 

majn   C x o.   Moreover, 

rl C » ((u,x)|x f. rl(doin^K)    and   g^x) = u.    for   1 »= 1 p) 

/HU.yj    «r    ^u.xj c 

K(u,xtv,y) »  ^ -M if   (u.x) E 

*■- If   (u.x) i 

mmm • ■ - —      -  -  
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and 

c"? C-{(u,x)ixf ct(dcoi<|H)   and   <i^{x) > u^   for   1 ■ !,...,?}. 

gnd similar fonnulas hold for   rl D   and   cl 0. 

PROOF.    Define functions   HQ H        on   (Rp * Rm) * (Rq x Rn)    as 

■Tonows: 

i ■ l,.>.,p 

Mu.x.v.y) • H(x,y) 

f-o If   (x.uj t epl g, 
H.{u.x»v,y) - j 1 1 

l— if   (x,^) i epi g^ 

fO If   (y.vj e epi f. 
HDf,(u.x.v,y) « j J J    J-1 « 
^J                  l^ If   (y.Vj) ^ epi fj 

Clearly, 

dom H0 ■ (Rp K dom^) x (Rq x donigH) 

dorn Hi ■ {(u,x)l(x,u1) e epi g^ K (R^ M R") 

dom H^j • (Rp x R*) x ((v.y)!(y.Vj) c ep( fj) 

i " l....,P 

and from (34.3) It follows that each   H^,    is closed and proper,    Sincn 

r1(dom H )A...nri(doni H .J ^ «I. 

Theorem 4.2 iinplies that   [Ho3 ♦...+ tH     ]    is well-defined, has don»ain 

C * D • dom \{ar\... Adorn H^^, % 

and contains the function   K.   The fonnulas for   ri C   and   cl C   (resp.    ri 0 

and   cl D)    follow from (6.5), (7.3) end the fact that   epi gi    (resp.    epi fj) 

is closed. 

According to the theorem, S(K)    is a generalized saddle program on 

R11 x Rn   with perturbations In   Rp * Rq,    We call   S(K)    the ordinary saddle 

program associated with   H, g|,...*gD« t^,...^ . 

It will be convenient to int.-oduce the following notation. For any sub- 

set S of Rp x R1" writs Su » {xi(u,x) t Si for e^ch u c \f. Sin'iUrly, 

for any subset   T   of   R^ x Rn   write   T   » iyKv.y) c T)    for each   v e RQ' 

MM 
■ 
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Sine« the feasible solutions of any generalized saddle prograra are those 

pa^rs   (x»y}   such that   (o,x»o»>) c dorn K» the set of feasible solutions of 

the ordinary saddle program   S(K)   is just   CQ x D^ I.e. 

{(x,y) c do» H|g^(x) ^o»...^ (x) >. o and f^y) < o>.^3fq(y) < o). 

Recall from the general theory that S(K) Is consistent Iff S(K) has a 

feasible solution. I.e. Iff   C0 « D,,   Is nonempty. 

COROLLARY 7.1.1.   The program   S{K)   Is^ strongly consistent Iff there 

exists a pair   (x,y)   In   r1(doa H)   such that   g^{x) > 0,....g (x) > o   and 

My) < o,...,fQ(y) < o.   Moreover, this equivalence still holds If "rl" Is. 

deleted. 

PROOF.   The original equivalence assertion Is immediate from the fomiulas 

for   rl C   and   rl 0   given by Theorem 7.1.   Now suppose   (x,y) e dorn H   is 

such that   g^x) > o g (x) > o   and   f^y) < o,. .»f (y) < o.    Lat   (x^y^ 

be any element of   r1(doro M).   Then (6.1) and (7.5) Imply that, for sufflclsnt- 

ly small positive     x» the pair 

(xx,yx) • (1 - x)(x,y> ♦ x(x1,y1) 

Is In   rl(domH)   and satisfies   9yi\) > o,....g {xx) > o   and 

f1(yx) < os...,fq(yx) < o. 

If   S(K)   is strongly consistent» then all the objective functions of 

S(K)    are equivalent and hence the notions of optimal value and optimal solu- 

tion can be expressed in terms of the single objective function 

/-H(xsy)    If   x G Co   and   y r. Do 

K(o,x,o,y) •  < +• if   x e Co   and  y i£ Do 

*- - If   x rf Co 

In this event, the optimal value In   S(K)   exists and equals   a   iff 

sup inf.H a inf sup H « a c R, 
Co   Oo DQ    Co 

and   (x.y)    is an optimal solution of   S(K)    iff   (x.y)   is fl saddle-point of 
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H   with respect to   C0 » DQ.   The characterization* in the foliowiiic coro'lary 

hold even when   S(K)   is net strongly consistent. 

COROLLARY 7.1.2.   MrUe     clC^C   a«^   cl D « 0*.   The optitnal value 

iü   S(K)    exists and equals   a   Iff 

sup 'nf H ■ inf sup ff • a c R. 
0»   ^ ""      Bb    Cd      . 

A^ajjr   (2tw)    is a Kuhn-Tucker vector for   S(K)   iff the optimal value In 

S(K)    exists and equals   a   and 

<u ,& ♦ inf syp IT <. a _< sup inf H + <v,vt', V'v V«- 
cb SI cb  D; 

tBiL   (x»y)   is an optimal solution of   S(K)    iff 

inf H(x,') ■ sup H(* ,y) c R 
rv! "* rJ 

An optimal solution   (x.y)   of   S<K)    Is stable Iff 

llmx^Cinf H(s.-) - inf H(x,.)) > -, Vv 
x*o       0.'.' ty ~ 0;v 

and 

lim x'^snp If(>ty) - sup FTC-,y)) < ■*•, '/u, 
X*o        C^;J CjJ 

PROOF.   By Theorems 7.1 and 0.1, the least roedtep   K   of   tKj    is ths 

convex closure of   K.   Direct computation thus yields 

/'H(x.y)   if   (u,x) t C   and   (v,y) t D* 

K(u,xfv,y) • <+•» if   (u.x) c C   ami   (v,y) ^ D* 

*•-« It   (u.x) t« C 

and hence 

Pilu^v) ^ sup inf H. 8 CO'" u     v 
Analogous formulas hold for   R*   and   P*,.    A p.iiir   (J,W)    Is ü Kunry-fück^r vec- 

tor fcr   S{K)    iff   P^o.o) « P2{o,o) - o E R   and   <u.z> ♦ F^u.c) £a < 

Pjo.v) + <v,w>,VuVv.   Since   .0,(C,ü) J PJ,(C.,D) « a E R   xt K ?. iff fie 

..^. ._ -  ,...     ■....,...  -| iirt,iir---| m, um       -n^i 
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optical value In   S(M    sxist«  jr: > -.--r1', a, tie first; two d^frtloiv, of 

the corollary follow immedutely frcw the fornwiss for   P.    and   P.,,    Now 

reca'l from §6 the functtons   f (v) * inf K(o,x,v,*)    dnd   ^ (u) - 
x y 

sup i<(u,',o,y).    The fonwlas  for   K    and K    Imply that 

f fv) « Inf ü(x..) 

whenever   x e C3   and 

g (u) ^ $up IT(-,y) 

whenever    y e  Do-    Sine« A p.iir   U.y)    <s  an cptimal solution of   Sj,K.)     iff 

f (c/ * qjc) e R   (end   (./,x) t Cf, * 0^), the- third assertion follows intfle- 
n y 

dlately.    The  list assertion c'so fellows  l'Uniediately f>-om the  fcmnulas for 

f     and   a . x -y 

All  the ^enpral  tiieor" of iB can ae applied to the ordinary saddle prc- 

c;rayn   S{K).    However we shall dtal only with the oi;cst;0ii of whether triers 

exists a good Lagrange muU1'plter principle for   S(K).    As a first stt'p, the 

next restilts  Identify the U^ranylan and th^ extremality conditions associated 

With    S{K), 

THEORFM 7.?.    The Ujrangi^n "f   5(K)    contains the function 

^H(x,y) +-2^g.{x) + ?.* i   [y)    if    (x,w) e S    dnd    (y,z) c  f 

(x.w.y.z) -♦■<•*• 

where   S  •= do(Ti,H x R^    ^nd   T « üomJl •» R^. 

PRCX)F.    By definition, *:v:fi Lögrangun o 

ir    (xjw) t S    dnd    (y,i) j; T 

if   (x.w) / S, 

.^ins the function 

M(x,H.y,:) = sup inf {■■!..,z^   + •v.w--   + KI-J,X;V,})} 
',■      v 

» sip inf (<u,2>  + <.■>■   + H(x,y)}, 

wb^re    C, •■•  {uj(u,x) r 0}    and    0    -  'vj{v,y) t  D).    N-JW   C^    equals 

^■C'.(v'  >  a,,... ,g„(x)  ' u }    when    ■:      dotn.ti    anr equals  "'■he eroty ■■>et 'r ,q  (x)  '  u }    whtn 

LflBMaMMM ■      —M fcail>*Maa"-^J  -■■■■■.>    .^.^    ■      ■   ■ ■       -   , ^     ■ ,, „   1 



Mherwls«\  rifKi •,i iHar'i.y    (J,     c^tl:    '^['.(y) •   v,,..   ,1 (yj ^  vr)    wheti 

y c  ^.cxr,, i    unc' ecjüf:ls Uie oripty set othorviie.    Therefore t'.e con*-ai tior« 

i.iply that    Mlr.w.y.z) • —   when    x / f)(-)in,H    arid   M()(,w,j,z)  ■  H.    w^ien 

. i.  'iorill    and    y (■ doni?H.    When    (x.y) i   dor.! K, 

M(x,w,y,i)   ■ K(xvy) + sup i'U,/> ♦ 1nf"  •'■•v.V')} 

y 

If    w ^  R*- 

tw If   w t K?    and    z i ^ 

H(x,y]  * 5.2,'M.';  ♦  ^wyf/.y) if   w t Rj    and    z c  flj. 

It Is ea^y to s^ow that   M " cl.M    is glvrn by 

H(x,y) <■  j-^y^x)   t- 21*.•'.(./''     if (x.w)  c S    and    {/,:)   c ri ] 

M(x.w,y.2) • ^  >-                                                        If (x.w)  t S    and    (y,£)   ^ cl  I 

^ -*                                                        If (x.w)  c S 

.Ind'ly, otservi? thst tne  fftivtlon In the theo-^m 's bounded beljw hy    H    and 

:bove by    H. 

COROLLAfTi   7.u,.^    Two £«_♦ rs    (>,y)    and    U,w)    r.dtlsfy the e.;tremaMty 

.^H^ll; o.r. 1 !?15.ac^ted wicH    >(<)    \ if 

(x.y)    e   Cr,    ^   D0.      U.V)    L   K^   "  K^, 

i.qA*) * 0    ^cr    1 •  1 p, 

^j1',!^) ^ o    for    .i ■   ? '.;, 

o t V'-x.y)  •  £3(;1g))(x). 

o E 3j>H(xly)  r ^jtw^f/^y). 

Hi6 ISHS      ^^z^y /(x;    t_j!_n be r_ei2i?.c>'^. I;-7.    - ZJ^((;<). where  the MiTiation 

exier'ds «jn.^ over thqr.t'    l    .'^CJ. tha^t    i*  • o.    S.^llcrly. the tenr 

jLd(w,f .)(y)    cajl be ^epjflcjed b^   z.w ^(y). ^en? the s^jm^Mci ^tends 

0.r!.lX ÜIL''. those   j   such that   -, -  c. 

PiOOF.    Dy deiinition,   'x,./;    J"1    (/,w)    satisfy t'.c ext'omaiity con 

ditiori   iff    (x,w,w,/)     1:,   a   ,.<J.,  - point of  tne ii;ran'|ian.    Ry  *Xn   theorem 

MM 
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optical  value In    MM    exist'   c)-:        '''      m.  t'ie fUe,r  twu »-^f-rtioi^. of 

the (.orollary follow Itrwliately  (fmi t'e fornn.us  for   P.    <?;• 1    I'  .    Now 

rfa1!!   fror\ 16 the functions    f (v) -   In«-' Kfo.x.v,")    dnrJ    -} (u)  " 
x y 

sup ?i u .• ,o,y). The fünnul«^ for |( and K Imply that 

f (v) - Inf >{(x..) 

whtnt'ver    x t  Co    and 

g((>)  * sup IT(- .y) 

whenever    y t  'JQ .    Sine? A pjir    (A y)     Is an cptlmal  ^. o 1 M 11 or, of   W-l     Iff 

f.l'')  " 9 (c) t   R    (anil    (y.x) t  U,  *  0^},  the 'cKirc! assortiori  follows  inne ■ 
x y 

Jiately.    The  last assertion o'so follows  iTiriedlately fron t^if   fomtulas for 

f     and   q . 
x ^y 

All  the qenera'i  wheor« of 16 can b? applied to the ordinary jv'.dcJle PM- 

qrm   S{K).    However w shal" deal  only with the ouest'Ci of wnether  'nera 

exists a good Ldgränye rmjlt'pller principle for   S(K).    As a first st-.-p,  th«1 

next results  identify the La^ranyian and Ihr  extremal ity f.ond-.tlonj  associated 

wit,.    S{K). 

THEOREM 7.?.    The Ujrangi^n of    S(K)    contain; the function 

(x.w.y.z) -► 

/H{*,y\  ♦-Z<g^(x)  ♦  ^-w.f.'yj     it"    (x,w)  c   S    and    (y,z)  t   i 

(: 

ir    (x^w) c  b    and    (y,i) (  T 

If    (x.w) t  S. 

where    S « dcxT>,H « R^   and    T « oomJi  »  R^. 

PROOF.    6y definition,  the Lögrtjnqi .in corl-Mns  th»?  function 

M(x,w,y,:) « sup inf {-L.Z-  + -v.w.-  ♦ K[j,*,'i,y)) 
v 

> sip  inf (<-u,z> +  <^,w-  ♦ H(xly)}, 

whore    C    ■■•  {uj(u,>)  r  C)    ana    0    »   'vj{v,y)  t   Ü).    Now    C      equals 

■ Ujcj, (x)   >   u,. • • ■ .f]r( *'   '   u   )     when 
: - I p ;J 

iotn.H    irr, equals  the eroty  ".ft 



and (36.J), this occurs Iff   (x.y) f  dorn H    and    (z.w) c  RJ « RJ, 

H(x'.y) ♦ Sz^^x') ♦ SrwjfjCy) 1 H(x.y) tti^W,  ^^/j^)      CO 
for all    (x'.w') c dom^ ^ RJ, and 

H(x.y) ♦■ üz^^x) ♦ rw^f^y) < H(x,y') * Tz^^x) ♦ X^fyy')      (2) 

for all    (y'.z') c don^ « R?.    Taking    z'  - r    In (2) and using (23 8)   Im- 

plies   o c 32H(xIy) ♦   2-3(Wjfj)(y).    Taking   y* • y, zj » 1 + zi    and 

ric * zk for   k'^ ^ W {«Piles that    o < g^x).    This holds for each    1. 

But taking   y'  ■ y    and   z' • o   In (2)  Implies   rZi94(x) < o.    He pr nee 

z.g^x) • o    for each   1.   SluHarTy, (1)  Imy'les that   f^y) ^o   and 

^^^y) "o    for each   J   and   oc ^(x.y)  * S3(z.g,)(x).    This ertabltsnes 

one implication, and the converse ts now clear.    Now observe that   *   > o 

trivially implies    3(w.f1)(y) * w.;)f,(y).    On the other hand, If    «    ■ c    then 

y c dom-H C dorn f.    Implies    »(w.f J(y) ■ a«(y|dom ?^ cr 3«'y!-IcvH) » 

o* ^^(x.y)    and hence   »^(x^) + 3(w1fJ(y) ■ 3?H(x,y).    fhos  the terrf 

^ 3(>*4T".)(y)    can be replaced as Indicated.    The other assertion  is proved 

similarly. 

Variables of the sort   z,,..,?,    and   *,,...,*„   appearing 1r the l.a- • p i 0 

granglan of   S(K)    are known traditionally as Legrange multipliers.    Sometimes 

this t"nn also denotes the particular values of these varlibUs whlcf; sotlsfy 

certain "extremalIty conditions'' relating to a "Lagranqlan furctlon,"    In this 

second sense, Lagrange .Tiultlpllers    (z^i.-.iZ , w, w ) = (z,w)    for an 

ordinary or generalized saddle program necessarily form a Kuhn-Tucker vector 

for the program (Theorem 6.1-?},    However, a Kuhn-Tucker vector need not satis- 

fy the extremal ity conditions,  i.;.  need not b-.' a Laqrange mu'tlpllpr.    (This 

behavior can occur if the dual  program faMs  to bt strongly consistent.    See 

the remarks  following Example 6.18.)    In other words, Kuhn-Tucker vectors   IT- 

defined even when the extrsmality conditions are not satisfiable.    Thus, Kuh.v- 

lucker vectors (rather t^an Lafirange multiplier«;)  ire the natural  "equilibrium 
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pr'c* xecto»"^"   fO'   / >j ^.tr i ■'c •.p(4d1*4-pr»1ot oroblewj. 

By the general  theory of »6,  tr    (x,y)    «r>d    (i.w)    Sdtl'^fy the extrem- 

ality condltlcns then the optlm«] value In   S(K)    exists and equal.    H(x,y). 

(x,y)    is a stable optimal solution of   S{K), and   (r.w)    Is a Kuhn-Tjcker 

vector for   S{K).    In fact, such p«1r$    (x,y)    and   (z.w)    acttally satisfy 

<u,z> ♦ff(i'»y) iH(x,y) < H{x.y') ♦ <v,w> 

for every   (u,x') t cl C   and every    (v y') c cl  0.    (c^.  Corollary 7.}.2) 

The next theorem is the main existence result. 

THEOREM 7.3.    If   S(r.)    U strongly consistent, then the extrem«lit/ 

conditions can be satisfied Mhenever the sets 

{x c r>   rec cone gJinf {rec H(-,y)(x) | (c,y) t  rl  ö) -•  o} 
1-1 y 

ar>d 
1 

{y c O  rec cone fjsup {rec M(x,-)(y)|(o,x) t ri 0 < o) 
J-l J 

are closed under sealer n>ultiftlication bj^   -1. 

PROOF.    By Corollary 6.17.2 and Theorem 6.17, If   S(K)    1? strongly con- 

sistent and has an optimal solution then the extrernallty conditions can be 

satisfied.    The remainder of the proof consists of showing that Corollary 

6.2.1 applies to yield an optimal solution.    Suppose   S{lf)    is strongly con- 

sistent.   By   Theorem 5.2, S(K)    has a well-defined primal problem which 1-, 

given by the closed proper equivalence cljss    [10)}.    Moreover,    dom Kg  - 

Co x Cfe, ri(dan Ko) ■ (rl C)0 * (rl  r)0, and   Cl^]   contains the function 

fH(x,.y)     if    x f. Cc    and   y e Do 

♦• if    x c Co    and   y if DQ 

— if   x * C 

Let   Y-(y|f1(y)lo f(y)io).    Then    ü0 • Y ndor^M, so that    K(,(x,-)« 

H(x,')  ♦ a(-|Y)   whenever   x t  ri(dom1'H).    It fellows fv(m the def1n<t1onv and 

(9.3) that 
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(r«c2ICo)(y) - sup (rfc H(x.-)'y* ♦ rec «(• |Y)(y)!(o,x) ♦; rl O. 

Now note that    roc «(«jY) ■ A('|o   Y)    by (B.5), and   o   Y - r\  rec cont f. 

by (8.3.3) and (8.7).    fhos« facts together 1mol> that   (rec2K0)(.v) < o   Hr' 
q . 

y t r\  rec COOä f.    and   tup (rec K(x,»)(y))(o.x) c rl C) < o.    A similar 
J-l J p 

argument shows that    (rec,Kc)(x) > o    Iff    x r /O  rec cone 5,    mi 
' " U-l ' 

inf {rec H(',y)(x) |(o,y) c pi 0) >_o.    These two equivalences show that tr.? 

hypothesis Is Just what Is needed to apply Corollary 6.2.K 

For each    (z.w) e Rj « Rj   define a function   H        on R11 « Kn   by 

/-M(x,y) ♦ 22j9^(x) ♦ ^^j^j^)    ^   x e dom^ and   y c dom^rt 

H   w(x.y) ■ "{ *•                                                      If   x c dom^H and   y ^ dOfr^.M 

*- — if   x t doWjH 

By Theorem 4.2 it follows «ÄSlly froT> the blanket regularity assumptions 

that   H         i« closed and proper and has the same domain as H.    Observe 

that If   M   denotes tne Lagrwglan given in the statement, of Theorem 7.^, 

H2 w^,y^ " H(x.w.y»«) 

for every    (z,w) c Rj « RJ   and every   (x.y) e fj"1 x R'"1.    if   (z,w) < RJ * RJ 

put   S_     ■ ^» and if    (z.w) c R^ >  R^ let    £ deoote the siit of pairs 

(x,y)    which are saddle-points 0^   H and which satisfy the conditions 

gj(x) >. 0   and ^(x) » 0    for   t > I p 

and 

^j(y) I» ^nd wjfj^v) ■ 0 for J * l.-'.q- 

(These conditions together with the condition (*>*) e R^ " R^ are tradition- 

ally called complementary slackness coiuiltions.) 

For ordinary convex programs there exists a good Lagrange multiplier priiv 

clple (Theorem 28.1 in [44]). The analogous result for ordinary saddle pro- 

grams would be the following; "If (7.,w) Is a Kuhrs-Tucker vector for S(^), 

then S_   Is precisely the set of optimal solutions of S(K)." However, the 
Z|W 
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sUuatlun Is 1r> gentr«! «or* ct^npllcatfrd rs'»n this. 

U.MMA 7.4.    Two palri   (x,y)    and   (z.w)    satisfy the extremalIty condi- 

tlons fjf   (x.y) c S, w. 

PRDOF.    For ai\y   (z.w) e ftj » RJ, a pair    (x»y)    1$ a saddle-point of 

HCjf'.y) ♦ Iz^^x') iH(x,y) + 22ig1(x),Vx' c dao^ 

ind 

H{x,y) ♦ ^Wjfjfy) <_ «(x.y') f Iw^y'). Vy' e dcw^. 

Nw It Is an e«$y exercise to show (using (7.5) «r.d (6.1)) that for any con- 

vex function    f   and any convex set    C   containing    r1(dom f),   x* c 3f(x)    Iff 

fCx') >. f(x) ♦ <>i*.x'  - x>,Vx• c C, 

But   r1(do»n(H(x,-) ♦ Sw.fJ) - rKdom^H)    and    r1(com(h(-.y) * 'Zz^)) * 

r1(do«j)   whenever   (z,w) c Rj > R?   and   (x,y) c dorn H.   herpce it follow.» 

from these facts and (23.8) that for   (z,w) c RJ * RJ, (x.y)   is a saddle- 

point of   H, w    Iff    (x.y) c denn H, z»w 

o c 31H(<,y) -» ra(z1g1)(x) 

and 

o t ^^(x.y) + ^(w^Hy). 

The Iwima follows trivially from this by Corollary 7.2.1 and the definition 

THtOREM 7.5.    The set cf stable optimal solutions of   S(K)    Is precisely 

{S2>J(z.w) c  RP ^ Rq), 

and when   S(K)   ^s, strongly consistent this ^et coincides with the set p_f ^11 

optimal solutions of   S(K).   If   S, w M. then    (z,w)    Is a Xuhn-Tucker vec- 

tor fpr   S(K); the converse holds when the program dual to   S{K)    is strongly 

consistent. 

PROOF,    The assemons id low inwdlately from lemma 7.^ .^nd Corollaries 

mm 
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6.1 -. i. ^M.l and 6.5.1. 

ThU (won?, that   In general  Hier» '*••"-. io'  (»xlst a rjfioa Logr^ngc niflti- 

pMer principle for ordinary saudle prjfjra;;»»;.    In certain circun.stances, 

though,  there Is «n analogue of (28J). 

(ÜRÜI.LAR/ 7.5.1.    A^umn IMt, r^e £^05^ dual !£   s^)   1?, s!-r.(::]Il 

consistent.    IJ    S(K)    has d umq'jg >.unrv-Tucker vector   (z,*)    (or' e^^^'^e^c 

li' i unique opti.Tai  so jut'en   w •*/    2I '11 i'^li gll^^Jlül^ • then the set of 

stable 0£tvmal, so]utIons of   S(K>    ^ tio^empty and eguajs   .. 

Tsie next result characterizes dual strjng consistency for ordlmry serf- 

die pro'jidfits. 

LFMMA 7.6.    The program i'i'al  {■)    S{K)    Jj strongiy cor'Sistent iff the 

two seu 

rec cont.Ji Ti re: cone 9jA...Arec cone g , 

rec cone-Hn*^': ^nne t',n   . .^rec cone f 

rve c_[ov?d under sci-^ej^ roultlcl'cation by -1. 

PKOOF.    By Lerne' 6.4  it suff ces \o show  that 

(rec1K)(x)   >  0    iff    x 1.   r»:C  con»?,HA^  \   ri?c are 0 
1 1-1 

«r,d 

(rec9K)(y)  ' 0    Iff   y t   rf;- cofie9h ,'i/^\   rec cone f.. 
i - ^        j-l J 

lot.   MC,...,H  f      be as  in the proof of Ihoo'-erri 1A   .iiid  let    (•J,X) C  rl C 

By (9.3). 

rec K(u,x,','l     Srec H.,(u,x,« ,•). 

Obsr-rve that trivially 

rec H0{u,x,-.•}'v./)  ■■   recH(x,-/(y) 

("P-I 

rec H.(ü,X,-.•)(.',y;      c    f^r    1   -   i...   %p. 

w'ilh :r,e aid of (3.5)   ma (9.1) It 1> ea-y to snow th^t 
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rfcc M    jfu,,^  ,-!(••,/; • c.({y,v^\ep\liec ^)) 

for   J •  l.....q.    The?».' facts to'j-ther Imply that    ^rec-K'i'v.y)    Kiüals 

l'PC^HKy)    '^len    (rec 1j(y).<y1    
for   J " l,...,q   and equdh    -•'   other- 

•»iit.    Ihli e.-itablishes the second equlvaleace stated abovi.   The f';i.t tao 

»e proved s^mildrly. 

Theorem ,'.5 jnd C<jro)lary /.^.I are actually valid  for any fjeneralizej 

»addTc progr^f.',, prov^d^f,  thc>t for .-jd^h    (2,w) c  KK « fi^    the set    J is 

JeMneJ to bf the set gf pal^    (>,y'    such thöt    (x,>)    dnd   (z,w)    satisfy 

L:»c fx'T^p.al'i ry concti lions.    Tii; proofs qo throu^M erectly tho sare except 

ihit its Cr'flnftio/i of    S, ,     j.!3ys the role of l.eima 7.t. 

■M 



1 ... idIP Programs or Ferichel   Type? 

Throughout »'■:■ ie^tion t. Is (• c'o'.fo propp" conevu-conve/ vuin.f on 

on fr x R", L IS J clojed proper convex concave function on v/ . ir, and 

A ^ A, * /I,    1i a llnrar trans formation frOT    R"1 K  R'    to    R|J " R'.    Define 

y i; (x •. dom^l A.x. t   dwn^ ). 

V  T (y t üo.-'i^A.^y ».  dom^l}, 

i  ^ (2 t dOffi1L*iAfi E  iUm^K*}, 

W  - fy c 'lo»n?l*|A> t  dan.K*}, 

anc! consider the 10Mowing pair of tiinlmax problems; 

(1)    Fine? thc'sarldle-polnti of    K - iA    with  respect to    X -  r; 

(II)    Find the saddle-poir^s of   L* - <*A*   with respect to   7 « W. 

Wnen   m :  p, n u q,  A    is  tne identity trarsrof-matlCT and    !     ii given by 

^o    If    x »:  P1]1    aprf   > t   K+ 

L(x,y)  a ^ +» If   x t  R^'    and    > c  R? 

■,- -«if y i' K';. 

problem«  (I) and (II)  are those considered by Rockaff-'Har In [43].    "^e re- 

sults  in I.ebedev-Tynjanski:  130;,  fynjansui  [581, ^nd some of the r^-.ults  in 

Tynjanskii (.57J are Inprcv.-d In this section. 

Define a function    ♦    or    (R" * R1") * (Rp >  Rn)    by 

^Ki'x.y)   - L(u + A^x.v f 'V.y)    if    (u.x) r.  r    and    (v.y) <.  :■. 

*(u,^,v,y)  ' ■(  +- it    ',u,<)  c r    and    (v.y) ^i 

wiiere 

if   (u,x) «/ r 

(u, x) j x E.  Cnit. K ,  i; ♦  A, x c  0<>n, L }, 

$   * {(v,y)!y c  do^jK,  v  t A^y t don,L). 
'_ C «_ 

If-.MHA 8.1.    The function    »    _!<. clo^; proper roncive-canvex witn dtn'din 

r  > A,    and 
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rl r   ' i(u,.x)|x t  r^-jxn /), IJ i  ^,x t  r'(öüm,L)/, 

ri L  --   '{-',y]\y c  rl(i.>n.,K), v + A^y c  r Kdor.i ,J 5. 

('ROOF.    Vlvlülly,  r    ii i.onvex.    Define    r    » (uKi/.x)  c r)    for each 

Thifn   r      is enipty w^on    x ^ doi.».K   and ^oua'c    iJpm.L   - A,x   when 

r f; dom,K.    Henct  (6.8)   implle- V)*l   (u.«; L  rl  r  iff    > •.   ri-dui.,.1'1    ..i'l 

u '.  »"Ifdom^L - A,x).    T(M-J e^t«blhhei the fomula  for    ri     ,  d ij f • on,1  rur 

tl A    is ^Imllür.    Fran these formulas ana the fact fiat    Y    an-J   L    are c"!o:.c 

and proper, 1t TS not hare to verify (using (34,3);  that    *   has the i.roper;!.?•. 

asserted. 

By Leima Ö.1, ♦    deienn^nes a yeuer&hzed saddle program   -{♦]    m 

R"1 x  Rn    „-ith perturbations  fn    Rp x KQ,    ihe formulas  for    ri r    and    rl ^ 

^rnply that   3(*)    k strongly consistent iff    A nfdom <)    meets    -Udom I), 

and  in this case Theorems ^.3, 4.2 and 6,^  imply that   (. k - LA]     »s well-de- 

fined and gives  the primal  problem associated with    S(«).    Sy (36.3;  cnii  '■, 

'.he sane as (I).    A generalized sa^idio program haying the form of   S'»)    is 

said to be of Fenchel  t.vj«^ 

It can be co^puteo as an exercise that Vv pr-cgriit;   S(f)    dua!   .r   b{*] 

may be given by 

L*(2,w)  - K*',s   i  A??,  i -t A^w;    if    (s.z) t n    and    i. c.w) i. ., 

!f    (s.z) / :i    .;nd    ,'  -0 .- .; f(s,2,t,w)   - ^    -«. 

where 

r 

ri = f(£:,z)jz e  dom.L*, E + A'z t   dom^K*), 

ü :   ({t,w)jW c:  dofflr.L*, t -t  i'.r-H f.  dm0K*: . 

Th'js,  the dual of a progran of Fenchel  t./pe ir aiother program of Fenchel 

type.    Hence    >(r)    is sirongly consistent iff   A'-'rifdo/n i*)    mofts    n(oom \\*: 

and in this case   fL* - K*A*1    1.. wall-defined and gives  the Dr<ma'! jroblem 
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associated with   S(r)    (I.e. the dual problem associated with   S(«)).   This 

problem Is the same as (11). 

With these facts In mind. It Is clear that all the results of 5ß can bo 

translated Into assertions about problems (I) and (I!). In the remainder of 

this section we Illustrate some of this. 

A saddle-point of   X - U   with respect to    X * Y    Is called an optimal 

solution of (I).    Li \* convenient to say an optimal solution of (I) Is stable 

Iff It Is a stable optimal solution of   $(♦).   Similar definitions are used 

for (11). 

LEMMA 8.2.    If   A r1(doro K)n r1(dom L) j« 0. then 

sup Inf K - LA < sup Inf L* - K*A* < Inf sup L* - K*A* < Inf sup K - LA. 
XY WZ "ZW YX 

PROOF.   By the dual version of Corollary 6.5.2. 

LEMMA 8.3.    In order that   A*r1(dom l*)r\ r1(dom K*) /• 0, It is necessary 

and sufficient that 

(rec1K)(x) > (rec1L)(A1x)    Imply   (rec^H-x) .>_ (rec1L)(-A1x) 

and 

(^^(y) < (rec2L)(A2y)    Imply   (rec2K)(-y) < (rec^H-y). 

PROOF.   The lemna will follow from Lemma 6.4, once It is verified that 

(rec^)(o,x) > o   iff   (rec^KHx) > (rec1L)(A1x)    and   (rec2»)(o,y) < o   Iff 

(rec-KKy) _< (rec2L)(A2y).    Only the second equivalence will be checked, as 

the first Is analogous.    For each    (u.x) c rl r, it fellows from Lemma 8.1, 

(9.3) and (9.5) that 

rec •(u,x,',')(v.y) ■ rec K(x,')(y) - rec L(u + A1x..)(v ♦ A^). 

Hence, (rec2*)(o,y) <^o   Iff   rec K(x,«)fy) < rec L(u + A1x,')(A2y)   holds for 

each   (u,x) c rl r.    But this latter condition occurs iff   rec K(x,')(y) 1 

rec L(u,')(A2y)    holds for each   x c rlfdom^K)    and   u c ri(do(n1L), which 

occurs iff   (rec2K)(y) < (rec^LKAgy). 
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f 
(x.^.yoz) -►•<+« 

It, can be chown thac  the  le^t member of Hh« LagrünylflP    f   'j[t)    is 

iht fiinctlori 

•K{x,y) *■ L*(2,w) - ^.^x.z* - <A?y>> If (x.y)      C and (ivv) t cl D 

If (x.y) c C iri.j \/!,w) t c) tj 

(f fx.y) ^ C 

where C x D " (d(OT,K x dcjm^L*) » (dow^K « dotR,!.') (s the donialn of h'» '.r- 

jranglan. Fra« this it follows cesily by (3Ö.1), iJfi.'l) snd (37.4) tha«: t»fO 

pairs (x.y) c if x R" and (zfw) e ^' < R1' satisfy the extremani.y condi- 

tions associated with   S(»)    und   S(T)    1rf 

A(xly) c 8L*(v:,w)    and   A*(z,w) c 3X(<,y). 

The next three results are simply iiranslatlorii, ot   r!^eo»-efn 6  17,  Coroll*r> 

5.17.1  and Coronary 6.17,2. 

THEOREM 8.4.    A gaj^   (x.y)    U a. st.able o^tjipa^ sof'jtiqn af I i)  if/ 

there exjsts^ a pair'   (z,w) s^uch th3t_ 

A(x.y) c 3L"(7 w)    and   A*(ztw) . 3K(x,y) !.*) 

LHjally, o pair   (z.w)    jc a ^aL;]£ ^ntimal soliitior! of {II} Jj_f thrre exists 

^ £?Ll!l   (x»y)   such that    (*) ;.1>iL(!l- 

THEOREM 6.5.    problem (?)  ^1 i. ^^[e c£Mr^ sol^^ i^f pt^Mein (11) 

does, j_n which cas^ the oßtlraQ values _[n fl) and (11) _ärc ecii'il 

THEOREM 8.6.    if.   >A ri(.'üiT K}n ri{dw I) / d,  thrn fcv( rv Oj'tin.yi  solu- 

tion of (I) Is stable.    Oually, if    A*ri(do^ L*)r\ r1(d^ K") >•' r>>  '^     ^vor/ 

optimal solution of (11) i_s stabje. 

To go along with these results, we hsve two existence results, 

is a corollary to the ue^t ttiRorpm. 

THEOREM 8.7.    Assume    A ri(dofn K) Hrifdo^ L) f $.    Tjien 

dom(K  - LA}* C dem K* - A »dorn L*. 

and 

>'j 

immm ■MlliW ^MT-" - ■ ■ —   -• - 
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n{dc«i <•  -  *40uii I.*) C   '-'Om'K      LA)4 

Iff 

rev: .(K  -  LA)  •   rnC,K -   <r^. .IjA, 

jor    1 ■ 1 amj 2. 

0KCOf.    ThP  'iru  mclusij'.  fo'iows f-^n Corollarie-i 4 6.3 jn-J   ' 4.?, 

'he becourt ass'irtlon follows froit» Thv^rf^r: 4.ft an'j ?.(, with tnp help of  fb  1.1 

..O'^LLAR-  3.7   !.    A^svp?    A rudan or.  -■'. "^ ii  r v, 

A*rliJam L ♦) r\r1(>lO:ii k",» r o, "^j 

ec<(K  -  i*]   ■•   '•:■.■:  X      ( if 1.)/! 
J .• J      J 

tor    j »   I   and ?.     Jhzu tivre exj^'-s  itn 0{'t. .mal  soiütj^r ov fl). 

PfOOf-'.    fht rreorem and (6.3JJ   Imp'y t'iat    ri(cJü"i(K  - LA)*}     squfllb 

rl(dan K*  -A'dom L*;, which -jqu^U    rl.o^ /♦)      A^rl.-Jom '.*;    b>   (ö 6) and 

(6.6.2).    Heoce    (O,ü) t  n(dcim(K  -  I-')*)     i ■ i"    -iT-i(do"i l^A r  (dum -';  f i! 

i(;us, (37.5.3)  implie;, ther.» exists  a s.Kldl--pj,r'L of    r^  -    AJ. 

A nor^ ge'.erai  exvitenco r-'s -1   '■:  the f'.l' >wln:j. 

"HEOPEM 8,8.    ASSUTM that    A rj^dc/r N;n  -1''do<n L) f t    ard tiiat. ».he 

rp|]owi;:g I wo r^nJi'. Li!'?. IL^ '3a_t*_c_t1e.: 

. ./    .      rec n(x.-)(y)  <  rcc LCA,/,«)(Avy)    for eyer-y    x ..   ri   <. 

then    r'ec Klx^-ii-y} ^ rec n^jX,-)! -A^y)    for eyefv    < .   ri  X. 

(b)    If    rec K(',y){x)  __ r-c L(-.A..^ }(;,>-.;    r_o.: ever^    y ».   rj  Y,  fhei 

rec K(',y)(--x} _\ rec L{« ,A2y)(-A,x}    fo;_ CVRQ    y <   ri   ■.. 

Jil^l ^^/"ü g*|sts an SPl.^il  so'"t ion o?  (1). 

f;R00r.    Since     t*0J «■ (/ - .A],  t.fie thporen w; |i   follow iiMiicdiately t>or 

Corollary 6.2.1 cnce  it is checked that    rncAK   - L^j(y)  <^ n    Iff 

rec K{.',}{y) ^ rec L'A.x,")(Ap/)    f:;- every    < ,   r-  X, did  :h<»t 

rec,(K -   LA)'x) ; o    Iff    rec K(-.yJi^)   ;  rfi'  '-'•  /•/>/''\,.0     for ever/ 

y t   ri Y.    We show only tht fir-,? coulv.   en.r, ,v., V'e second 1*. sinilar.    P;- 
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l'.icrt'i'   <?.? ind i-.H,    1\  - !.M    has fi(^najn    X  *  Y    and ■-•'.nt.M'r   thf   ■   i'.tiLi 

/K(x.y)   -  LA(x,y)     If    >  t   X    ifid    / «;   Y 

<(<.i) M *" \i    f  i.   X   and    y /  V 

rroip t^.ij  to^fither «Uii \':'.3)  a.-.cl (s b),  it follows that 

roc f4lx,•;(>) a 'C- M.v.-);v)   - rpc iM-.x.OlAy) 

.for over/    /, i.  rl   ^.    Sin  ;    I"?"OKR   '   ,-^U>)  r'  ^"S  irec H(jt ,•', I'y) j x  .   -M  X), 

cnp equlvaier .e  ■ .1 \ .owi, 

Flfijlly, we rvmatl; that ':f;i>(1it1 »ns  (a) and  (h)  ai;ove are sati'.hefl for 

exatriplt when   ;. * Y    is coundC'J 

m^mmmmmt 



APPENDIX:    Polyhedral Refinements 

Polyhedrtl $ add! c-func^ leer, have much nicer properties than do arbiträr) 

closed saddle-functions.   Consequently, many of the results In the thesis 

admit refinements when some of the saddle-functions involved are poly^d' ü-. 

These refinements generally Involve weakening the hypotheses In either o.' 

both of two ways.   The first way may be described loosely as follows:    If « 

theorem can be proved using a hypothesis of the form   (C * D) r\ rifdom K) r />, 

where   K   Is a closed saddle-function and   C   and   0   are convex sets, then 

the same conclusions (and sometimes even sharper ones) can be obtained fror« 

the weaker hypothesis   (C * 0)ndom K ^ ^   when   K   is actually polyhedral. 

Refinements of this type rest ultimately on the fact that the main tools frc^ 

convex function theory which are used In the proofs (e.g. (16.3), (16.4), 

(23.8) .ind (23.9)) admit polyhedral refinements of the same type.   This cover« 

most of the polyhedral refinements.   However the results which are essentially 

assertions about the existence of saddle-points admit refinements of a differ- 

ent sort.    Generally speaking, such results hypothesize conditions of ths form 

(reCjK)(-x) > o   whenever   (rec^KKx) _> o 

and 

(reCgKH-y) < o   whenever   (recJO(y) £ o. 

These are dual to the condition   (o.o) c ri(dom K*)   and hence imply the exis- 

tence of a saddle-point of   K.   However, when   K   is proper and polyhedral. 

It can be shown (using (23.10)) that   dorn 3K* » dorn K*   and hence that   K   has 

a saddle-point iff   (o,o) e dorn K*.   Thus, for   K   proper and polyhedral, only 

the weaker conditions of the form 

(rec,<)(x) <^ o   for all    x 

and 

(rec2K)(y) >_ o   for all   y 

are needed. 
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in addlttcn cr the Vi»,,!ou^ rf.finenent.i   ui ^ocr.e. /; • ■I ' .;■; 

?o"!:.near^1  Qonvtx spis and funci'.lvis,  ^herx- ;T.- r^-.V,.] ■.ti-oi     "■.•,, >■•.   3 

.fecnnjca"- »atvjre which ,i,-v usefu'i    " itrryiug out t'V.- proofs .('   .-.'   i-iiyhv.'. .*,! 

"etir.«wnti.    O^e such ^sclt Is tin  Mi..;;eiJia]  i'i»nio;i «if '...TJ,..  .; -. tvh'TS 

's proveti f.y spoiling i..» (cO.C)   '•■) pivie ?' (11 ?.)■    Xivth'ir Is   ..'.•• vj.a 

:«r< be rcprcsen'oo äS 

(r*.yO(*;' - (r.  ..e<: r1;    //(v)|.v t- t<) 

•Hftt. 

». ... ■ 

for any :ets   C   «rid   0   u:ch ihdi    'M^cr -c) c C >- 6 c :ii;fn <     /\ ^ifvi 

^Ov't, yhich Is crs«nt1 s] far th-r ►e^ppments  U\ ;••':• iT!-.)f'! ."c-i-?   •v ; U  '5 « 

generalIzation of (6.5).    It !s tlAl .:"c"- '.ny «'oovr-; ;-:-.t.o   f,    ^o   •;.    fn    '•" 

. T: sat!sfy1n9   C^n ^^ Cg ^ jJ, vr« N^r,      .;: 

', A cl C- C c1(C,n C«).    This cari be prv>'ed hy firit usi-.g c ^:.".,r-,l ;\.o 

irgument based on (11.3) to »ho^ thjf    r] C-j r, rl C^, r rf. ivha^e    "    ' 

C^O.aff C2, ao;' then applying (?.S). 

The results in i2 «hich use tnt  lyi-otftosis    rangr; A.•'*-> H{ .-»'AT   O   ' p    c.'.n 

:e proved assjiT)''i3 jj^t f,hiir    .-vu? Art-ir.i!. K j- ;4   \nt<    K    t;  .)■:•! •.-.•"icsij.. 

The hypoth-?rciS   s'!) TheorwK ?.?    3.? nnn ,*5.!5 .:ir, b-. ■■'i^ktr.r.:; ■_;••   !•;;■ -jl ?/ 

for exafflf'l«, the • cnc'!isi;on<i r: Iheorem 3 L' si.11 hold '.i   K    !.; m v. r pcO/- 

K.edra1 a-'.d    (u,v) f.  ^ '*<cfli K   Si-t^if;«.:-  u.hr  . cK-.':i*ifiS 

inf free K(«,y)(x)iy >   J^nr:,.-..   fr.v     v-      0   wrepevei    >'■-■   : c 

and 

sup {fee K(xI«)(y)jx r   JwuK, /■,/ ;  u'} ■• 0   ..hfci.ev'r'f    ''.,•■• i- 0 

The polyhedral  rnflnew'-.V. for   ;.  ."' br.d 2 y.'J^'J re^i'r-ti'^nt;   fj/   5-1 •vh-i. 

all of the saddlfe-fuoctiOTiS   K, ,..,,<     are pol)hta-<1.    i'. this . ■ 0 ihr- 
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hypothesis (*) c*n be replaced by 

do« KjO.-ridow K$ i i. 

In the nixed case, when for example the saddle-functions   K|,...,K     are 

polyhedral but   ^if-.^j   aire r,ot:» we c*n still prove everything with (>r) 

replaced by 

dorn K^.-.^dcn K  H rUdom »f^^O. ..HrlfdoiT) K ) f i. 

The proofs, however, do not follow fro« fl2 and 3 by the device of represent- 

ing   [)C, ♦...♦ K j    as   [KA]    (cf. Theore«» 4.6).    Instead, one must carry out 

proofs parallel to those In \\l and I but which appeal to (20.1)  In place of 

(16.3) and the polyhedral version of (23.8)  In place of (23.9). 

Concerning j6, define a generalized saddle program   S(K)    to he polyhedral 

Iff   K   Is polyhedral.    It is easy to see that   5(<)    is polyhedral Iff Its 

dual program   S(L)    Is polyhedral.    The polyhedral reflneir-nts of the first 

type described above take the form of reolaclng the hypothesis    "S(K)    Is 

strongly consistent" by the hypothesis "SfK)    is polyhedral and ccnslstent." 

The refinement of Corollary 6.2.1 combines both general types of refinement: 

If   S(K)    Is polyhedral and consistent, then it has an optimal solution Iff 

(rec1K0)(x) ^ o    for all    x   and   (reCpKoHy) i_ o   for   all   y. 

Che polyhedral refinements for |6 yield refinements for s7 when all of 

the functions   H, gi,...,g0, t. f     »re polyhedral and also for s8 when 

both   K   and   L    are polyhedral.    The mixed case of §7 does not appear to go 

through in general.    The troublesome spot Is establishing a version of Corol- 

lary 6.17.2,  i.e. establishing the existence of Lagrange multipliers.    The 

mixed case of 18,  though, does allow refinements of all the results.    The hypo- 

thesis    "$(♦)  is strongly consistent,'  i.e.    ri(dom L)H A ri(dom K) f 6,  is 

weakened by replacing    n(dom X)    with    dorn K    in the event    K    is polyhedral 

and by replacing    ri(dom L)   with   dorn L    in the event   L    is polyhedral.    Then 
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everyth1n9 go« throuflh by appealing to the polyhedn.1 case of »2 and the 

nixed case of 14. 
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